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Following the anti-slavery meeting the

business of Conference was resumed.
| Bev. 8. Curtis reported that about $8,700
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the | Rev.

A. D. Williams chairman,
and on
the Denomination, Rev.’ C. F. Penney
chairman, were taken up and adopted.
The last report spoke of the prigin, growth
and present.condition of the denomination,

WEDNESDAY, AUGUST A8, 1880.
ww xs

recommended the appointment of a Historical

GOD'S TIME.

and other

things.

It

WIL Bowen, G. C, Waterman. E. W.
Porter, J. L. Higbee, O. D. Patch, C. B.
Mills, O. E. Baker.
:
>

gives her happy myriads birth ;

And after harvest fears no dearth,

But goes to sleep in snow-wreaths dim.

The selection of a Historical

Dread is the leisure up above,

and after some routine business the

To see if she would fly to him.
He waits for us while, houseless things,
We beat about with bruised wings,

On the dark floods and water springs—
The ruined world, the desolate sex.
With open windows from the prime,

All night, all day,He waits sublime,
Until the fulness of the time

‘Decreed from His eternity.
—Jean Ingelow.

Secretary

was referred. to the Conference

The while-He sits whose name is love,
“ And waits, as Noah did the dove,

a

“Secretary,

nominated asthe Conference Board, Revs.

* . Grand is the leisure of the earth: =

"She

subscribed on the Centenvial

fond during the session. The reports of
the committee on Sabbath-schools, Rev.
J. B. Drew chairman, on Church Polity,

The Horning Star,
Wi

WEDNESDAY =—=AFTERNOON:

sr

a

last week.]
from

Board,
Con-

ference adjourned to 6.50 p, M.
Si
EVENING.

;
—
rest from their labors; and neither the viewsof their ministerial relations to ‘the
sleeping dust nor glorified spirits can
‘world.
&
5
| benefited by praise or eulogy.
It is not. ~~ (1). Like the Master they were benefor their go! but for he hohe, and the factors, and their work the work of charfuture
we gather upon these conse- ity and mercy. The world naturally and
‘crated hills near. this monumental stone necessarily demands religion, but not
to close the first, and commence the sec- such a religion as Christ taught and
ond century of our denominational life. practiced.
The gospel of repentance,
It is to look at the history and experiences self-denig} and pious devotion was never
of the past for knewledge
of duty and in- called for. = Christ came unasked *¢ to his
spiration of motive for the future.
own but they received him not,” and his
. As a member of society, of the family mipisters must follow his example, and
and of the church, Elder Randall [retain- whether appreciated or persecuted, re‘ing the old title] deserved much praise, munerated or rejected, preach the gosbut more as a minister of ‘Christ. His pel as a work of benevolence. The world
spirit, faith and labors are worthy of all may, and as modified by Christian eiviliimitation, but all his nobility and marvel- zation probably will call for the rhetoric,
ous success in this work seem to rest logic. and
eloquence—the
literature,
upon his remarkably "clear ‘and biblical culture and wealth accompanying Chris-.
views of the nature of the relations of the tian preaching, and even offér remunera~
gospel preacher.
1f any other uninspired tion for such luxuries, but they never did
man ever excelled him in this respect, we and never will call for the ‘ Christ cruciknew not in what age or country to look fied,” the regeneration, the ‘spiritual life
for him. And when we consider the gen- taught in the gospel until influenced by
eral views of his period; how a large ‘the Reprover and the ‘foolishness of
proportion of the ministry of his day preaching.” The work of the ministry for
based their professional relations upon- -the world is as really a work of benevliterary, financial or civil grounds; we are olence as feeding the hungry, relieving
still more astonished.
;
‘the sick or ‘rescuing the endangered in
:
The true minister of Christ sustains pe- ¢¢ pulling them out of the fire.”
Thus our
culiar relations to God, the world and the fathers labored, loved and pitied, and
church, and with reference to all of these | often suffered until like Colby they could
relations his.views were clear, his
posi- sing :
:
:
tion unique and his example commanding.
|

The Conference was opened by prayer
by Rev. B. M. Edwards, of Maine. The We can not in the brief period of this ex1 following committees were appointed : ercise do Jristies to the
private character
Historical Committee, S. Curtis, I. D. or general labors of Elder Randall and
his associates. Let us then look at their
Stewart, O. B. Cheney, J. M. Brewster, professional
relations as’ believed and
R. Dunn, A. D. Williams, W. L. Noyes, practiced. This single, but central and

THE FREEWILL BAPTIST STARDARD,

O. D. Patch, G. F. Mosher; on Necrology, S. Curtis, R. Dunn, J.M. Brewster.

-, The item of the report on Church Poli-

ty proyiding for the ordaining of a min"| ister without the request of the church
But to-day the Freewill Baptists occupy a
“posi: “was broughtup and discused. Mr. Stacy
Hon. which is not notable for Aor
ud Hd
ticular. Their ordinances can be enjoyed
in the: wished to know if a ‘Quarterly Meeting
Baptist Church, their discipline in the €o
e could license or ordain a man
without
tionglist,
their Arminianism in the Methodist, and

fundamental idea isthe mostimportant part

of the history, showing the philosophy of
help success and the true work of our
ives.
:

BY REV.
A. D. WILLIAMS,

je

y

their 1
Register,

om

among

the Unitarians.— Christian |

the request of any church. It was
amended so as to say the Quarterly Meet-

I.

In their relations to God they were

specifically and specially,

(1).

——

His subjects and servants.

al beings are

necessarily

under

Morobliga-

tion to those to whom relations are sustained,and there are natural and voluntary

{

“Oh, if poor sinners could but know
How much for them I undergo,
:
They would not treat me with contempt .
Nor curse me when I say repent.”

They never sold the gospel to the world,
and whoever attempts it will starve the

people by offering appendages— the let-

ter,” instead of the ¢¢ spirit” and essence
of the gospel.
:
(2). They, were watchmen,
placed
like ancient sentinels to give the alarm
when dangers threatened. They preach-

ed peace to the righteous, but none to the

wicked.

‘The terrible

evils hanging in

such fear ful blackness over the path and
destiny of the ungodly were portrayed in
their true colors. - The modern sentimen-

—

NO.33ey

ments are -for charity or salary, that
ministers are pau; rs or hired men,1, and
and
thatthere
is no
other pritciple
of support.
And yet all our civil officers are neither
paupers nor hired men. Most of the im‘mense bank exchanges are for divisions of
profit and settlements of various stocks
and responsibilities, and not for wages nor
charity, ‘All copartners in business re-:
ceive their proportion of ' income,

not

churches, where the best talent is wanted

for the least money, while the other
arty wants the most money and comJorts for the least labor. Why not engage
to the Lord Christ, labor for ‘the good of
with whom

by the providence and

of God we may be located:?
(2).

those

grace

EY

But not only were our early Rin-

isters copartners with the church,but they

were. representatives of
defenders of their faith.
controversialists,for they
upon the fundamental

ospel.

But they

the church and
They were not
preached mainly
doctrines of the

‘¢ contended earnestly

or the faith once delivered to the saints,

presenting with great force the doctrines of

talism which would paint thunder clouds depravity, repentance .and regeneration,
relations among men from ‘whick human in rose colors, decorate crime with smiles and never ceasing to speak of the fullness
obligations arise. The minister of Christ of amusement and. apologies, holding sin of Christ and the atonement. And their
ing “could not so ordain.
is not such by contract nor by the will |
and its penalty a myth,” was distinguishing doctrines respecting. the
The committee on Correspondence re- of man but by the will of God. ‘And what- toa misfortune
except in th” Freewill Baptist denominas«
them unknown. . They believed in God atonement and the freedom of the will,
ever may be the nature of the providential, and his law, that the'violation of this law are no longer controversial,
for in practical
tion.
He can.find them piecemeal, here ported, expressing pleasure at receiving spiritual or church
call,
certainly was the greatest evil in the universe and Preaching all are now agreed upon these
the
.
delegates
from
other
bodies,
and
and there, among the various detiominathe service is to-be performed for God that¢ The wages of sin is death.” As points.
Indeed, some suppose we have
tions, mixed with a large quantity of the nominating President Durgin to repre- and by his authority. And where since watchmen they were true and faithful, no distinguishing doctrines which are not
sent
this
body
to
the
English
Baptists,
apostolic times can’ we find a more clear, ¢¢ detlaring the whole- council of God,” held by others and therefore no occasion
** wood, hay and stubble™ of objectionaO. B. Cheney to Nova Scotia, R. Dunn. practical and heartfelt recognition of this saying to such as denied Christ that they’ Eopesigience, Is not this true of the
ble doctrine or practice. Bpt they are comto. the Congregational Council,
and divine control than in the life of Benjamin would be denied, and that ‘‘ he that beethodists? Are they}Episcopalians? so is
"bined in one harmonious and symmetrical
referring
the
appointment
of
delegates
to Randall ?. Without selfishness or the as- lieveth not shall be damned.” Such is the the Church of England, Protestants, Episwhole, only by the Freewill Baptists.
sumption of that narrow utilitarianism relation of the true minister of Christ, and gopalians and Roman Catholics. Are they
And this is the very beauty and perfec- other bodies to the Conference Board. which makes the knowledge of immediate such a relation was honored by the believers in a general atonement and
Rev. A. D., Williams was
afterward and eternal consequences of actions the fathers, but disgraced by many modern
tion of our denomination.
:
free will ? so are we, and more than half
foundation of moral obligation, he only inof all Christendom. Are they 'Pedo-Bap>
We have no owlre doctrine that may appointed a delegate to the next Con- quired for the ‘will of Heaven, believing preachers.
‘vocation
of the
Eldership
of the
(3). ' But the noble: men whose lives tists ? 86 are Presbyterians, Congregaattract for a while but which the world
that God as well as parents and generals ‘we honor to-day were not only benefac- tionalists and all the Roman Catholics.
will soon see to be worthless, like the Church of God. Money was appropria- could givé laws without explaining all tors and watchmen but instructors. Not
And how is it with Congregationali sts?
ted towards paying expenses of these the consequences. Consequences may
‘Quaker’s ** thee” and * thou,” and his
especially of natural spience, mathematics Are they Independents? so are Baptists.
delegates.
:
sometimes
indicate
the
will
of
the
Creashad-bellied coat—no buman dogma, like |
or languages. But the knowledge of man, Are they Pedo-Baptists ? so are PresbyI. DU" Stéwart moved that the next tor, and whatever is right will do’ the of duty, and of God is vastly more im- terians, Methodists, Lutherans and . Cath_the Methodist and other pedo-baptists’
most
good,
but
internal
convictions,
provbaby-sprinkling—no bigoted exclusion of Conference be held in four years instead idential events, existing relations and portant’ than all other knowledge; and olics. - Are they «Calvinists in. their
The matter was not laws must not be ignored. We must not the discipline and proper direction of the schools and standards? so are the Presbythe Lord's children from the Lord's table, of three years.
moral faculties infinitely more important terians an
i S.
:
=
“
wud
| pressed and the time was not changed. |
€ Soe:
than any other department of education.
‘And how is it with the C. Baptists? Are
.
Dr.
Ball
moved
that
the
next
General
for
those
more
needy,nor
steal
from
those
2
no fettering of thought and conviction, by
As a teacher of ethics, and of practical they Calvinists? no more so than Free
who wouldbe benefited by. the loss of and experimental religion, as an educator byterians and Congregationalists.
Their
"a man-made confession (the Westmins- Conference meet in three years from the
roperty,nor kill those whose:death would of the moral powers and especially of the government is Congregational, and - their
third Wednesday of next August. Arguter) which the world has outgrown, and
9 a blessing. Some religious efforts ap- sensibilities, as a moulding
force in
aptist views believed by more than half
they themselves have to explain away, ments were made for and against; Thé parently the most successful are a curse, practical Sociology, who deserves 2 jet of all Christéndom.
nd even theif
motion was amended so as to fix the time and some which seem useless are right,
and then don’t more than half believe,
er piace than ‘Benjamin Randall?
He clese-communion doctrine is only the old
on
the
second
Thursday
of
August,
and
and in the end although unseen by .the taught: men how to be ‘economical and doctrine of the necessary antecedence of
like the Presbyterians—no . lifeless foractors are most useful. And those minismalism, that had to be inspired with a then it was voted down. It was then ters who change from place to place, benevolent, how to believe and practice, baptism as held by all ‘the Catholics and
Voted
that
the
next
session
begin
3
years
how
to work and worship, how to pay most of the Pedo-Baptists with a baptistic
"personal spirituality, as Dr. Quint admitfrom sect to sect, and from doctrine to and pray, how to suffer and rejoice, how
from
the
1st
Thursday
of
next
October.
appendage.
ed
=
doctrine,
to
‘‘do
the
most
good,”
might
ted, largely through the agency of the
Most of the doctrines embraced in the
" The Conference treasurer reported, and well study the life of Randall and of Col- to 'live and how to die. ‘Whoever of us
can imitate his example in this r®spect different denominations
Freewill Baptists, like the older Congremay
he found
the report was adopted. A tax of one by and inquire whether God, or knowl- will almost realize our ideals of a Chrisgationalists—no soulless glitter, that
scattered through the different churches
edge
of
consequences,
truth
or
policy
centa resident member was assessed on’
tian teacher. Such was this man and in different ages, but the _ relations and"
while it is as * free” is also as cold and
should govern the life,
a
messenger of God in his relations to the practice of these doctrines constitute the
the Yearly Meetings to pay expenses of
(2):
But
our
fathers
were
‘¢
workers
lifeless as an ice-berg, and no audacious
world.
tmnt hc
ji ‘distinctions. The same elements of food
Conference:
SE
together
with
Him,”
¢
Laborers
in
his
human philosophy that because it cannot
used by a French cook are also used by
III.
But
what
shall
we
say
of
his
rela:
Rev. R. L. Howard, of Maine, a com vineyard,” *“ Filling up the measure of
cram God into a human formula ofters Ts |
the Arab and Hottentot, and yet there is a
tions to the church?
:
his
sufferings,”
¢‘
Builders
upon
the
founmittee to procure a centennial register,
_only the miserable hope ard help of a’
dation.” "The conversion of the werk is
(1). Did he not everywhere and at all difference in the combinations. Most of our
was requested to repert to-niorrow at the Christ's great enterprise, to which his times consider himself a part of the denominational peculiarities may be found
human savior, like the Unitarian.
close. of :Conference.
He: had already ministers are pledged and consecrated. church, the church and ministry one elsewhere, but not associated and comBut,
omitting such
as
these, we"
procured over 1,100 signatures to the And if at times the needle was used by body, and the whole an actual co-partner- pounded to suit our convictions. But one
have the cream of them all—the human
distinguishing trait differs from
register. Of these names, 209 are min- Randall as well as by Paul, it was only in ship ? The work of thie ministry was the leading
all churches and sects which have appeared
freedom and responsibility that a hun.
work
of
the
church
and
every.
individual
emergencies,
for
means
to
the
great
end
isters. Great credit is due Mr. Howard
while still the energies of mind and body in mutual relation was expected to bear pon earth since that root of all errots,that
dred Years ago was admitted by none
for his efforts in this behalf.
were held steadily and sacredly to their this obligation according to the ability abominable doctrine of baptismal yegenothers, save the Methodists, but is now
eration was admitted in the third century.
The committee on Closing Resolutions true calling. This divine enterprise of the and circumstances. =
|
:
denied only by a very limited few—the
(a). In- social and public worship - We place both the ordinances fair and
reportedin part, thanking the commit- son of God, commenced by his labors,
square upon and within the limits of
personal-experience of a divine life, that
tees, Moderator, and officers of the Boston, sanctified with his blood, and prosecuted each had his! partto perform, and the Christian character. Others lgptize or
after all lies atthe foundation-of all huby his order, deseives and demands all the $reaching of the gospel was not completsprinkle subjects to bring - them into. the.
man redemption and progress, and is Concord & Montreal and other rail- energies and all the time of his ministers ; ed by one man nor without the sisters.
(b) In expenditure of time,, and in kingdom immediately or at a future time,
_the life-blood of every.man-saving de- way companies for great favovs, the and whoever met this claim with more |
self-abnegation than those of whom we general and religious+ hospitality, in re- baptize not to show forth Christ in his
Prescott organ company far use of organ,
nomination—the ordinances in their sim-_
speak to-day? And what a lesson for vivals, Quarterly Meetings, Yearly Meet- resurrection, in the soul, nor in the final
£4
plicity and purity, in which none excel us and the Camp Meeting Association for those who leave the ministry for civil of- ing, &c., all were held responsible, and resurrection, but to make Christians. And"
—the large and loving sympathy, that ex- use of the grounds, and expressing fice and politics, trade and speculation, most generously was this responsibility of course most of these place the Lord’s
Supper as a means of salvation before
tends a warm heart and a helping hand to gratitude to God for preserving care. or for secular schools where not qnly admitted and assumed ;very many expend- those
who do not discern the Lord’s ‘body
their
profession
but
religion
is
nearly
iging
in
tinle
and
‘hospitality
much
more
The
report
-was
adopted,
excepting
the
all who are fallen, or fettered, or famishing
nored by others if not by ave
than is now subscribed in dollars and nor partake of the bread of life. But
item.
relating
to
the
officers
of
Confor material or spiritual bread, in which
others upon an opposite extreme place
Religion, but not ordination, is desirable cents.
;
Sis
few are even yet abreastof us—the stérn’ ference, which was-tabled to be taken up in all these employments.
4
1 (c) But the fathers believed in a both ordinances, and especially the Supthus denyJ (3).
In this obedience to the Master mutnal co-partnei ip in the church for | P er,upon church organization,
integrity, that counts truth and justice as at the close of the session,
Dr, Bowen spoke in behalf of the Con- and work for the world’s Proprietor they the support of its ordinances and work. ing the sufficiency of Christian character
of more worth than ‘numbers or hunsan
“were especially the messengers ‘of God. Some severe censured have been‘thrown in the ordinances and confining them to a
applause, for which no one denies us the ference Board, reviewing the experiences t Ambassadors
for ‘Christ,” in whose be- back over their graves in reference to this fraction:of the ehurch of Christ as deterpalm.
In fact, there is not an acknewl: of the week und expressing the belief half pardon is offered to the guilty, peace matter.
Their methods might not have mined by the votes-and judgment of men.
edged gem of divine truth or of human that a brighter futureis in store . for: “to the troubled, life to the dying. They fiden-alivare wise nor the amounts. paid In apostolic times undoubtedly all Christians and none others were baptized and
adequate, but we do not believe there
hope, that is to be found in any denomi- Freewill Baptists. He was followed by did not deny nor ignore scientific trut
«received the Lord's Supper.
nation, that does not find place and room G-. H. Ball who said the Conference had nor deserve’the-ridicule which some con- ever were ten men of - respectable standceited fools and ignorant scholars have ing in the F. Baptist ministry who did
For a hundred years we have been con‘among the Freewill Baptists.
And been a surprise and delight to” him, and attempted to heap upon them. They be- not believe in the support of Christian tending for this faith and practice, and we
then, among us, alone, are the ordinances he felt new comfort and courage. He lieved in the God of nature as well as the. reachers. They did not believe in hir- are still" its only = défenders, and yet its
made coextensive with Christian char- regards it as a prophecy of renowed life Bible. They reasoned scientifically and | ing men to preach sermons, neither did importance can scarcely be over estimatlogically,often using PHISsoDbY, and rea- Christ. But they did believe that the ed nor its apostolic character denied:
;
acter—that experience of the divine life, and service.
son
with great force.
Natural science was church had a great work to do for the The relation of oug denominational fathers
Rev. O. E. Baker said the West was not
and it -alone admits.to baptism and the
not as well understood
then as now,noras world and that it was God's pleasure * By and of ourselves to the church at large
segtional,
and
the
western
members
Lord's Supper.
)
1
well pens by them as by some others, the foolishness of preaching to save them
and to our own churches placés us under
Here then is a denomination that dis- | would go back with stronger bonds bind- but their illustrations and - practical uses that believe,” and that the expenditure of very solemn obligations from which we
- cards, the questiongble theories and | ig them to to the East. J: M. Brewster, of nature are worthy of imitation. . And time and property in this work by those can- not. escape. We are not here for
yet their main work,and the main work of
specially to its performance ought mere ceremony, nor for superstitious
practices of the others, and combines in B. F. Hayes, N. C. Brackett, H. Whitcher all true preachers of the gospel is to offer called
purposes. Wé are here upon‘this dividto be mutually borne by all the members
and
R.
Dunn
spoke
teriderly,
and
after
singitself the cream in all of them that is
In the ing line between the two centuries, upon
-salvation to sinners and lead men to ‘‘Re- aceording to their circumstances,
accepted by the universal Christian ing ‘“ Blest be the tie that binds,” prayer pent
‘benevolence of our early workers for the | this pivotal point upon. which no. others
was offered by Rev.’Dr. Burns, and the. ciyiliz
world they seem at times: to forget or. ever stood, or ever can stand, to hear the
\
thought
4nd
life.
Can
any
one
say
that
‘
voices of the past, to study the lessons of
ignore their, claims upon - the church,
Conference
adjourned
to
meet
Thursday
at
‘thisis * not notable?” Is it not ‘most no!
but never were these claims gelinquished ‘the years, to feel the inspiration of .the
table of all, and over all? Is it neta Randal}'s grave in New Durham.
associations, to prepare for future work
nor the .co-partnership of the church
All true, friend Ames. But one can
enjoy all of them together nowhere else,

bh

#

§

5

standard that one inay be more than proud
to carry:
and to fight under? Is it not

Ne

‘most peculiar and most significant of
. all? Does it not voice a battle cry, ringing out clear and inspiring
above
all others ?
by
ASR

THURSDAY, —NEW DURHAM.

Having already spoken of the
Durham pilgrimage ina, previous

denied.

Why the frequent.and repeated

| we shall now omit details
and givea full | T

for ¢‘ church

stock”

in the

first

--

report of the principal addresses that ment—the freedom. and. responsibility of"
man respectingit and the glorious experiwere made in the grove. We regret that ence
and hope thus secured were §0”
“Theiik you, Mr. Register! With such a we wete not able to get a report: of the
clearly and * forcibly presented that we
_ Standard and such a battle-cry, the Free- brief but Atting address that Pres. ‘Godd- areall still so much. affected by the in- member would be required to specify "the
will Baptists are not yet ready to die, by made in the church. ©.
fluence that farther reference to this point proportion of responsibility he was willing to assume and all the members asses. Or scatter among the’ other denomina- | Prof. R. Dupn was the first speaker, and ‘866ms unnecessary.’
a
sed accordingly,an immense gain in évery
“tions,
i
5
; [thie following is his address :
| II. Elder Randall and his associates | way would have been secured.
Fi Hastings, Neb! It
ML

+

exhibited ' very

with God tand

a

nol. whay

know there is work and sorrow and joy

and triumph
before us.
CE he
Some of us are nearly through, and!
perhaps have fought our last
bat , while:
to others much, remains, hut noue of us
can be here a hundred years to come.

*

Let us then, |dear ‘brethren, upon this

consecrated

spot

consecrate

ourselves.

anew to God and his work, and may the:

Lord help us so to live that others: may be:
blessed by our lives and we be permitted
to meet each other and those who have
gone before, where duration shall not be

measuredby centuries, but rest shall be.
eternal.

yw

Np

address:

Duun’s

of Prof.

close

Atthe

Rev." Dr. A. H. Quint ‘was’ introduced,
and his impartial statements of the reasons that, led Randall to take the position:

which he did, and the results of it, were

listened to with close attention.
miliarity with Randall’s life,

His fa--

and

of the-

whole period with which it was
both previous to his

related,

conversion and

fol-

lowing his death, enabled him to speak ina peculiarly interesting manner.

His'address was as follows :
‘The members of the Conference know
‘that 1 was honored by an appointment to-

present to you, on your Centennial meet--

|.

ing, the brotherly salutations of the Con-

egational

churches

of

the

United

tates. You are aware that my own in-terest is intensified by my personal descent.

from the great and good

man who, under

present to-day.

have long been

God, gathered your first church a hundred/
years ago, and whose mortal remains =
rest in yonder graveyard. Im both respects am I honored by the invitation to. take the place of one expected to be:

For I

amiliar with the history which led your
people out of the Congregational fold, and .
can look impartially on its necessity.
* We honor no man exceptas he honored
Christ. Far would it have been from
the meekness and simplicity of that man, <

that any personal eulogiés should be made

at his grave. I dare not touch upon anything in his career, but such things as
illustrate the work of God in his hands.

Born on a rocky isle at the mouth of thé:
Pascataqua ; born where the salt spray
moistened the air ; where great sea-turns
came in. like 'sea-turns from eternity;
where the dirge of the restless waves was

always heard ; where, when

the

north-

east winds blew, the breakers dashed
way up on the trembling rocks; bora:
where sailors were cradled and nurtured ;
his father a ship master on old-world voyages, and himself nine years a sailor with:
his father to foreign ports; living where
he heard the sullen guns of the fort under whose shelter was his home; himself
a soldier of the

revolution,—thus did his:

native independence get nurtured for the
work to which God called him.
Seven years before Randall was born,
a great grandsire died on that same isle.
‘That
ancestor
had been Colonel of the.
New Hampshire troops at the reductions.
of Port: Royal, a royal councillor for:a-.

generation and long President .of the
Board, and thirty years a. Judge of" the
courts. ~The name of that dncestor-is remembered only by-an antiquarian;the
name of the great grandson is- known
over a continent, simply because intense
work for God and men isthe passport of
immortality.
The ancestor -had'led a regiment in the Indian wars of the-New Enland coast: the descendant, when-hedied,

ell victorious

“thousand

-

-

at the head of eighteen-.

communicants

which he had

-

in the churches

founded,

and

to-diy yew

begin the second hundred years’in which

multitudes will look to this spot as the
lace
where that man of God was laid ta 2

Bis rest.

>

I recognize the fact that this denomjna-..
tion was a necessity.
God wantedit. Grea

movements never take place exceptas
some suppressed truths, or: perverted
truths,

demand freedom

to live and work,

or unless some mighty .providence

in a heart,

.

°

burns.

:

Why did this.man leave the church of

his fathers?

Not because of baptism, ‘either as to form or subjects. It was years after he

had withdrawn, that he became a Baptist.
His second child, my mother’s mother, a

saintly woman, he

had

baptized

in her

infancy,~—although T am sorry to say she
did not think much of that when the grew

up, and was baptized again!
His third
ehild-also was baptized in infaney, and after he had withdrawn from the old ehurch.
“ Not because of his

views of Eleetion,

although Freewill became so prominent.
For, when he left us, he joined a Baptist

church, and that Madbury church had a
creed whose predestinarianism shamed all
modern Calvinism _by its intensity;
a

church of the kind now known as Predestinarian Baptists, far more Calvinistic

than

un

John

Calvin

ears after

himself'

he began

It

to

was

Jone

not

preach

he awoke to the fact that e did '
that
pot believe in that hyper-Calvinism.

They . asked him, “Why
preach election?” And

do you not
this man bf

sturdy honesty, who never feared anything lower than his God, answered ** Be

-

I cause-I-.do.not believe it!"

How

came
he

outside

of the

old °

‘church? He "wis simply a volunlary \exile for lack .of sym athy .in a deep
spiritual experience. He--had found no
congenial spirit;'save one or two neighbors. He could not breathe ina churchof

formal life only.
His living experience
Los
was being smothered. . Prayer meetings
were unknown. Church membership, as .°
then practised, required no regeneration.
Converted to God under the instrame
amen- - |
tality of the death of George Whitefiel
d,
the
Whitefield fire burned within him. A
few met for prayer, and they were scoffed

with each other. And as in imagination at.
A few told theirinner experiences of the
schurches ? and why: the *‘ assessments” we see the
good old laborers ‘marching love of Christ, and they were fanatics.
called for? The fact is, no man ever had over their fleld.of a hundred years with Years passed before, Benjamin Randall,
“a clearer view of the principle of pastoral extended hand, inviting voice and tearful | atiently waiting, but impelled of God, sisupport and thurch expenditure than Eld. eyes, and see them arise from. these hills ently, tearfully, with aching heart, but
Randall, and if in accorddnce with this and’ Wiles wit
the smiles
h
of joy and ‘with no word o reproach for thosehe left
pringiple of mutual eaparaership a, sys- shouts gfitriumph; we say with ‘melting behind, went out and ‘gathered to himself
tem had been adopted
by whieh
every heart and ‘loving,
erernce— roel
a few disciples, when -neither he nor they
efforts

New.
Star,

“Our fathers, where are they ?"—A

and to renew our covenant

>
To
prophetic,
and although

pasti 8

The

we now

|

as

paupers nor hirelings. The founders of
our denomination have been unjustly and
ignorantly censured, but they never considered themselves paupers and subjeets
of charity, nor hirelings going about te
find employment. They ‘ went about
doing good,” and when one had labored
ten days, each one of his church of ten
members ought to have paid the income of
one. day and thus left all upon an equality
in their work of benevolence to the i
If the world will honestly pay for the good
conferred, so much the better,but whether
it pay or not the work must be done,
and the expenditure according to nature
and the gospel, and the theory of Randall,
should be mutually divided among the
members of the church. If ministers
are
hired men, then church leadersand commiftees are the employers and the relation of dependence and the relative importance of the parties may be seen in
shops
and
stores and many of our

the world in mutual sacrifice with

us.

distinct

and correct.’ * It is frequently assumed ‘that all pay

ie

Yes, to thé old cen

sorrows; his conflic

ith

and
hisjoys
vietoriey, his

fears and hopes, to the goog andthe ‘ true
—farewell.

All hailye coming

years,

and all hail ye soldiers of the Lord.” And,

welcome,ye sorrows and labors before

¢

dreamed of the result. It: was only &
vital religion finding a home,
;
Such 4 movement, would now begimpos-

sible. he rufics of the deadening ** half,
way covenant”
have
d away, and all

| ey

Eid

airy aud al)

:

BE

| of God to hear the prayer of his ®rvants. |
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«« For ten's sake.” . God will bear

the sins of thousandéthat he may

with
protect
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THE RELATIVE IMPORTANCE OF THE

EMOTIONAL IN RELIGION. /

a few of his own from harm.
PRACTICAL. LESSONS.
I. The secret of the Lord is with them
v
that fear him.

BY REV. F. K. CHASE.

\/

6. This is hnalagous to. the frinciple |
upon which
we actin other departments |

take thie into himself. ‘Traly a secret,
times in our ‘hidden thing is the Love of God, “Known

BENOT HASTY...

There are a great many

In our

lives when our ‘ strength it vo sit still.”

only to them who seek

business activities, in our home-life and
cares, in our mutual relation to each other,

Motion is good in its time, but so is med-

also secrét, for what man can Have of it
here is how slight a foretaste of that eng.

of life, not nominally religions.

itation, so is quiet study, 80 is a patient

we do not think of being governed by our waiting on God.

If a bucket is to be filled

it,

and

hs

to them

less ocean of his Love 1—Zion's Herald.
Ep

[

feelings.
Underlying all ‘these things from a spout of water, the best place for
Every Christian has a certain “stock
there isa principle of action and if the that bucket is under the stream until it is in trade,” with which to do business
(For Questions see, Lesson Papers.
'
for
J." The sins of states and of cities cry | angularities physically, mentally or-mor- emotional comes in ab all, it is as an inci- full. “We soon run empty of grace, and Christ in holy living hnd work. By faithally,
is
a
being
the
world
has
not
produc
| to God for Judgment.
{ need replenishing, and need to be filled fully using what he has he will multiply
dental.
a dk
8
8
ABRAHAM'S INTERCESSION.
ed for some time in the past, nor may we
unto the fullness of God.” The cry of his resources ; by neglect and Watal bial.
III. God pays respect to the intercesWe remark finally :
expect soon to see-sueh an one in the
sions of righteous wen.
DAILY READINGS.
7. Search the Bible carefully
and the hour is for more work. But genuine ness he will Nose what he. has to
Ex. 32: 1-14.
Intercession by Moses.
IV. The debt of the wicked to the future. The history of human develop- no place will be found where we are bid- work consumes strength. The most FZ With. « To him that hath, shall be Fy
ment is an exceedingly interesting study.
_ Intercession Uy Elijah. 1 Kings 18: 41—46.
righteous, and of all to Christ, our Interden to do right because or when we **eel laborious farmer must halt is team occa- and from’ himysiab hathmot, shall be taken
. Intercession by the prophet. Isa. oi: 1-12.
Giving
our attention to it, we shall find.
1-7.
sionally atthe plow -and -rest; ~hemust-{he —seemeth
to
2:
Tim.
1
dike abi
One mediator.
cessor.
.
EONS
SARIS SCI Ji
ARNE
“among the many philosophies
taught,
1 Joh 2: =i
have. Ry fori the
poor, unf;
every
Christ our advocate.
go
in
from
the
hot
barvest-field
and
sit
Underneath
all
Biblical
tenching
lies
1
the
Rom. 8: 26—39.
two
widely
differing.
and . extreme
‘bankrupt soul = oangilicical Yor vi
Intercession. by Holy Spirit.
ABRAHAM'S PETITIONS.
broad principle of ““oughtness,” to do down at his tableand refresh his weary
Gen, 18: 16—33.
ADralnr's iniRrcossion.
theories:
Of
s.
petition
———
six
makes
frame.
An
army
is
never
in
so
good
a
m
Abraha
right because it is right; to love God and
MR.
1. That which makes prominent. the.
he, ‘asks,’
work for him because we ought to,—this trim for service in battle as after a sound
He ever tiveth, to> make’ these Luther says: “Six times
@oLpEN TEXT:
and with so great ardor, apd with such reasoning faculties to the ultimate extinc- isthe teaching of ‘the Bible. But the sleep and a morning meal. So every | On the 7th inst, Rev. Dawson Burns,
intercession | for thimDeHeb, 75
M.
‘| urgent desire that in the over-much tion of the imagination in -all its forras. emotional is not forgotten or ignored. servant of Jesus must often recruit his A, ., addressed
the National TemperThis
theory
teaches
that
the
‘imagination
Gen, 18: 16-33.
interest with which he pleads for the
Love, joy, peace arethe legitimate fruits spiritual strength by sitting down at his ance Society in the parlors of the Young
miserable cities, he seems to talk fool- belongs to the .savage or semi-barbarous
of the Christian life but. they "are the Master's feet, in prayer, in meditation, Men’s Christian Association in New You
Notes and Hints. :
ishly, as it were.” ‘But his “pressing stage. of human development; as the fruits and not the roots,
NJ
in reading ‘Christ's words and thinking city. We clip the following report from
«The account of Hagar, of the renewal earnestness is met with surprising for- race advances it will slowly disappear
The misery of the lost is set forth with about them. The disciples were not los- the New York Zimes. His subject: was
of the covenant with Abraham (when his bearance on the part of Jehovah—each until no traces of it willbe found in the dreadful distinptness, while our most viv- ing time when they sat beside their “Mas- “ The Progress and Prospects of TemThis theory
" name was changed from Abram, ¢ father pew concession -coming to him as an mature man of the future.
id imagination cannot conceive anything ter and held quiet converse with him un- perance Reform in Great Britain” :
exalted father,” to Abra- unexpected victory. All that he asks for regards the oldest portions of the -Iliad more beautiful and attractive than the. der the olives of Bethany or by the shores of
“of hight,” or
Among his hearers were Mr. William
ham, ‘ father of a multitude”); of the each time is granted—and no more. and the rude poems of the sayage as the heavenly city of the apocalyptic vision.
Galilee.
Those were their school- hours ; E. Dodge, who presided ; the Hon. James
origin. of the rite of circumcision, and of Thus God draws out from Abraham the truest production of the poetic faculty.
Without following this thought further, those were their’ feeding-times. The olack, of Pennsylvania ; J. N. Stearns,
the coming to Abraham of the three mén_ fall measure of * his priestly spirit,” and Progress in civilization is regarded as we may remark that while we should healthiest Christian; the one who is best Sorrespouding Secretary of the National
emperance Society; the Rey. Albert
mentioned in this lesson intervenes be- thus he gradually admits him into a view utterly subversive of the imagination.
regard the emotional as a .very essential fitted for godly living and godly labors, is G. Lawson, of Brooklyn; Miss Frances
2,
The
other
theory
pays
no
attention,
this.
and
t
lesson
last
at
until
spirit,
innermos
own
his
of
last
tween the
part of religion, we should never make he who feeds most on Christ. Here lies E. Willard, President of the Woman's
« The men) The three angels who Abraham feels that he can, go no farther. or but very little, to the reasoning pow- the mistake of placing it as the primary the benefit of Bible réading, and of secret National Temperance Union ; the Hon.
Mrs. Ma
appeared at the tent of Abraham in the In that intercession, he caught & glimpse ers, but feeds the imagination in every element. Its place is subordinate to’ the prayer. The very act of sitting down W. Clark, of Kansas:
form of men. From a comparison of both into the heart of God and of the possible way, often with the most un- great, rational, doctrinal truths which" quietly with our crucified’ Redeemer at Burt, A. M. Powell, and Mrs. C. &
‘Alvord. Mr. Dodge, in introducing the
healthful food. As the result the imaginaverses 21, 22, 83, with Chap. 19: 1, the hopeless condition of the cities whose
are properly its basis.
:
his table of love, has its signification. speaker, expressed his regret that he had
was
tion is unvaturally developed and the
=
cause he had been advocating.
_ probability is that one of these three
not come among them at a season of the
— Theodore Cuyler.
OE
year when a larger nuiiber of temperAbraham starts out with the assump- reasoning faculties become almost ex. the angel of Jehovah, who is often nanied
A= Prrmedrmreien
VARIETIES.
ance workers would have been in the
in the old Testament, and who Speaks as tion that at least there are fifty righteous tinct, Either of these theories logically | ABOUT PRAYER-MEETING.
BY
REV.
ADA
D. SANBORN.
city ‘to greet him. Mr. Barns said that,
6;
Ex. 3: 2,4,
Though he must followed out will crush and maim essenpersons in Sodom.
if he were Jehovah.
Is Christian responsibility to count ‘for, although his object ‘in coming
to this
tial
elements
of
our
mental
constitution.
have been familiar with the place yet he
0
Judges 6: 11, 12, 21—23.
country was of a specially religious charnothing,
and the mere
attractiveness
is,
That
seems
to
be
the
true
theory
which
meaning
The
toward.”
thought he was safe in assuming that
« Looked
LAW AND°GRACE.
: ‘| offered by the pastor and a few others to acter, he would have been disappointed
. started with their faces’ toward Sodom, theré were fully fifty persons who had not gathers up the truths contained in each _ «For yeare not under the Jaw but un- be the measure of one's duty to attend if he had not been enabled to open commanication with the temperance people
given ‘themselves over to its wickedness. of these but avoids their errer;, which
went toward Sodom.
er Grace” means something more than the weekly meeting? Will any one under- of the United States, The temperance
of
end
gives
to
the
imagination
and
‘to
the
lower
received
he
that
response
favorable
The
the
at
* « Sodom.” A city
simply that we have passed’ from the take to say that a lack of attractiv ehess in movement in England was one of great.
the Dead Sea, the site of which is now apparently made him doubt. At all rational faculties their proper Position.
Jewish
to the Christian dispensation. a prayer meeting absolves the Christian strength, but it owed its origin to the
It
sea.
events he is not willing to leave the and influence.
people of America. The reforn began
covered with the waters of the
There
is
a way of regarding even the from a regular and punctual attendance? in the Park Street church,
Boston, .in
The symmetrically developed mental
was a prosperous and wicked place, and, matter upon his first .guess, and so
We have had enough of this kind of cant. 1826, and reached England three years gospel with such rigid reference to ¢ Aposfor
prosperous;
he
forty-five
character
has
its
foundation
laid
in
a
solid
From
because
five.
by
it
reduces
wicked
perhaps,
It usually comes from the very people | later. - For a number o
the prin:
“drops to forty, ‘and then, with" a bolder. basis of mathematical and philosophic tolic Order” or ¢ Authority as. to de- who have no piety to lead them to per-' 7 ciple of the movement years
_,S0 it often is with cities and states.
in'that country *
prive
it
of
all
the
homelike
freedom
that
the
By
them.”.
step, down to thirty. With increasing study. Upon this basis is built the super«Abraham wend with
was abstinence from ardent spirits, A
should characterize a system of divine form the duty of attending the meeting,
number of efforts were nade to ‘supply
deprecation, he abates. the number, ten at structure into which are worked the arts
laws of Oriental politeness he was bound
whil@, at the same time, if their heurts the
grace.
:
obvious defects of that principle,
to do this. See 1° Sam. 9:26; As 20: a time, until he reaches ten— one-fifth the and sciences, history and personal aceomwere in a different condition their con- which was doing very little to establish
THRALLDOM AND LIBERTY.
~
ff
»|;pumber with which he started. Before plishments, while like the cornices and
. 98.
Many who think themselves to be in sequent attendance, their fervent prayers, temperance reform. First, the pledge was
s¢ And the Lord suid.oT "The ** Jehovah" ‘obtaining the answer to his -last appeal, fretwork are the polished manners of a
the
liberty into which Christians'“have their heart-felt exhortations would quick- altered so that some persons agreed to
is the original. If it is here meant, as is he stops himself from asking any far-- finished gentleman or lady.
ly make attractive the very meetings they take only a pint of ‘beer per day. One
In regard to the development of Chris- been called, are still in bondage to ritof the members of the society which
most probable, that one of the three an- ther by pledging himself to speak no
are pretending to mourn. over.
ualism, or theological formula, or the
allopted that pledge was afterwards found
But what if he had made no such tian character there gre also two theories
gels said this, the remark was either a more.
They came promptly enough . with their in the gutter. He had allowed himself
hard service of those Whose views of God
other
the
to
equally
extreme
and
‘equally
fallacious.
address
an
was
faith,
same
the
with
if
what,
and.
pledge,
or
soliloquy,
‘ itching ears” and their desire ** to hear | beer-at the rate of a pint per day, but unthe Lord
1. The first regards
the Christian are such that the Father is lost in the
he had'made request for the Sparing of
In either case,
two angels.
some
new thing” whek the minister first fortunately had reserved seven pints for
monarch.
the end of the week. Among the first
is here represented as deliberating like a the city for the sake of five? “of three? of religion as a system of pure greason. It
TRUTH OF THE BIBLE.
came among them. Why don’t they do it temperance organizations
started
in
man.
two? of one? There are those who say regards tears whether of joy or sorrow as
now? The meetings were *¢ attractive” England was a society for adults known
The Bible is made not less, but more
8
«« Which I do.” Which I am intending that the Lord just as readily would have childish or foolish.
then because of the numbers and the as the British Temperance League,
Since answered in these lesser numbers as in
In its teaching and preaching it argues fully true if, instead of holding oursel
to do. * Seeing that Abraham.”
zeal
; and these things would have the founded 34 years ago on a total abstiof the greater, and that Abr#ham was given but never appeals. It reasons. logically, and others to the literal interpretatién of
nence basis. Then came the National Abraham was to be the father
same
effect now if the people would sim- Temperance League,
all
it
contains,
we
conceive
the
idea
that
which had adopted
"nations this lesson would teach him: to only according to the measure of his but never seeks to touch the emotions of
ply do their duty. The Israelites could the pian of holding, drawing-room meeteducate his descendants to beware of the faith. Prehaps it is so; no one positively hope and fear. It seeks the head, but its propositions and illustrations are so
not make bricks without ‘straw: and no ings, thereby seeking to reach the midsihs~=which provoked ‘the :‘judgments of can say; but it seems to us that Abraham never aims at the heart. With it intel- framed and arranged as to hold each
pastor
can make a prayer meetiog attrac- dle and higher c.asses of society. Bemind
to
the
highest
conception
of
truth
of
Jehovah.
had a hint that he was nearing the limit lectual conviction and assent are of more
sides these there are now other national
tive
if
the
‘people refuse to come.
They organizati
which’
it
is
capable
until
that
mind
so
ex-the
by
is,
importance than real heart love.
ons known as the Scottish Temi Be blessed in him.” That
of a possible answer, sand that if more
should
come
from
principle,
from
a
sense
ands ag to be able to take in a concepperance League and the Irish Temper2. The second theory knows nothing
Messiah who was to come from him. The could have been given, the Lord would
of Christian duty, irrespective, for the ance League. In the north and south
about the ** rationale” of the Christian tion that is higher still.
example of Abraham now blesses us ‘and have drawn from Abraham a still more
moment, of the attractiveness of the meet- ‘of England are district leagues which
TRUTH
AND
FALSEHOOD.
Chris+/
all Christian nations and through
But religion, knows but very littie indeed of |
persevering spirit of ‘intercession.
‘work in harmony with the national soearth.
the
of
nations
other
all
The
DCH
0
Only. God can see truth in its absolute ing, and if they would—honestly deing: cities
tian nations
either supposition is a sentiment, the any firmly fixed Christian principle.
their
part
in
prayer
and
praise—
the
number about 200. At an curly stage: of
« For I'know him.” «For k haye known | Jatter, however, having the advantage “in
Those who accept. this theory arg gov. character. The highest conception of
England, juvenile
him, » is ‘the literal rendering. 7Sinde | the fact that Abraham ceased at the: num- erned in all their reljgious life and work man or angel, though it may be true as meetings would quickly be all they could temperance reform in
societies
‘were
established.
These indesire.
Until
this
has
been
tried
and.
Abraham
of
fidelity
the
Jehovah foreknew
ber ten. If Sodom was not saved, it was by what is sometimes called ¢* the feeling far as it goes, falls so far short of the
clude the Bands of Hope, which have
he chose him to be ‘the progeliue ok: not the fault of Abraham. He went to the part of religion.” Neither of these theo- Divine, and hence true idea of any given provena failure, let us have a“truce to «# been in existénce since 1847, and are diEN
this cry that the prayer meetings are dull.
]
Christ.
vided into fwo classes—the: junior and the
extreme limits of the boundaries of grace ries is more than partially true. The truth as to he, in one sense, false.
A Christian does not need to be ‘‘attrac« That he will command his children. » for it. ‘When he saw ‘the smoke of the result of following either closely would EXPERIMENTAL RELIGION AND CHRISTIAN ted” to do’ his duty.— Evangelical -Messen- senior bands. The former class is for
children from 6 to 12 years oftage, while
ihe
CULTURE.
“What an excellent thing in the sight of burning city, he knew that not even ten be anything but a symmetrical Christian
the membership of the latter class is comger.
character.
.
in
trained
be
to
righteous
men
had
been
found
there.
children
the
for
HEE
gt
God it is
posed of boys and’
girls from 14 to 20
Many Christiiins think if they enjoy the
That seems to be the true theory which love of God in their hearts, and do as
virtue and piety.
Abraham's prayer was answered, and yet
years. The Relief Temperance Associai
GLEANINGS.
+ Keep, the way of the Lord.” Not the the end of it was not reached! . Instead of plages intellectual assent and firm princi- well as they know, it is all a Christian’
The block of granite, which was an ob- tion is a society of Soin beiratively modern
gwib, The denominational societies
ples
at
the
basis
and
regards
the
emotiona
now,
as
ther,
was
which
ten there only was one righteous sman in
way of i 1s,
stacle in the pathway of the weak, beneed desire, but God expects us not. only
to the Free Church of Scotland,
than the causal. to do the best we know, but to know how ‘comes a stepping-stone in the pathw ay of the longUnited
Jvay of superstition, unrighteousness and the city, and even he a man with great al as the resultantrather
Presbyterian church, the
Perhaps
this
may
appear
more
plainly
if
&c.
faults. And though for the sake of this
. crime. *¢ Thatthe Lord may bring,”
Baptist, the Congregational church, and
-the’ strong. — Carlyle.
to do the best possible.
| Church of England. Women are largeNotice that the covenant of the Lord with one righteous man the city was not saved, we specify a few points:
" THE CHURCH
A DIVINE INSTITUTION.
ly interested in the work of temperance
Ww
Bore
there
is
much
pretension,
much
1.
A
Christian
character
developed
Abraham
if
yet
God
did
not
destroy
in.
until.
this
ne
binding
be
not
will
m
_Abraba
To believe that the church is” a Divine has been borrowed; nature never pre- reform in Great Britain. Of the societies
fail in his duty. He is chosen to be the righteous person was saved. The Jadge undef the pure reason theory is barren
controlled.by them, the British Women's
and rugged as the sides of. a mountain ptitations isi one thing, to believe that tends.—Lavater.
father of many nations, only on con- of all the earth did right.
Temperance Society iis the most’ influenBaptist,
Freewill
Baptist,
Methodist,
peak, unadorned even with wild mountain
From this lesson we may learn:
tial. A-sister of the Right Hon. John
dition of continued fidelity to the will of
Faith has a-vision of its own, but no Bright ists President.
A meeting
held
1. Thatsinners are to be prayed for. evergreens. It repels men from the Presbyterian, or other organizations, |
Jehovah.
‘|
light
in which it can distinguish objects y them not long ago at the
as
such,
are
divine
institutions
is
quite
ansion
Christian
religion
instead
of
attracting
Sodof
Abraham abhored the sins of ,Sodom,
< Because the cry,” &c. The sins
louse, in London, treated quite a flutter
except the light of prayer.—F. W. Fuber.
another.
!
Sirens
om and Gomorrah are said to “ery ” to but he prayed very earnestly and even them to it.
in fashionable society. The = Working
THE
ORDINANCES.
8
9., The preaching of" teaching which
He
Jehovah for punishment; that is, they agonizingly for its inhabitants,
The Bible without the Spirit is a sun- Women’s Temperance Society, of Lon.
To believe that the ancient mode of |
don, is another body which exercises a
present fo him a moral demand for it. would not live there as Lot did, but he always addresses the intellect but never
dial by noonlight.— Coleridge.
wide intluénce. -As a politicul organiza——
the heart; never speaks of heaven -and adroinistering baptism and the commu~
Especially ~and always do aggravated could pray for it, as Lot did not.
Friends are as companions on a journey, tion, the United Kingdom Alliance takes
2. “Boldness in prayer isacceptable with its allurements, nor. warn against the nion, by bringing: more vividly before eur
forms of wickedness ory to God for judgin 1853, in
minds
the
scenes
portrayed
by
those
or‘who
ought to aid each other to persevere the lead. It was founded
dread
abode-of
the
lost,
which
never
apGod. Boldness comes from g right per- ment.
Manchester. - The first attempt at temperdinances,
is
better
that
any
-other,
is-one
in the road to a happier life.—~Pythagoras. ‘ance legislation was made in 1864, when
« Iwill 90 down now.” From Mime ception of the’ character of God. He _pealsito human joy or. sorréw; which
thing, ‘to believe the ordinances not valid
Sir Wilfrid Lawson, then the ‘member
never
melts
to
tears
or
moyes'
to
smiles,
The
down.
leans
to
the
side
of
mercy,
and,
more
literally
was
it
Sodom
to
Every man desires to live long, but no from Carlisle, brought forward for the.
| unless so administered, quite another.
Lord here speaks after the manner of than any earthly father, is willing to give is relatively inefficient and barren.
man would be old Swift. consideration of the House of Commons
TRUE CHARITY.
‘Let us
3. On the ‘other hand a Christian
_ men, since he, knew before the state of good gifts to his children.
,{ a bill prohibiting
the granting of licenses.
~
Sherefore eome boldly unto the throne of character resting upon the basis of the
When a man is told |that the whole’ of Although repeatedly defeated, the propoSodom ard its desert.
‘To see, and, if necessary, expose the
- «« Whether they have done,” &e. Jeho- ‘grace, that we may obtain mercy, and ‘emotional is like a house on the sand, mistakes, either theoretical or practical, religion is summed up in the love of God sition was broughtto the: notice of the
and the love of man, he is ready to cry House yearly until 1878; when Sir Wil-"
when the emotions have passed, the foun. that have led men into crime, or plunged
vah goes to prove these cities, to see if find grace to help in time of need.”
3.
That
intercession
should
be
perseEven
‘out
like Charoya, in Gebir, at the frid introduced in its stead a local option
be.
to
seem
they
them
in
misfortune
is
a
Christian
duty,
to
as
bad
as
are
dation has slipped from beneath. Per"they
resolution, taken almost wholly from the
now, if they repent, he will save them. vering and persistent. Each new conces- sons governed by this theory are like a leave them to their folly or in their suf- first sight of the sea—** Is this the mighty report of the Canterbury Convocation.
Instead of that, however, they will meet sion of God is but an invitation to ask for ship out on the'ocean with neither rudder ferings because they are there by their ocean? is this all Yes, all but This measure was also rejeeted, but, hav:
more,
He grants, that we may ask nor chart, driven helplessly by the wind, own acts is both unchristian and unkind. how small a part of ft do your eyes sui- ing been again presented last. March, it
him with violence.
vey! Only trust yourself to it; launch was referred to an appropriate committee
no: matter from what quarter it blows,
“If mot I will, know.” The manner
of 20. Local prohibition *hy a majorit
ver
should
be
offered
in
i
humility
out
upon it; sail abroad over t—you will
+ 4. That style of preaching and teaching
in which God is here described as workas oe
in some parts of Ei figland
find jt Has no Tend ; it will etry you: and’ Ireland, and the -results have been be
{ng shows that he is * long-suffering, not as well as with boldness. Tt is nota de which appeals wholly to the ‘emotional,
BY E. C,
wotnd the world. = Hare,
Fi
very satisfactory. "One of the most inwilling that any should perish,” that he mand, but a petition. It should be pre- and seeks to move men (0 tears but never
The influerics ofaa Ihappy home rests |
teresting of temperance. agencies is the
"seeks for reasons in view of which he can “sented with the apprehension that. we reaches the intellect, may affect a certain
4 All truly consecrated men learn, little General Provident Institite, the object of
like
a-benediction
upon
the
whole
neigh:
|
may
be
mistaken
in
what
we
ask
for,
e.
s,
stay judgment
and secure repentanc
class of spasmodic, shallow natures,
by little, that what they are consecrated which is-to allow. men and women an opportunity to.make
provision for their fam~
«And the men.” That is, the two and, therefore, ever should be Accom: may perhaps fora time be more popular, borhgod. The pure (unselfish love of
husband and wife is’ perpetual incense in’ to is not joy or sorrow, but a, divine idea ilies against dea
It is divided into an
mentioned in Chap. 19: 1; as going into panied with the submission, * Thy wil, but its ultimate result is a practical failand a profound obedience, which can find | Abstinence Section and a Non-abstinence
which
all
rejoice.
The
presence
of
a
not mine, bedone.”
« Sodom.
ure.
iy
Section, and the vital statistics ofthe socimarried couple, who are known to live in their full outward expression, not in joy ety
have shown that the deaths of the ab- “Stood yet before the Lord.” Svtahsim - 5. The righteous often gre the preser- | Observe again:
fiy, incites those who ahd not in sorrow, but in the mysteriots- stainers’ section are fewer than those of
5. Our isd and rhost successful cheerful
stopped and commuted with, him who bad vation of the wicked. Frequently judghave ha
ttle ** misunderstandings”to and inseparable.mingling of the two.— the non-abstaining class. A temperance
just announced his purpose. Read ‘ Je- mets have been delayed, or warded off revivalists have been men who combined forgive and forget: and affords them an Phillips Brodks.
“I"hospital, Shened
October, 1878, is an"| other feature
e practical temperance
” for *“ Lord,” here and in every altogether, by their presence’ in a com the reasoning and the emotional in a sin~ hovah
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295,
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‘Roman
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J arial check whole communities of free lovers in power: “I can not do what is wrong; | stimulants.
¢ Drew near.” ° In the spirit of prayer tora) corruption, but they are a’ preseivnd
affinity
seekers.
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When Mr. Burns had concluded his adhe drew near to Jehovah. * So we are ex- ‘ing power against destruction. = Paul’
If any young husband and’ wife have Iam a Christan,” To do the right, that dress, Mr. A. M. Powell offered a resoluwas the badge of Christianity. ‘Pass the tion heartily welcoming him to this coun_horted to « draw nigh unto God, and he’ was the means of saying a whole ship-load truth, : Forcing there truths home (6th
spirit of philanthroy, they can find answer long to the next young man, and try, and reciprocating the salutation of the
ail draw nigh to you.” This intercession of people.- Who can tell. how much intellect and heart, they appeal Bh ‘thenote better
way of serving their fellows do not omit the ou men:==Christian at London Alliance, which says: ¢* This exKnox
or
spirit
the
Germany,
of
for
done
has
something
Iaither
. of Abraham shows
Vy
than
to
consecrate
a home to pure connu- Work.
ecutive desires, through Mr. Barns, to
for Scotland —or who can tell what Christ by tears.
of im who wept oyer Jerusalem.
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world?
the
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so
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would
“ike
ure.
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demands
of
the
Jove for these truths.” I think the history
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[—08. 8.Teacher. °° ~
eads
boldness with whi ¢
‘tinie is the ennobling of domestic, Lif. all things channels to us and messengers and good opinion as a gentleman- who has
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of
revivals
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that
ne
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the * throne of grace. i
won the esteem of this executive. and of
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righte
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to
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Thou hast given a banner to them that fear thee, that

it may be displayed because of the truth.—PSALM. 60:4.
y

Great successes bring their ‘responsibilities and perils. . No sooner has the foot

climbed the heights of over ‘than it may

have 'to descend
into the depths of
difficulties and’ humiliations. °Life
nates between achievement and
.. victory and. defeat. It was so in

uicapue with Daa Eig of dovae],
le very

piunagle

of his

denly he finds his Kin

the

nation’s

existence,

ET

new
altertrial,
large

a

greatness, sud-

straits and

in’

jeopardy.

|in the north against the |

While e

mountains and
breeze.
God
that fear Him

their

folds

to

the

as they extend and propagate the. truth.

gives a. banner to them
now

when

mands it, even as he did

Joab,

on

flung. te.-the|

Abishai,

when

occasion

to David,
Israel

was

de-

to

in

peril and the kingdom of his people reuired new encouragement and help.
"here is no limit to. the divine resources.

God has gifts as large in his hand as any

that he has bestowed. “God's power to
raise up great men for his service is as’

great now as ever and is equal to any and
every emergenc

2.

Itis Br greatness that chiefly

distingcishes those who are conspicuous

in God's kingdom—greatness of Sharadter,

“To them that fear him,” thatis to those

More than once the bookof the

law

elsewhere with other assailants,

It look-

ed for the moment as if the end of Da-

vid’s power had come and the Lord had

cast off his people forever. The foe was
in force all round. The earth trembled
under the footstéps of advancing hosts.
The land was shaken and divided. Had
things seemed

read in old times as if it had been forgot-

in store

for

Israel,

and

a

the accident of birth and fortune, the pos-

session of gifts of intellect, of energetic

will, of lfeen discernment and foresight,
of skill of hand and delicacy of taste and
sensibility lift nien above their fellows

they were as if bereft of reason.

statesmen,

their emergency

came help from

But

in

and darkness,” Huss unfurled
Bohemia, Wycliffein England,
and

afterwards

age.

The

names

of kings,

philosophers,

to

warriors,

poets,

artists

Taylor

‘and

God. are celebrated on the pages of the world’s should be seen, that by their words and of India, and the consecrated secularisms
the’ banner | history, and ring though. the trumpet of labors the glory of the truth should shine of China and Japan.
It was grasped
; of the Lord to the breeze; the old heroic the world’s fame. But
these have no forth from its eclipse, -and the blessings with firm hand by the brave Livingstone
spirit entered into the armies of Israel. place of pre-eminence and honor necessa- of life and salvation be known and enjoy- in the solitary wilds of Africa as he laid
Everywhere the foe was beaten. David rily in God's church. For God’s service ed by the children of men. -¢ Thou down his life in the interests of humanity.
avest a banner to thein that feared thee It floats on the ocean with many a gadly
triumphed over the Syrians in the .north other gifts are needed and another kind of
and put garrisons in Damascus, and the distinction is requisite. Men are famous that it might be displayed because of the crew ; it waves over the vast continent of
Syrians became servants of David and in his kingdom as they fear, God. above truth”.
America ; itis planted on the isles of the
4. ‘Instances illustrative of our sub- Pacific and the Southern Seéas; even the
brought gifts. And David offered unto others. All qualities of honor and glory in
the Lord at Jerusalem the gilded shields his people spring from or are associated ject may be found throughout the. history snowy mountains of the North have seen
of the church.
he had captured in battle.
Joab and Ab- with this one quality, the fear of God.
its crimson folds. God lifteth up an enEvery conspicuous leader,
every fa- sign on the mountains.
ishai trinmphed over the Edomites in the "There is no moral greatness without it,
All the “inhabitsouth. In the pride of her heart Edom because there is no moral strength, no mous chieftain in God’s kingdom has had, ants of the world are beginning to see
dwelt araong the mountains in the, cliffs spiritual STD no divine inspiration. so to'speak; a banner to display for. the the glory of the Lord. The trumpet of.
It has the gospel sounds on every shore, and all
God, conscience is alive and truth. That banner God gave.
of the rocks, exalting herself as the ea- Fearing
gle and setting her nest among the stars. powerful, the spirit is pure, the purpose born its suitable device, and served to pop- men are preparing to hear the
glad. tidIt has been ings of great joy which are to all people.
ut her armed men.came down against holy, the life righteous, the character ularize important principles.
they |-grand and symmetrical.
Israel into the valley of salt, an
Fearing God, if we may so say set np upon the moun- ¢ God hag given a banner from.’ generawere smitten twelve thousand of them, men “possess clearness of spiritual vision, tain. It has fluttered in the breeze. It has tion to generation to them that fear him,
and utterly destroyed, and David put cherish a passioh for God’s glory, and seek "been seen afar. It has provéd a signal that it may be displayed because of the
garrisons in Edom, and they of Edom
as their chief ambition the *¢ kingdom of and rallying-point for the forces of the truth,” and the truth exists to-day and
It has cheered the solitary way- spreads its power and wins its conquests
came David's servants. So the Lord God and his righteousness”. Without the Lord.
preserved
and prospered David in all his fear of God men may be intellectually or -farer, the lonely sentinel, the devout soul in every land.
2
undertakings. North and south the ene- socially great, but they connot attain in the walks of humble life, or it has sum1.
Our subject suggests emeouragemoned together an eager and marshall melt to all of us. Something of moral
any was driven back, and again the king- spiritual greatness. He who fears
G
dom of God proved victorious, her inter- as the mightiést thought and emotion” of ed host. It has been tor the muanisfesta- power and moral greatness is open to all.
ests were made- secure; her truth-estab- his soul can scarcely fail to become dis tion, for Hi permetnation and triumph of Based on ordinary moral and noton
-lished, and David reigned in peace over tinguished in character. He will be the truth. - The Lord has given a banner special intellectual ° qualities something.
all Israel, executing judgment and just- afraid to sin against God. He will be to many that have feared him since the of strength and influence is open to every
humble, devout, obedient.
He will be world began. There was need to estab- one of us in God's service. The humblice unto all his
people.
ure, conscientious, spiritually minded. lish in the first ages the doctrine of. sac- est may fear God in an eminent degree.
This Psalm "is David's battle-song.
{e will fear, to quench within him the rifice. The Lord gave Abel a banner; it The most obscure may be devout and
In the midst of his distress he cries for
helpto God; in the presence of the foe he good spirit of grace or to cool the ardor -was set up in the first family, and though godly. There can be no monoply - of
renews his trust and confidence in the of divine love. Hé'muy tremble at times he perished as.he grasped it, it told of moral qualities by the few. Eminent
Lord.
Vauin are all human resources ; if for the ark of God in the conflict with sacrifice for sin offered in faith, and by it piety, holy character, are a possibly comGod go not with their armies they
will error and darkness. But he will not fear being dead he’yet speaketh. There was mon gift and possession. He who would
turn back in the day of battle. But he man. He will not tremble before kings need to signalize in an evil day the bless- be great should empty himself of ‘worldhas given a banner to them that fear him and peoples. He will not shrink or quail edness of fellowship with God ‘and heav- ly ambition and fear God above many.
that it may be displayed because of the before’ suffering and bonds and death. en’s approval of a life of ‘faith and piety. John Bunyan well says <I have not as
be by nature timid and hesitating The Lord gave Enoch a banner,
truth. Victory will sit upon the banners He may.
and its. | others to-beast-of neble blood, or-highof the Lord; Edom and Philistia shall be and weak; but the, one mastet-impulse device was communion with God, and the born estate.” But he adds, ‘I fear God,
vanquished as Syria had been, for God of the soul willby God’s grace cast out world was not worthy of the sight of it this is the highest and ‘most noble.” He
made leaders and chieftains of those every alien impulse and make him strong and suddenly he passed away with it in- who does this hath the crown, the life,
that honored him, andy gave them a in faith, in piety, in endurance, in all that to the presence of the forgotten Jehovah. the ‘glory that are lasting.” It is the fear
standard round which the people might shall raise him into the higher ranks of There was need to give un emphatic ju- of God that has made many a simple lowrally, that so the safety of God's kingdom the faithful, and the favor and fellowship dicial rebuke to growing "wickedness and ly child of nature great. Our text reads
The Lord gave Noah a ban- literally ¢ Thou hast given a banner to
the’ ‘¥iolence.
might be secured and the. interests of of God. It is thus the fear of God ] and the
graces that grow out of it, and not talent, ner; it spoke of justice, of uprightness, them that fear thee that they may raise
truth maintained.
The incidentis suggestive and its les- and geniu8 and intellectual gifts, that | of *safety, of rest and comfortby God's: themselves as a standard, because of the
Noah nailed his banner ‘to truth.” . Piety and devotion have often
greatness and make grace.
sons fraught with instruction and encour- constitute moral
agemeut for the church of God in all men conspicuous and remembered in the tHe ark and floated with it over a drowir- caused the weak things of ‘the world to
There is ‘no room. ‘ing world... There was need to call ‘all become strong and confound the mi¥hty.
time. Read in the light of the declara~| kingdom of heaven.
m#nkind from idolatry and establish’ a Grace ug-hanners all to whom it abounds.
tion of our text, it illustrates and enforces for ambition as such in God's kingdom,
principles of large application and espec- He who would be great must empty him- dew nation. for the preservation of the
_ 2. » Quiet, obscure,
earnest
service
Not on such self of the desire to be great, and become truth. The Lord gave Abraham a banner may be just the service God’s kingdom
* 1al significance to-day.
its folds were thé mot- most needs to-day. Conspicuous workers
fields as David and his generals fought only of lowly, devout, reverent spirit and and emblazoned ith on «¢

.
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is our contest
— not again such foes.
But the church must still .chant her bat~
tle-hymn, and all her ‘successes involve
. large responsibilities, and sometimes ev-

en

however.simple

dangers and perils on all sides follow.

gave

“ut

realm had

a banner to them

gives a banner to them

fallen

.bat feared him

church.

There is no need for them

‘and they are not found.

:

Israel,

and

the

heathen = kingdoms

annihilation

round

understand

who

to take a new start
come. It is they
or make it permaon y at rare interof emergency and

So in his own kingdom,

first:and paramount

in the life of man.

in the universe

as

Every thiiig else. is

secondary and subordinate. God's glory
is boand up with his own word and

law and promises ; the. kingdom of God

it is on-

IE

a

TY ate

exists to show forth, to guard, to witnéss
ly at intervals that God sends conspicu-, for, to disseminate the truth. The truth
ly
Liberal
ous and higher gifted men.
is summed up for 0s in the gospel. of
and with ready hand he furnishes his Jesus Christ, the revelation God has
charch with true workers, but the splen- given
by his Son, In the course of the
dor of great and hepoic achievements publication of this truth many ages have
mighty
A
strdits.
great
he reserves for
elapsed.. The church of God has played
work has to be done, and the fitting man its part in all, and in every great crisis
d
" _gomes to do it, . Circumstances deman
has appeared.
ca- some great servant of God
heroic service and some one arises
Herein are the uses ‘of great. men mantNew
e.
Servic
heroic
ring
pable of rende
fest in God's kingdom. Not for them- ‘|
progress, new enterprise, new enthu- selves and their own glory are they born;
God
of
dence
the provi
Siasm are needed;
not ag ornaments of the church. for our
finds the man suited to the need. ‘When admiration; still less as idols fer our
Abra:
ry,
idolat
into
g
Japsin
is
the world
"worship; nor even to make splendid
ham 4s raised up. When. the talebond-of and illustrious certain eras of time or
ian
Egypt
the
bricks is doubled, and
certain events of history ; but because lof
age is intolerable, Moses comes: When
the truth, to uphold, to make conapicusouls slumber and hearts grow cold, the ous, to give larger, freer currency to the
$
et
pro
the
and
heard
is
voice
et's
“proph
truth, to repel objections to it; to overe
_ fervor kindles its sacred ‘flame,
come opposition, to show the tirm basis on
ions of doubt wax bold and units first prinSherclinmpion
ith is bern, which it rests, to make clear

belief prevails, the hero o
ciples,to exhibit its power in human life
and the generation of God's children are | and death and to spread the knowledge
reassured. When the era for a wider diffu- of it far and wide among mankind,
“sionof the gospel ripens, the old. apos- * Extraordinary gifts,extraordinary ener-:
‘toljc spirit returns, new regions’of darky have often been needed in this’ work.
ness are penetrated, ‘the strongholds of Bt manyit may be said : t
were set for
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of

ambition but to win

souls

to

faith

and

the first:

not fear.
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alse was two-fold,
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So at other times some great truth “has

been: confirmed and made known. The
banner of Elijah was raised high on Carmel and declared ¢ The Lord, he is God.”
The banner of Isaiah was unfurled over

D.
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Seminary and English Course. For full catalogue.
address the Principal.
:
AINE

CENTRAL

INSTITUTE.

Sermon

b

REV,

— Pittsfield,

1Vi
Maine.
College . Preparatory, Normal, Classical, Scientific courses of study for both sexes.
Full board of teachers.
Expenses low.
ga
For Catalogue address K. Bachelder, A.
M., Principal, or C. A. Farwell, Secretary.
Pittsfield, Me., Aug. 2, 1880.

NDALL, preached

BENJAMIN

in 1880,

, and printed by request.
The only published. sermon by Randall. Price
10 cents.
The Golden Sheaf by
ha
Mrs? H. C. PHILLIPS, illustrating Hindo life
and Christian experiences of Bai, a converted
heathen, “Price 50 cents, postage 4 cents.
at the death of a chi

Butler's

Educational,
SEMINARY.—Pike;

Sermons.
!
A volume of 300 page

containing
twenty-three:
sermons, by as many different F. ante] Minis+ .
ters.
ce $1.25 including postage.

expressage to any railroad station east of
pi River and north of Mason and Dixon’s
For '85 cents, in Minnesota, Missouri and

Boston;

bound volumes embrace

the first sixteen sessions.

PLU

camp-meetings,

Zucology

.

;

discusses briefly, ut clearly, allthe questions
of dectrinal theolog¥’, and the author’s views are those generally accepted by the denomination, $1.60 postage, 12 cents.
Butler's Commentary
by the same anthor,—Prof. J. J. Butler, con=tains” two volumes, one on the Gospels, and the”
other on Acts, Romans and Corinthians.
It is an:
excellent help for Sabbath sehools and family”
reading.

$1.00 ; postage, 12 cents.

Lectures
2
ON THE $RUTH OF THE BIBLE;
lent book for ail who would ‘search
tures.”

Twenty-two

lectures

portant points of Bible
cts.
J

study,

on

‘an excgythe Soll.

the

most '1

1.00;

postage,

Minister's Manual,

:

9

of

- »
designed especially for ministers.
but useful for all. church members. It contains
Scripture Selections for more than thirty different
occasions; Order of Exercises for ten or a dozen
EW HAMPTON INSTITUTION.—New Ham
Suggestions.
ton, N._ H.
Rev. A. B. Meservey, Ph.
D. different meetings; Formulas and
The Rules 3 of O: er are comprehensive, and yet
principal, with
eight associate teachers.’ Regular
; stating in fifteen
courses of study
for both sexes. Connected with [ very concise and well airan,
the Institution is the best commercial college in: pages all the important parliamentary rules of deNew England.
Telegraphy
a specialty.
Best
teacher of Penmanship in the State. . KXpenses

iberative

bodies.

Price,

Flexible

cents.

Leather,

.

75

/

X'he Church Member's Book
:
"is a valtiable little wrok, and every Christian
of 10 weeks each.
Fall Term Begins August 23,
yonla be benefited by reading it. 25 cls; postage
1880. Winter Term begins Nov. 15, 1680. Spring
.
il
Term Begins Jan. 31, 1881. Summer Term begins: -§ ots.
Apr. 18, 1881.
Summer Term closes June 23.
Send
Rules of Order.
¥
for Catalogue to
:
“ are the same as those in the Manual, thick
¥
REV. A. B. MESERVEY, Principal.
-| paper. covers, 10 cents.
Church Records
5
J
10 GRANDE COLLEGE.—Rio Grande, Gallia
a book of 260 pages, the first 64 being Tables
Co., Ohio. The college year consists of four
for Pastors, Deacons, Clerks, Treasurers,
Sabterms of ten weeks each.
,
bath-school, Church Statistics, Resident and NonThe courses
of study are
the
Normal,
Resident Members, and “about 200 pages of very _
Commercial, College Preparatory and two College nice paper, for the records of the church, . Price
courses, viz.: €lassica) and Scientific$3,00, including postage.
Board, (Including room rent)
$2,15 per week.
Biographies of
For further information appl
to A. A. MOUL- |
Geo.
T.Day, - - h ’
75,
«¢
.09 ©
TON, A.M., Rio Grande,
Gallia. Co., Ohio.
william Barr, - - .70
7?
0 ” 75
Daniel
Jackson,
«
=-.50
-?
05 »? 55
EBANON ACADEMY-—Pupils fitted for jisiJohn Stevens, - -_- + 50°
7
“04 Mo 54 |
less than in any other of like grade.

ness,

scientific

schools

or

the

Four

terms

best colleges.

Close or Open Communion.
For further
An 71% perience, and an Argument. #6
or
by
ait sen omit pages. Price 20 cents.
Christian
B
deme
o
W. Lebanon, Me.
a book of 113
phges, Price 25 cis.; postage 3
TILTON COLLEGIATE INSTITUTE.—Wil‘cents.
:
t
:
:
ton, Muscatine Co., Towa.
This Institution
Sabbath School
estion Books ~~
;
isin an unusual flourishing condition with a much
fr for adulis an siilqren, ,
’
.
increased attendance. Prepares Students for Col»
LESSONS for
Every
Sunday, ,18,
postage on
2
lege, Normal Institution a specialty, Elective
STORY
of
Jesus,
,
3
studiés, Music and Drawing, receive special at.’
“
WONDERFUL Works of Jesus, 15,
02
téntion, Religious and
thorough.
Location
Thongis upon Thought.
:
‘healthful. Expenses moderate. Send for CataA small book for young men. The tifle
logue. Address, D, M. BENNER, A: B,, Principal. fk
describes it. Price 5 cents.
y
R'racts
is
\
BAe
COLLEGE THEOLOGICAL SCHOOL.
were
not
stereotyped
till
within
the last few
—For further information address the’ Pres.
years,
and
we
can
thrnish
only
the
following:
7
ident, O. B. CHENEY, D. D., or Prof. JOHN FUL.
ots.
per dozen ;50 eta. per hundred.
i
%
LONTON, D. D., Lewiston, Maine.
Denomwmation, which cont#ins a histor.
;
py
J. A. HOWE, Sec..
J. W. HUTCHINS, A. B,, Principal.
Particulars) address the principal,
YES, Sec. Trustees.

AUSTIN ACADEMY,
The fall term begins
Ju
a &
, 24, 1880. ‘W.H. . Judkins
A. ‘M., PrinciRooms for selfPo y Wil competent ussistant.
arding and board in privgte families at reason-

work of faith and love which we show able rates.
:
For further information
toward bis name. Do your daily duty in
his fear. Seek out and save the perishing. * Centre Strafford, N. H.,
Bless the world around you.. Care: not if
man disregard you; God remembers all JT APHAM

a

Myrtle

Payment always in advance, discontinred when
time expires, and no commission allowed on money sent,

Self-fastening.

Iowa.
HERMON

HIKE

generation
aids us and blesses us,
es our life happier, freer, ‘grand-

God's eye is upon

and

Packages of ten or more to one address, each, =
«5
=
=

:

For 50 cents extra, with

Line.

| sigh
then fpr conspicuous service and
place? We
can. not' all
catch the
eye and command the attention of the
world,

ttle Star

Both papers are of the same size, but the LITTLE

hotels, offices, cottages,

sportsmen, etc.

dlesathat thrill our souls, a dead and forknow

year, if paid strictly
paid within
the

The Minutes of the General Conference
“are piiblished in pamphlet form atthe close

thing for

cornfield verdant with- prom.

ex, though we

if

days, and $2.50 if not.
Rostage is paid by the pi#blisher,

STAR is for an older class of readers than the
MYRTLE.
Terms: single copy, each, =
305 cents.

»-

=—FOR—

opened instantly.

in the laws by which we are governed,
in the language we speak, and the r.elo-

gokten
and;

Terms ;—$2.00
per
advance;
$2.30

are Sabbath-school papers, printed alternate
weeks, on superior
paper, beautifully illustrated

WHITE'S

Makes a perfect bed. No mattress or
quierd. Better than a hammock, as
bedy asimleasantly, and lies giraight.

kings. it ‘ise, and orchard gay every spring time

as he met the Philistine, he fled with it to

-

Freewill Baptist Publications.

MEAS Wg CUSLPG

was necessary to show a pattern of piety with snowy and purple blossony, and in all
The Lord gave David a. ‘the varied advantages of cultured. soil.
and devotion.
banner ; he planted it near the sheep-fold “So it is too in our common useful arts,

onthe slopes of Bethlehem,

o

of every session, and the

is.

mead, and

*¢ Hitherto

Wis.

the Diocgedings of

a nation that was forsaking God ; he bore their names have perished with them,
it from childhood to age, and it had this "and their graves we know not, yet their
two-fold device: ‘ Speak, Lord, Thy work abides. Itis there to-day in the grassy
heareth.”

of the school is to prepare the students for college, and every effort is made to do this in as thorough a manner as possible. Expenses are moderate. Send for a Catalegue.
pR
.
!
A. M. JONES, Sec.,
Lewiston, Me.

uniodfwith the ¥reewill

hum-

servant

sme

Lyndonville, Vt.

OCHESTER SEMINARY.
Fall Term of 12
weeks will commence September 7. Full
‘board of teachers and course of study. Students
fitted for teaching and for college. Business
He are
racgical.
Admits both
course complete and
our - BEXES. Secures good influences. For further information
address
the
Principal
or
A.J.
Russell,
will

|

is

tinuity of culture?
Celt, Roman, Saxon,
Dane, Englishman—they are gone, and

Ladies Bushoe adana

es

Sec..& Treas.

of
of

given at the New Hamp-

to

before the banners of kings, it called back

24, 1880..

'NTICHOLS LATIN SCHOOL.—The
special work - '

ton Commercial College
N.H. Send for circulars

prob-

that

August

:

5
2
P
I
H
S
N
A
PNM

seen in those fields and meadows. It is the
fruitfulness that comes after generations
of tillage that we reap every autumn.
But it is not to conspicuous men ,we are
indebted inthe main for this. Who first |
banked out the tide? = Who first drove
the plowshare through - the barren soil?
Who first cleared the forest and leveled
the roads? Who has kept up the com-

The Lord gave

years

termi’ begins

I. W. SANBORN,

‘Lung and Throat Affections.

age.

of a thousand

8S.

as-

Classical. Send for Catalogue. gui

its superiority over all other remedies of the
;
3
kind, for

ble, quiet work. - Look upon the green
fields of England. Whence comes their
fertility and garden-like beauty? It is
culture

Normal.

INSTITUTE.—J.

y,—€olle; eatate,
» SelonScien ties
yo

| The astonishing success of this Elixir, ana

proclaim ¢“law, worship, sacrifice ” while
the world stands. There was need to
present a conspicuous example of decision
of character in a wavering and hesitating

the

LITERARY

Fall

the unparalleled sale, are sufficient evidence of

uttered
»

useful,

and

men in, advance, _ Discontinued
pires.
Sample copies sent free.

and sighing for dead genius he cries,
It may seem so to some, and yet

.

M. R. HIATT.

BROWN, A. M:,; Principal, with competent
sistants.
ere
;
ln

IRVING B. SMITH.

ably the need is rather

and’

Board,
Wi

Ridgeville, Indiana.

Coughs, Colds, Croup, Asthma,
Whooping Cough,
‘And other Lung Affections,

0

a meteor on the peaks of Sinai,it has beén
seen afar among the nations, and it will

J Poti sexse.

from

sical, Scientific, Euglish,
For catalogue address the Secre

PUL MONARY

Pie

¢ Milton, thou shouldst be living at this hour;
England hath need of thee.

,

RBgEVLLE COLEEGE.—Courses of study,

The

la-

it was inscribed with the very. finger of
God; it went before the hosts of Israsl, it
flapped in the ‘wilderness, it streamed like

ie White, assist.

Rooms
from $2 to $4 per term. Tuition and room
rent free to those pre;
for the ministry.
For catalogue a idress the Principal.

grow-

world

-

“Miss _ =

Yhite; x. A. Kennard, Miss Ha

in

ments,
the

the

The Hori. ar.
+
olan
wl
is a large religious paperof ei
ages, in ifs
fifty-third volume.
If is able, iris
and progsive.
All
communications, should be ad-gsed to Dover, N. H.

no

Poet-laureaté

f

:

Principal, br E. 8. TASKER, Secretary. -

comes God’s opportunity.
He gives a
hganer to them that fear him,and Tallies
our forces for the sake of his truth.

truly

sire to be useful.

Presid en!why

’ Hillsdale, Mich.

cipal, with a
x
Students fitted for br
For further particulars address

or college.

breeze,

refuge andl strength; therefore we

win

Christ,

RoIN,

DURGIN,

nig

board .of assistants.

Randall to

years the battle and the

will uphold and defend

ofthe cross. The banner of Daniel was
upréared in Babylon, and its emblem was
prayer and fidelity to God.. The banner
He rewards us not acof Jeremiah, dark with Heaven's judg- who fear hiin,
over a city sitting solitary, cording to our distinctions, our fame, ‘or
drooped
“ments,
heathenism are .occupied by brave and the defense “of the gospel.” The world. the beautyof Israel draped in sackcloth éven our success, but according to our
of the crown, The
"magnanimous heralds
and sought its de- and ashes. Zerubbabel; Ezra, Nehemiah, work. Eternity makes all right, redeems
the special need, cre- has hated the truth
special opportunity,
or marched back to Jerusalem ‘under the the inequality and rights the wrongs of
has neglected
church
Thg
struction.
of
nce
provide
the
ated or occasioned in
lier: day, andn last J time. Care not: for ‘waving banners on
its faded: banners of an earlier,
imperilled
and
truth
the
'
perverted
uous.
‘God, that- same good Providence,
higfton the hills “of ithe hilltop if Go opens a path of homeraised
Malachi
all
of
and
men
up
raises
God
nce.
verwlexiste
how to supply. God will raise up s tad:
them great by the fear of his nanfe darkness the banner of his prophecy, and 15, “quiet usefulness, . Besides -in true
ard” .bearers when it is requisite that makes
-

Benjamin

righteousness, the

found churches of Christian disciples and
publish far and wide the good news of
grace. God made him great in the de-

and

he carried it to vietory and the land of
promise, he displayed it beyond Jordan
to a gainsaying people, it has called
many a straggler, many a family, to the
truth, and its motto runs ‘‘ as for me and
my house, we will serve the Lord.”
There was need to establish the supremacy of God and the certainty of his Word.
The Lord gave Samuel a banner; it went

grace, and not for lower ends. Or. in
other words, the interests of truth are

and - appreciate hin.

When our. race needs
foward, great mem
who give the impulse
’ nent; but ithey appear
vals or on occasions

mind.

history,

lishment, - ‘the propagation of his truth.
That is to say, the world exists for God,
for righteousnéss, - for redemption, for

and

withers,
seen fluttering over Pharaoh’s palace and Li: Phe moreindividual
\
and more; »
became the emblem of hope to a famished
world. There was" need.lo reveal the and Wordsworth sings pensively,
commands of God impressively and to. « Great men have been among us;
Hands that penned
and tongues that
renew the thought of God's law .in, the
wisdom better none;”

about.

perhaps

sage, and

dungeon with evil ‘men, and as last it was

of

God is sparing of genius in
longer for thé men

special providence of God over the in<.
dividual man, over the chosen race and in
the history of the world. The Lord gave
Joseph a: banner; the hieroglyphics of
strange dreams were written upon it, but
it testified of God's superintending care.
He bore it into slavery in Egypt, into the

ervationof the grand empires of the East,
or of any empire based oh falsehood and
wrong. The recognition of this princikey to Old Testament

you

of years to. come. It is the banner
truth, thejbanner of love, the banner

the

as those who do not try. Randall had

or commercial interests—than the pres-

ple is the.

darkens. half

But nevertheless few if any

this great distinction,

up

and indeed .it is the key to all history.
God orders and controls all eyents. to promote his gloryin the vindication, the esthb-

for the true
erations

world.

that

Catalogue . AdW. eet
C.

H. Hutchins, A. M.,

it will float still in the storms and strife

sought, and heroigm that shall flash and

L shine with lustre

moment to man and to God than, secular

Conspicuous leaders, standard-

for generations

need.

bound

For

turn, these are all in all to ambitious
“ goolest place in the house.” Splendid for inva.
The high places of :the field are | lids or children. Sent on receipt of price, or C. O.
souls.

The honor “and perpetuity of the truth of
(God were of far more importance and

philosophy, in literature, in'statesmanship,
in science. Mankind must wait for gen-

shall

of God's truth in the word was

the

bearers in Israel were not needed in the
f peace. In the work of
wo c-pipiag times
the every-day world great men only rare-

ly appear.

The cause

thousand

quired. Thereis something very fascinating to the vanity of men in waving a
and up the Mount of trial, and the world: ‘banner or rallying: a host to their side.
remembers-iim to this day as the founder Personal
- distinction, a brilliant name,
service to which the eyes of the world

him, for

and gave [them thé victory.

ment of

ordina-

ry course of events ordinary men are
sufficient, men of common gifts and capacilies are competent to -carry on the
common work of the church. There is
"always much to be done for#vwhich
great and brilliant gifts are by no means
essential.

that fear

fees, only $15 a
Room.
‘Commercial course,

Music $12 and Painting
$12 a

spirit to regave us Dan

spiritual life. He revives his church today. A revived church is the best answer to skepticism.
\
Courage!" + Our flag has braved
a

God”; he bore it from Ur - to Canaan,
from Canaan to Egypt and back again

too

in those days with the fate and fortunes
of Israel. | That truth must Stand and be
perpetuated though it cost the chastise-

commonly

For the

This

that fear is the root and spring and the
pre-eminent quality of true greatness
and of all moral force.
8. Its in the interest of divine truth
that men become famous among the
children sof God.
The interests of truth in the world are
supreme.
It was because of the (truth
the banner yas given to those that feared God. [It was because of the truth that
God went|with Israel's armies to" battle,

“*that it might be displayed because of the
truth”. May the spirit of grace open
this Seripture to our minds, and apply
iE8 comiort and “encouragement to our
dy
hearts.
Our text suggests first and generally :
+1, That it is usually in great emergencies that conspicuous leaders and chieftains arise in God’s

obscure.

is the only abiding greatness. It springs
from realization of the unseen, from feeling the power and knowing the influence
of ‘eternity in life and time, and it remains when, all else is perished. He

There ean be no question that the kingdom of God is growing in its power and
~erincreasin the area of its domain; there
can en Bal no question that on the’
right band and the left it is menaced and
assailed. The thought may encourage us
that the same God exists who in the straits

into. which David's

and

and

shame by new heroes

They thay feared God flung

on;

Elective
us in-

raisedup Whitefield and the Wesleys, | College Preparatory, Normal, Classical

afresh in
Luther in

[Latimer

and

a et

men of fervent and zealous
Germany, Calvin in Switzerland, Knoxin ‘vive.a dead church, He
Scotland,

epartments.
t of re

fluences.

found churches and preach the gospel.
He sent Lardner, Butler and Paley—
foes. Its interests have been placed Dan Taylor and your Benjamin Randall, men set for the defense of the faith
apd
in jeopardy and the best interests of God gave to each and to others with them to confound the gainsayer.
He has
mankind imperilled by the corruption, a banner to display for the truth, and for been with us conspicuously in the course
the folly, the neglect, of such as have | the glory of his name, It was the banner of this century,in missionary
and evanprofessed themselves
the guardians of Paul rejoiced to fling to the breeze, and genet triumphs, reproducing the wonthe word and church of Ged, and of the many a noble spirit since, and it set forth
ers of apostolic success. He will never
conscience and mind of men. God has grace abouiiding to the chief of sinners and leave us. New forms of doubt will be met
raised up devout and heroic men whose to.all sinful men.- It, has been carried dur- by new champions of truth. New antagonames we shall not willingly let die that ing this eentury igh@
half the world. It has nists of the-gospel enjoying a temporary
in their spirit and life the pofver of truth been borne amid the hoary superstitions
notoriety will be silenced and put to

God's people.
In the world jt is otherwise.
In_ the world social distinction,

and give them remembrance from age

cal, Commercial, oa

ten; on one occasion a king .rent his | displayed his banner whereon men read, us, but: we see him not.
It is thus ‘what
clothes, on another the. people wept to _** Repent, repent, the kingdom of heaven" the world calls asoldier’s bal
‘wedre
AY to'|
hear again the almest forgo tten words of is at hand, prepare the way ofthe Lord.” fight. Human generalship 18 fot rethe law.
More thai once since the first If I might venture to’ speak in this con- quired so much as that each should fight
publicationof the gospel, it has seemed nection of Him to whom gave all the with the eye fixed on him whom the
as of the traditions and customs of men prophets witness and who came in the world hath not seen nor can see.
:
would corrupt its simplicity and effectu~ “fulness of time to declare the good news of : 8. Never fear for God's Kingdom.
‘ally hide it from mankind. Diocletian grace—who scattered heavenly benedic- Difficulties may increase,-foes ma
thin the third century wishedto burn all tions - around him as he moved and at er, The Syrians ef unbelief an
ubt
, Christian books as well
as all Christian last bore our sins in his body on the tree, may fhretan on one side; the Edomites
disciples that the remembrance of God's I would say, ‘ He led us'to his banquet- of Materialism and Ritualism on the othtruth might perish from the world. ing house and. his . banner over us was er. Never fear, If needful
God will give
It was of no use burning the disciples love.” The apostles went forth in His banners to some reverent souls for the
‘without the books becatse the hooks name, bearing the gospel banner among
‘might make other disciples;
and it was -the- tt
that after so
of no use burning the books without the many centuries
He
transition and twilight and the faith of Christ was denied.

‘The fear of God lies at the basis and is ly in the houseof its supposed friends, as Ridley and Baxter and Bunyan, and later
the chief feature of all greatness among it has sufferedat the hands of -its. open still Wesley and, Whitefield, and our own

possibly a new captivity. The people
drank the wine of astonishment; théy
were perplexed and full of consternation;

SDALE COLLEGE.—Michigan, Collegi-

it caught as it fluttered the first gleams of Christian service we follow unseen leadership. Banner-men are but exceptionthe Sun of Righteousness.
The Baptist came and in the wilderness all needed.” The Captain is always with

was

"Syrians he learns that the Edomites have that reverenee his name, stand in awe of
invaded the south. In war I suppose ‘him, listen with .devout. attention to his (disciples because the disciples might write
everything is fair, and youn may strike ‘word, regard with adoration his great- | other books. So both were burnt, that
your foe when heis unprepared, when he ness and goodness and power—¢‘to them Christianity pdight be utterly destroyed.
is off his guard, when
he is occupied that fear him” the ‘ banner is given”. ‘The ruth has often suffered as severe-
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ical statement, and a brief notice of our
trinal basis,churoh polily and institutions,

doc°

On Faith & Covenant is d confession of 17 ar
a desirable church covenant.
ticles
of faith and
"".. Printing’
Establishment
is a brief historical
8
ent, &e. Published by order.of the Gen-

address,
-..
Conference, and fir gratuitous distribution.
AARON i. Foss, Sec. ° eral
| Blanks
:
Aug. 7, 1850.
J: Mastiage Certinediss, *Cortifioute 10 cte, doz.
-

ross the Principal, W. 8. STOCKBRIDGE,

TEST. VIRGINIA COLLEGE..

This institution is

now under management of Rev. D. Powell,
Prof. O. G. Augir, A.M., principal. Prot.
Augir is a graduate of Hillsdale Coll . Those-}
wishing to
#ltend this Institution will address |
Rev. D: POWELL, Flemington, W. Va.
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ates,
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Engravings
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©, 25 ots.
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he above named*books are sold by the dozem,
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the books.
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' (Continued from first page.) *
founded. Thé epistle was
written when
has prosper- |: sinpi can not depend solely upon’ the ad- | to3 acknowledge the absurdity
y
e he | Provided we give as the Lord
:
>
e
of represent.
| et. A paper read ; beforea - Congregationalist
believe ina whole covenant with God. | Was“near the end of his warfare, It is full Sus ad Schny as i mutuge of the vantages of river navigation for prosperi- | 108 them as menacing the ‘whole fabric of | Association and’ published inthe Alliance
The
“deadeni
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The prevalent religion is that of Romanism degenerated into its grossest and
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minary
“of study
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and .deepen
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In theface

a

mission

of

its own, there is something like shame in
the thought of stating the crying demand

which comes up from many churches for a
ministry well grounded in the rudiments
=
"of a thoraugh commoni” school English

education.
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mere

circulating | P*caviom

public

mind.”

ceiving the gospel of peaceon earth

and

good will to men. . And there’is no coun-

modicum

try ‘that stands more in need of peace
earth.
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THE RIVERS AND THE RAILROADS,
Merely

natural

endowments

are

not

enough, This is ad true of the physical
advantages/of a country as of the mental
advantages of the individual.

It may yet

be found that the rocky and rugged’ pas-

tures of New England have id them the
seeds of better

harvest for the average

farmer than the rich and deep soil

of the

Western prairies. How much of Holland's

if there had been some

for them to

attend,

of

theological
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and a trustee of Storer, to represent them
in Congress.
The nomination is believed
to be the best that could
'be made,
as
Judge Hoke is a man of high character,as
well as a scholar dnd a statesman, "This
nomination is especially gratifying, when
‘we remember Judge Hoke’s efforts to se-

cure

she adoption of the 15th Amendment,

and & charter for Storer

college, at a time

were

the

when

even the Republicans of W.

not very

sound on

Va:

question

of

equal rights.

and

BRIEF

According

to

Among lepers there are

course in helping students

“Islands.

the Bible, to speak clearly, and write forcible and telling"English?
Such, a school

would demand the very best teaching tal-
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Chicage

Inter

Ocean,

* the fellow- who has a good home has the happiesg and most luxurious summer resort.” -

thodest ambition was to give a three years’
understand

NOTES.
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at least three

One is in India,

at Jerusalem,
and a-third

.

in

the

mis.

another
Sandwich
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The paragrapher of the -GHobe-Democrat
perpetrates the following:
¢‘ Am unhappy
marriage is like an electric machine—it makes
one dance, but you can't let go.”

monstratidn of the spirit,” which gave

power.
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- This session of the Y. M. was, by all 4
pronounced

one of the

_sons enjoyed for many

Brethren present to

best sea-

years.

¢

preach

and

the

one.
i

su

word,

ia}

Worden.
Also Sister Anderson, of Oxford, was present and preached with her
usual earnestness and effect.
The churches of the*Y. M. are nearly alt

90
revi
ditic
of tl

Abby, Brockway, Loomis, Steer, White,

supplied

with

faithful,

working

non

pastors,

God

and judging from * reports” seem to be in

ship

an

our

unusually

good

condition,

and

very

hopeful of future prosperity and growth.

the.

~The interest in the Home and Foreign
Mission, and Educational Societies is becoming more general and intelligent, and
the
church
Missionary
Societies
are.
growing in favor with the people, and in
efficiency in doing their work, not only
in collecting fands, but in making their
public meetings more interesting and in-

=
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port
A
field
for |
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structive. The object in our public missionary meeting, is—by songs, readings,
essays and dlalogues,—to infuse knowl

:
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ed at, a large numberof these pilgrimg were
the victims of cholera, falling by the wayside.
“The Hour makes a very clear distinction :
¢ A sharp, positive contest over well-defined

The incendiary uprising of Comy=+

nfiaism and the revolutionary methods of

Britaip..

This is the sentiment advanced by. the
London Times.
‘ To us it-appears,” says
that journal, ** that there never was a time

Hungary, Theit elementary schools contain
6,744 scholars, the tliree gymmnasia of Transylvania, 718; and 13 theological students are also

enumerated. ~ Aggtésdive efforts
Radicalism’ "unto their numbers.
was less socially or politically dangerous <}~. There i$ continually something
than it is at present.” We also quote:
up to remind us that this is.au age
in the present

century ‘when

5

‘The Radicals’of the present day. seek
political ends by purely political means;
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"Bro. G. R. Foster and wife are sadly
missed from the Y. M. where they bave so
faithfully and so earnestly labored for the

salvationof souls and.foxr..the

the

cable companies
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social and
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to; God, that iniour
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he
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and wife, of Me.,to fill, as the Lord

chy

help them, the vacancy caused by the remoyal of Bro. F. toa
still greater usefulness.

fleld
:

A. Yorden, B. F. Marsden and Mré. M. A.
Pendleton,
Next

session-lovated

Eac

is

such efficient. workers as Bro.G. L. White

Brockway, A.B, Loomis, G. L. White, T.

company of capitalist:
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spiritual improvement of the Y. M. during

new turning
of: scientific Delegates to Central Association,C. KE...
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the last four years. But we are thankful

extreme-Socialism are mere specters when

appliedto the Radicals of Great

edge of, and interest in, Home
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and For-

dozen years.
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of good. We would snot be understood| The Galden Rule is not far out of the way | eign Mission work, and especially to bring
as deriding or belittling the post-gradu- | when it says that the best way to do good. is evéry possible influence to bear against
ates of the theological schools, but we “to do it as opportunity offers, aud not to say or the monster of intemperance. The children
and youth are getting their hearts warmed
would voice this want of a distinct - Bible- think much aboutit.”
;
‘and
in sympathy with the needy ‘at home
school, as a present and timely help to a
India news comes to the effect that a ‘larger
multitude of ministers whe can net see’ number of pilgrims than usual visited the and abroad, which will be an incalculable
As it is not to be wonder- blessing to themselves and to the cause of
their wayto take an extended courseof a Ganges this year,

ent in the country, and do an untold amount
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The preaching wags unusually good, be‘cause well adanted to the loeal, as well
as the general need; and wasin ¢ de-
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that is to- | Will be reported in aggregates, if the
Fine
| 800d work goes on with promptness and

in W. Va. have nominated Judge J. T. Hoke,

the intellectual requirements of those

propose entering the ministry.
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: college, ’ [ were present.
LL. D., a gradudte of - Hillsdal¥

There

constant tendency to lighten

the
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be given

My revered
on this spot to celebrate our second best results,
~
f 15 ®
‘tell me of hissweet yet a oS aspiting conn: meet
centennial; and what will do us speciul
Navigable rivers, inland seas, and- the
~ tenance. ds he took heror the.other little honor then? It will'be “this—that the re_ ones t& his caress; the white hair flowing cord shalt show that we did what we said | octan itself, are the natural highways of
zdown his'neck; the emaciated form; and “we would do—raise a half million of ‘dol- commerce, Naturally the cost of transLE
the féw words of gospel tenderness.
‘edncational,
missionary, and porting goods by water is much less than
I have read to you some sentences from lars for building
3
‘purposes. . ° _.
“this book in my hand, which was my +church
But the present census will
all -our names go upon this record, by land.
mother’s. I wish I hed time to read that’ no Letmatter
show
that
the
river cities of the Missi
how
small
the
sum
may
be—
Jast epistle to the churches which hie bad,
a man.”

one
wal

1 Sneiiciency , 9 Lue

of the | again afflict the worn.
with the ru.
June lags 3 oo lon
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Sink ear
_ ¥@= Tie Republicans-of the 2nd district | J. : the pastors 5 Jhe Srehes, sud quite

before the incongruous population of Mex- tion. Who ‘can estimate sthe positive efico will become harmonized
by first re- ficiency which ' would be added to the
working force of one-half of our ministers

“old century bebind us, we now enter upon apt to receive meager recognition on the
the work of the new one, and we shall do part of man¢ and, we may ‘even say, that
well if we begin our work. as'well “as ‘our
fathers began theirs. A hundred
years these samé unsought . botinties of themfrom torday other men and women may ‘selves are not capable of giving” him the

years of age, worn out
In the : last months ! of his hat,

labor.)

great

and many devoted

mies, but their very names are unknown—
to consider.
ja
|
his name will never die.
wT
public services, |=while
The
unsought
bounties
'
of
nature are
waddings, funerals, efor Dear brethren, leaving the work of the |

Leading.
‘He diéd not sixty
with

a

stilli

Blanks 4) be n
ro
Jeep fu lurplshed
everyWhere,
aid duplicate copies will be sent on ap-

without the “ almost,” and

that

of enterprising men who build cities and | movement

prosperity is due to her not having “fields
through -his entire life followed in a quiet | ready for the plow from the hand of na. ——EnNGLIsH Radicalism of the present
way his convictions. Randall had his ene- ture, is a curious-and profitable question day is not what the Tories would have us

__feebleness he travelled.
only 2.803 miles
and

to do

our? people. Fitting place to separate.
This ground is holy; made so simply because here lies the dust of a man that

from his
speaking,

upon his bed for days,

ap-

deal of business in a short time. ;
We part at the grave of the founder of

Often racked

with pain, with blood flowing
lungs
after almost every public

In

the fact that their reports have needed
but few amendments: and so we have

. sthree States,to preach Christ, To what
' wextent
did he labor!
Think of what he

the last year ‘of his life!

do my duty.

pointing'the committees of the Conference
‘and in all I havé done, I have acted solely
in the interests of the denomination. How
well thé committees have performed their
‘part of the work assigned ns is seen in

he fully believed that the minister ought

+

tried to

ble ¢
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+ It 1Hiay almostbe sald that | ~ Centennial offerings; so far as knewn;

churches obtain for pastors, college edu= . Now is a favorable time to subscribe for
‘most superstitious forms. ' Surely, this is cated and seminary graduated men, the. the Star. We can supply a limited number
once for mercey. But I must not stay,
He did not believe in education,—when it
a hard field for missionary labors. A’ vast majority being compelled £8 put up from the commencement of the Conference
was made,as a qualfication for the min- |
world, .
:
: beginning has been made, but only the with ministers who have pot had the priv- Teports, Only $2 per year.
istry, a substitute for vital knowledge of Let us work till Christ’s banner o’er all is unmerest beginning. Long years of labor |. ilege of enjoying a systématic and thorough
. the gospel. And he wasright!
His ddy z
furled.
drill, even in a course of English educa- |

~ ous utterances, that scores would cry at
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000.
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is the South must learnto tolerate outspoken

one-halfof these two-thirds are put down

unfolds to our eyes.

The future !—its germs lie to-day in our hand.
Like our fathers, we plant, and they who
shall. stand
ee
A hundred years hence in our places, will tell
That the harvest is good if the sowing is well.

"Time will. not let me linger, It is
right to require the secret of his power, a
power which often so swayed a whole
_ audience of his tearful and never boister-

before, this body is the admission of Wom
eh to the state universities. The other
day we picked up this sentence from the

But that.very public spiritis inseparably
| quniv paper:

that I saw a.great white robe brought and | The plant that a century gives but a root
| How they would throw off their rags and | 87°" the industrial interests
put over me.
A perfect calm, an | Strikes deep, and the ages must wait for its | rejoice in a religion that lifted up soul | Ration.
awful reverence, and solemn fear of God, | .
fruit,
~ %| and body!
;
er

* %J.pever could tell whether I was in the
# hedy or out.”
oe
From that spiritual baptism did this
man go forth, never more doubting, never
distrusting God, never hesitating as to
Free Grace for sinners. God has reproduced a hundred harvests since that day,
and the hundredth stands there before
your eyes, waiting for the reapers. The
God of that corn field and the God of all
grace is here to-day as he was here a
hundred years ago-with the servant -who.

at the
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at
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the Pine

Vermont.
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Tucker

may

be

Christ Jesus.

dall.

to have

is the pres

The church in Pike prospers under the labors of Bro. Durkee......Rev. Daniel Jackson, of Varysburg, is now visiting in New
England and enjoying a vacation. He surely
deserves a vacation, having spent a long life

“ifr faithful work......Bro. Crowell; of Bethany, is also Visiting in New England,
New
- England is the home of the mest of us, or ‘at

occupied the fields without this aid, and now
each of these fields is more hopeful than at
any previous time.
We asked
for: your

prayers and your sympathy, and your conduct towards us has caused gto feel that we
were a part of the same whole with yourselves,
It is no longer, if it has-ever been, the Kast
and the West as separate bodies, but now it is
one whole, with the feeling that if one church

suffers, be that church in Maineor Minnesota,

least the home of our fathers and mothers.
.«....The Attica church is prospering.
It has
organized
two
missionary
socities.
The

meeting-house has recently been eompleted.
" Rev. Geo. Donnocker writes from Akron:
¢ gabbath, Aug. 8, was a very- enjoyable day,
as I preached morning and evening in the

heayenly subjects, or as we have met in our
congregation some strangers, and at the, close
of the services they haveurged us to ‘to try and.
~¥isit “our neighborhood
one Sabbath and
time

stating

‘and

a

prayer

sometimes

‘meeting, but it is hard work without

a ‘mipis-.

ter or any preaching, if you could only come
once it would . encourage us so much,”
we have felt
a deep anxiety to organize new
churches, and thus

have. more

means

of an-

attended to

*
Ohio.
The house of worship belonging

to the

Freewill Baptist church in. Rutland,

has

re-

A protracted meetcently iindergone repairs,
ing is now being held in it. The congregations are large, and more than ordinary inter
est is manifested. After a long spiritual dearth;

it Ts

that the reviving

hoped

thi Spirit may be witnessed.
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spending

Salle Co., and

at Homer,

his vacation

has

been,

undér

God,
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instru-

mental in doing a great work there. Up to the
present writing sixteen [A later report gives
erious. The arch enemy las been disturbed, and his emissaries have tried-~what-epen

lights stand-

-ing where the waves of sin in all their cor-

ruption. can wh
thrown from the

do dash against them,

hand of none other

than him

pinndcle of the temple.

- Each one is doing good work for the Masters
cause,

:

‘Lo churches. have been

able

to

move

out

of the ineonyenient school-houses ' into new

churches built-within-the year,—»
Asthe

year.

draws to

aclgse,

— Sanding, some monuments showing

= /

we have

@hat- our

work and your work has not all beeif#in vain
: _ in this" direction.
Truly:we, can8ay that the

* Lord hag been with us contintially to éwn and
to bless his work.

Fora fei -yéars

we have

been walking through darkness, ofttimes feel“

Oakland.

false slander could do to hinder

the young

approval by /blessing hig labors,

and‘ Chris«

«+. We also learn that the church
the result...
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When Art
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For the sick man’s
. SOLD BY ALL

Hodge;

The

baptism,

F. H. Butler. For general discussion,
and Ministerial courtesy.

Sec.

!

gays: Position and Mission of
Rev.'A.

P, Tracey: Sunday-school

Work,Mrs.

‘A. Miller; Relation of Apprehended

Endowment of the

best to aid our Weak

Spirit,

Truth

A.

to the

€hurches, Rev.

e Remedy,

Rev. C. E.
Brockway; iw
8 § Ving Rey. J.
M. Langworthy; Decorum in Worship and Church
‘gérvices, Mrs. X. 'D. Bates; Work
among the
Freedmen, Miss L. Brackett, and Miss

Harper's Ferry.
333.

Lovett,

J.°H. 1)URKEE, Cor Sec,
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ProbRAMME of the Ohio Free Communion Baptist Association, to be held at Broadway, Sept. 7
=0:
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Sermon,
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similar:
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therefore,
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-and see that they get that” containing
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be
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among Colored People, T. J. Furguson; Exposition
1 John 3: 9, H. J. Carr. P. M. Missionary

to.

1t is seldom advertised in our public papers.,
SWAIM’'S PANACEA is prepared only at Swaim’s
Laboratory, 113 South-Seventh Street,below Chest.
\
nut, Philadelphia.
Descriptive pamphlets mailed gratis on appli-

Grand College, T. E* Peden;
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Downs’ Elixir, as it removes hoarseness
intredses the power of the voice.
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the blood by the use ‘of Baxter's
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For Restoring Gray Hair

With no de-

Is the ONLY

Him | THOROUGHIBASS,
In
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HARMONY

go simple

and

; \ TO ITS NATURAL

and COMPOSITION
progressive

The old

cable.
¢ Palmer’s Theory of Music’ makes
it clear as the sunlight. Price, bound in cloth,

.| $1.00 by mail.

For the price of two or three lessons, you

can have

F.

W. Root’s

‘“ SGHOOL OF SINGING,”
Price,

Will some good Homeopathic doctor locate him. |

.

$3, by mail,

post-paid.

. .

Trustees

of the Central

COLOR
sickness,

AND

VITALITY:

care,

disappoint.’

maturely.
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AYER’S HAIR VIGOR, by long and éxténsiveuse,
has proven that it stops the falling of the hair'im.
mediately ; often renews the growth; and always
surely restores its color, when faded or. gray.
It
stimulates the nutritive organs to hiéhlthy cativity, »
and preserves-both the hair and its beauty. Thus
brashy, weak or sickly hair beeomes glossy, pliaable and ‘Strengthened ; lost hair grows with lively,

and

stablish-

JOHN CHURCH « CO.
~

CINCINNATI, OHIO.

and harmless.

It cures dandruff, heals all humors

and’keeps the scalp cool, clean’ and soft—under'
which conditions, Wiseases of the scalp aré impos.
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Association
will | Or 805 Broadway, N. Y. ,
meet atthe Free Baptist church, Fairport, N. Y.
;
NT
WANTED: fov-the Republican Manuel,
Sept. 14,1.
, at 9, A.M. for fie transaction of
o Historical, Documentary, Biogriphibusiness.
‘By order of the Executive Committee,
cal, Statistical, Financial and Political. Six books
2133,
J. H. DURKEE; Sec.
in one. . Editedvby Rev. E, O. Haven, LL. D. In78
et
cluding’a life of Gen. Garfield, with a sketch of
THE fift¢enth Session of the General Conference | Gen. Arthur. ‘By Rev. G. Draper, D.D., of New
of ' Free
Baptists of Nova Scotia will meet at York. Over500
pages.! 60, illustrations.
-In au
| Caledonia, Queens Co., Thursday. Sept. 9, 1880, at
thorship, authenticity, style, and terms to agents,
10, A. M,, in the Free Baptist church.
we have no compétitor.,
E. B, TREAT,
Pub: 751
2t33
J. 1. FORTER, Clerk.
wilh eg
Broadway N.Y,
4129
THE

years,

expression; falling hair is thecked

than ever before. Under its improved condition a
large attendance is expected.
:

he

Advancing

aperfect vocal method on anew plan, ard, | Led; thin hair thickens and faded or gray hairs re-"
a large collection of beautiful songs.
sume their original color. Its operation is sure

incréased, and the school ought to do better work

BE
a

|

HAW

ment, and hereditray. predispostion, ail turn the :
that it
‘hair gray, and either of them incline it to shed pre=.

befogged systems are too complicated to be practi-

THE next term of Nichols Latin School will
open Aug. 24, 1880. The school will be under the
management and instruction of I. F. Frisbee, A.
B., Principal, and J_F, Parsons, A. B,, -Associate
+The board of regular teachers has been

cine Co.)? It is a good
self in Rochester, Wis., {!
A -Freewill
opening and no physician
here.
Baptist or Congregutionalist desired.

a¥manner

work that teaches

‘may be called a SELF-INSTRUCTOR.

Wilt f arnish them at the rates adverticed for the

~ ©

|:

to

Further notice of leaders will be given.
)
By order of Com.
IRVING B. SMITH, Chairman.

‘ae

|

Conven=-

30 per 100 in Boaidsy 35¢ each

will send their orders to J. R. Slid¢, Castle, who

Bilver Lake meetings.

a very
10632

JacAll

BICLOW& MAIN,

dLord
of All?
The meeting will be under
the direction of’ earnest and efficient leaders
from abroad, who will be ably assisted by ministers of different denommations. Gospel Hymns
combined-will be used. panies, desiring tents

If you desire rogyeheeks and a fair complexion,

purily

op-

pominational distinctions, a cordial invitation
18 extended to ministers and alt laymen of what:
ever name to this united effort. Come. Christian

It is invaluable in cases of

Public

GOOD.

.

worker, and let us with one accord, * Crown

and

at

fy

in com-

Sunday School Song Book published by them,is considered by
many the best.

. .M=s.C. A. CLARK.

persuade men to become Christians.

pleasure

tioms, ete.
Cataloguc-and Speci
men Pages sent free on application.
Ha
Ma

E. PEDEN.

ship and growth in grace and united endeavor

Teamster

hurts either on min op beast.

.

Church,

with

‘BOSTON.

Superior
Music . for
Sunday
Meetings,
Schools,
Devotional’

THE GROVE MEETING at Bliss Station, Wyoming

should be, Sjtuout Henry & Johnson’s Arnica

and Oil ‘Einitment.

not

of Trinity

examined

Catalogue Free,

BIGLOW: & MAIN, Publishers.

Co., N. Y., will commence on Wednesday, Sept. 1,
and continue one week.
The earnest effort of this

:

it

:

THOMAS

Rector

have

608 Washington St.

OLIVER DITSON & C0., Boston.

Ruth Brockett, O. Green, H. A. F., Lavina Fox, in

‘The testimony of the Sunday Herald, Rochester, N. Y., is taken from their columns and
is to the effect *“ that Warner’s Safe Remedies
are a positive cure for disabilities for which
they are specifics, there is no disputing; neither is there the ¢ Ghost’ of a chance to call into
being a negative fo so positive an operation.”

Lk

RES

.

inferior prints

Gen. Managers,

($1.00). Choirs and Singing

Musical

Sunday

"HUNT BROS.

Schools.

Temperance Jewels. (35¢). Gospel Temp.work
Temperance Light. (12¢).
“
“

For Lenora (Kansas) Church
From G. R. Thomson, Timothy French (Registered letters) ; 't homas Bickford, Lucy Tootnaker,

NOT OPEN TO ARGUMENT.

Loge

Education,

posed to Spirituality,A. A. Mouiton.

‘I

[STE)

Johnsons Method for Singing . Classes.
(60 cts). For Singing Schools.

Address, Nellie M. Phillips; Skeleton Sermon; B.
V. Tewksbury; Our Duty to the South, D. Powell;
Gospel Rule of raiging money for Church
Extension, J. B, Page; Tobacco,
Alva Crabtree; Rio

of the distinguished professors alluded

D. D.,

For Choirs and Sing’g Schools.

Classes,

No

mending it as a fine specimen of Art,
_| pleasing picture.””

,

- Singing

the various

x

Mine

C. C: Goss of this city, and take

of

J. B. Lash.
Thursday, A. M. ; Distinctive Points
of’ Attainments tor the Preacher and his People,
A. H. Whittaker; The Prayer-meeting from June
to November, J. A. Sutton; Why
do we believe
that the Bible ig inspired ? J. M.
Davis; Our Work

among
£

Morgan Dix,

($1.00). For High Schools.

‘Voice of Worship.
~ Schools.

.

care the portrait of Robert Raikes, issued

(30 cts). For Sunday Schools.

($100).

~

New York, says,

Copy.

For Common

Sunday
Britain,

Proof impressiong,
$2 each.

Songs,
‘By L. 0. Emerson.

(50cts).

White Robes.

the London

-made from the plate: —
All Sunday Schools and 8. S. workers desire it.
Orders; accompanied by the cash, may be addressed to this office.
;

Meetings.
Welcome Chorus.

York.

by

Endorsed by the leading clergymen of New
York, and commended by them to the Sunday
Schools of this country.
Half Life Size, Printed on plate paper, 22 x 28
faches-the
only large steel plate
Sy
ae of Raikes ex-

{¥

Cents for Specimen

St., New

recognized

and circulated there

Choirs, and Gospel Temperance

PANACEA, they will find a remedy which has sav- | Association, O. D. Patch; Centennial Offerings,
S. D. Bates ; Preparation for Pul
Work, C. A.
ed thousands of lives; find thoroughly tested by
Gleason.
P.M.
Study of tke’ Scriptures, J. W.
the late Professors Chapman, Dewees and Gibson
Martin; The Distinctive Work of the Association,
E. H. Higbee; Sensational Preaching, should
of the old University of Pennsylvania : besides
there be more or less of4t?
R. Clark; Prevailing
hundreds of medical men, eminent in theimproPrayer, J. Phillips; Natural Theology,
(Sermon)
ferers worthy of its fifty years’ reputation.
SWAIM’S PANACEA ig imitated and n-preparation
sold for it by druggists with a name somewhat

50

1780. +

PORTRAIT.

School Union, and S. S. workers of Great
Schools,

- 2132

‘Books for Schools, Singing Schools,

W. Walker:

inisters, an

Officially

A New, Coniplete and most attrretive

Send

Rev. A. F. Bryant; How

The best Method
for Women to work for Missions:
in the Central Association, Miss
—— Hamilton,
for Ministers, Rev, J C.
|-of Fairport; Home Stud;
. | A. Hilton; Claims of the Marks Professorship,
“1 Rev. J. C. Steele; Dangers resulting from lack of
ATONE

*

Collection of School
:

Libéral Baptists in

New York and Pa., Rev.O. S. Brown;
Present
Necessity of Education in the Central Associgtion,

. C. Goss, 97 Varick

SONG BELLS!

N.Y., Sept. 14—16.-

Association Sermon, Sept. 14, at 7 3-0 P. MS by
Rev. G. P. Linderman.
Sept. 15 and 16, inclusive :
Report of Correspondin
Secretary} Report of
Treasurer; Election of
Officers;.
Kssays ' fifteen
minutes in length, followed bY discussions,
Es-

=

Sthools,

MEMORIAL

LINE. AND STIPPLE STEEL ENGRAVING.
This portrait has been produced at a gost of
$500, from the original Painting
by Romney, in
“Possession of Maj. Gen. Raikes,
London, by Rev.

reproduce
leagués away,
instant use!
DRUGGISTS.

:

——1 PROGRAMME of the eleventh annual meeting of |the Central Association,to be held at Fairport,
:

STANDARD

A NEW SCHOOL SONG ROOK!
JUST OUT.
;

Rev.

Christian

D. BoYD,

- Founderof Sunday

Flashing, from the breast of Earth.
Time and digfance, what are they ?

Devotional.

Co.,

ROBERT RAJKES.

homes.

Thanks to-Chemistry’s Spell—
In an instant—presto! pass!
Fresh as from the living well
Seltzer bibbles in the glass!
TARRANT’S PURE APERIENT
Gives the rare elixir birth,
Heathful as the fluid sent

Essays. Can God force the human will? Rev. E.
C. Hodge; Prayer, Rev:-8.-Barrow; Christianity
War,

MARVEL.

Western

Publication

“1857 Washington Street., Boston, Mass.
Publishers’ Agents for every class of Magazine,
Periodical and Newspaper. Discount to Libraries,
Reading Rooms, and Clubs.
6mb5

Though a thousand Jedghes away
Seltzer’s Tonic fountain foams,
We can drink the same to-day,

Honey

Clerk.

Sermon,

.

# American

-

Friday, 9, A. M.,

Periodi-

postage stamps.

A. S. HILTON; Clerk.

as follows:

liness.

of issue, and price

er departments, classified for convepient reference.
Mailed to any address, on receipt of six cents in

Limington

day evening, Sept. 16, by Rev. 8. 8. Cady,

Catalogue,

cals, embracing each of the above named, and oth-

“OTSEGO Q. M. Ministers’ Conference, will convene'with the church at Ouleout. Sept. 16. at 7;
P.M.

or
we

:

of over SEVEN HUNDRED Magazines and

Clerk.

the

prepared

A Comprehensive

|~

Columbus

;

Representative
Newspaper
We
beg to announce that

containing/ complete list of American and For| eign Serial Publications.

Clerk.

Creek chuxch, beginning Sept. 3,at730 P.M,

Coxalgia,
or Hip
of dieases. termed
hereditary
taints.
defying the ugual

a * forlorn

have

D. M. MILLER, Clerk.

chutes, Aug. 27—29..«' C. E. BROCKWAY,

If those persons laboring undef diseases proceeding from vitiated humors in the blood; caus-

fession, continue fo be

Has
its
Journal.

1t gives the nature, frequency

are

and

Profession, Business and Trade,

Auburn, Me., Aug 7, by Rev. C. E. Blake,
Frank
H. Coombs and Miss Ellen J. Smow,
of Durham.
Block Island, Aug8i.by Rev. Geo. Wheeler, *
William
R. Dodge, of Newport, R. I., and Miss

. Mary L. Ball, of Block Island.
;
At Gilmanton Iron Works, Aug. 3, by Rev. N, L.
Rowell, assisted by Rev. E. J. Roke, Mr. Edgar B.
Goodwin, of New York, and Miss Annie May
Coffin,of Gilmanton.

Waterloo
We hope

Board

Nearly Every = Nationality, ? Sect
Organization, and nearly every

church, commencing Sept. 1. at 10 A. Mand” continuing: two days. éMuisters’
Conference
the
Tuesday preceding, at 2 P. M.
:
Gi
S. B. YOUNG, Clerk.

Cut this ouf and Saye it.,

of physicians,

The
»

Me.

- WESTERN R. I. Q."M., with the East Killingly"

+4 Moral Strength

(—

MAGAZINES AND PERIODICALS.

Rev. B: Dana Newell, Waterboro,

OTSEGO Q. M., with the Franklin church.
Commencing Friday eveing, at 7 o’cloek,
Sept. 17.

233

Salem (Neb.)
‘Wheelock. ‘Whitestown.
‘Westmoreland.
‘West Virginia.
White Co.
‘Wayne Co.
=
Worth Co. (Mo.)

Lawren® (N. Y.)

from

wise ‘and help Save a struggling church?” roy He

2.22

Money Letters Received.

continue over the Sabbath.
S. F. SMITH, Clerk.

the first Friday in Sept.
quested to be present.

Michigan.
:
Over 2000 Druggists . have siymed «a paper}
s Free Baptist church at | stating that
on the.
~The repair
:
,
;
Capac are completed, and the society com- BENSON'S CAPCINE POROUS PLAS TERS 4]
menced service Sabbath, Aug. 8. In response
are superior to all others.
: 3d
to a call from the Capac church for help in the
”
;
Price 25 Cents.
of July 21s, Bro. J.T. Ward. has sent
Stat
s heartfelt. thanks
$10.00. He receivethe

*Marks

our sister churches will be well represented.
Te
~ HIRAM CHAMPLIN, Clerk.
MONROE Q. M., with the Indian Falls church,

St. Francis (Mo.)
South River.

Genesee
Harrisburg.
Hillsdale.
Haneock & Quincy.
Hawkins Co.
Jefferson Co. (Kas.)
London, Looney Spring. -

| | the Common

the church and friends. Will notothers do like-

ok

WR

Atonement, what is it ? its necessity and benefits ;
Revs. T. A. Stevens and F. H. Butler; Church

_ River Raisin.
Springfield.
Shiloh.
Salem.
~

Fort Scott.
Gibson.

has engaged the labors of Bro. Chase until it
ean find a permanent pastor: «

:

Oceana.

Enosbungs- is
East Baton Rouge.
Franklin.
Freeborn.

brother in his'work, but God has’ shown his
part, stood by him, and great good ‘has been

2.75

Chatauguna Q M

Fisk’s houses at New Hampton, opposite school
buildings, 10'Yooms each, suitable ior renting to

1.00

2.00

North Parma, N, Y,

Q. M., with the Albia
before the last Sab-

WATERLOO
(Towa) Q.M., with the
church, commencing Sept. 3, at 2 P. M,

Clerk.

Calhoun & No Branch. Oswego.
Oxford(Ca.)
Rhode Island.

opposition, threats, ridicule and, the basest of

who took our Saviour up into. the Holy City“[ tiaiis of all denominations have, ‘for-tlie most

him or. a
and placed

Crawford.

Chumung.

282

tas
Rev. C. 4. Chase, a student of Hillsdale,

bath in August, and
i

and

Norfolk Co.
Osceola.

Apa

ore

Xilinois.

Whe

influences

J.B.

Christian Character, Rev. J.B. Francisco;

Big Ivy.
Chautauqua.

first

Three churches-have been organizede within
the bounds of the Yearly Meeting the past

prayers in this

These are three Christian

:

reewill Baptist Institution,support your fami
ly, and make a little money at the same time?
You can do it by buying one or both of Rev. E.

26
"

Elizabeth St John F and
Home Cen fund
Mrs E Shephard

by Rev. C. F. i

aud Rev.

JEFFERSON
Co. (Neb.)
.church, the Friday evening

-McHenry,
McLean.
Miami.

cation,

‘Behalf have mot long remained unanswered.
year.

f

Western.

AS

nineteen 4s the number] have united with the
church, and, there are still others. who are

swering to. these calls, Our

Anson,
Ashtabula.
Apple River.

treatment

“they were tying
to hold “the fort by a |

th

. Sabbath-school,

Tuscarora ch

commencing Sept.3. Conference Friday, at2 Pp.
M.
C. W. NELSON, Clerk.
CATTARAUGUS Q. M., with the Humphrey &
Great Valley church, commencing, Sept. 3, at 3,
P.M.
NEWTON C.McKOON, Clerk.

ceived from the following Quarterly Meetings.
They should be sent immediately or-they will
be too late for insertion :

Brother Albert Norton, a returned missionary

and

from India, who was employed by the M. E.
Conference for sometimé, and then carried on an

eternal, and a large portion of our pustors re-

same

Aug.

Li bil8.00

Prairie church, Sept. 3—35.
“
. W. PHILLIPS, Clerk.
WENTWORTH Q: M. at Tunis in East Hanover,

the

Clerk,

I. P. Bates,

the ordindnce ‘of baptisnt during the afternoon,

Methodist church at Akron,

Ae whiere souls were inguiring the way of life
ported increases to their churches.
x
As we have stoodand looked out. upon these
fields destitute of preaching and yet anxious
for some one to come and speak to them upon

:

LAZENBY,

ing Ulcers, White Swellings,
Joint Dicease, and the class
Scrofulous, proceeding from
avhere the bones are deswroyed,

in New York or in Michigan, our whole denomination sutfers, and to prevent this each
independent niission while health lasted, being
Jnember should continually labor and pray.
the candidate. He had not been satisfied withIt has been our desire to see our chnrches
being sprinkled, and felt that he ought to obey
revived, to see in the feports, aggounts of adGod’s commands while teaching others to do
ditions to the ranks for Chrigt and against sin,
the sae. One of thése he. believed was to be
of those who have sealed their vow to serve
baptized by immersion.
He made some inGod by baptism and the right hand of felloadterestibg remarks at the-waterside, which
skip.
One of the most encouraging parts of! with the other services made it an ocdasignour Y..M, was the reports of revivals during
long to be remembered.
Bro. Norton is at
the year. It has been the blessed situation of present pastor of the Indian Falls ‘church and
our missionary a large portion of the yeur, to: laboring with good success.”
:
.|

at the

Tuesday,

ch
L Hoke Int
;
8S E Paddleford Wis

\
44

N. H.

4P.M.,
Home Missionary Work ar Large: Addresses by Revs. S. P. Morrell, G. W. Colby, and

|... Reports for the Register have not been re-

up laborers and send them into-the plenteous
and promising harvest.” .
New York.
:

aid

D., Principal Batchelder,

F. B. Register.

mentioned.

Rev. J» W. Burgin

of our

HUNTINGTON Q. M.—Held its last session
with the Huntington
charch.
The attendance was large, aud a good spiritual interest
was enjoyed.
3
, Next session with the Waterbury
River
church, Sept. 3—6.
ar
E. B, FULLER, Clerk.
3
;
LANSING Q. M.—Held + its August session
at Daplain. - Though not as fullyattended as
usual, it was a really enjoyable season.
The
Bath church reported 13 added to its numbers
by baptism during the quarter.
Orange reported the organization of a Mission Society.
Grand Ledge is still without a pastor.
Next session with the Lansing church Nov.
12—14.
Opening sermon by Rev. F. R. Ran-

_ent pastor, and is greatly beloved by his peo- ‘Chieago.: ~*~
ple for his work’s sake. May the Lord raise Clinch River,

Friend after friend responded to this call,

preach for us,” and.

evening

nr

Farmington,

pe Jo ‘want to educate your childrén at a

5.00
4.50

kn

:

MRS. JOSEPHINE

and their memory is blessed. And yet the
church seems strong in the .grace that is in

for Christ in new places.

us

Bridge,

in

6t32

:

:

i

Quarterly Bleetings.

Sept. 19—21.

~ Among the members of the church whom

preaching when

¥

help us.’ ,. Since last I saw the people

and

that we might be able to hold the ground already attainedus well as to -plant a banner

been impossible
for

Sermon

4.00
2.00......
7.22

10.52

Mrs IL A Davice
Wom Mis Soc Ft Jackson
A H
gh
& Gt Vall
umphrey
alle;

Home
Missionary Society: Addressesby Revs. J.
‘Mariner, L.. Hutchins, ‘and H. J. White; 3 p. M.,
Education; Addresses by Rev. O. B. Cheney, D.

West Reading church, June 19-21.
‘It was a
nieeting of power on account of the presence
of God so. manifest. We felt the quickening
spirit in our bearts, and the good determinations strengthened,
to live and die for God.
Business was done with dispatch.and order
‘and we believe to the
glory of God.
I
would say that what has formerly been called
the Branch & Hillsdale church bas now changed its name to West Reading church.
Next session with the Woodbridge
church

It

;

If any

. UNION Q. M.—Held its last session with

I
especially missed was Dea. Jehn True Hill
letters we: ‘ Many others have finished their earthly course,
to send

So that as a'society
we have been able to pay
qur missionary for, his year’s labor, and to

oat

for

there, some of the watchmen have been called
down. from the wall of Zion and have entered
into rst. . Among the number Orange Dike

as a

We called upon our friends for financial

it weuld have

fight

Rev. N. W. Bixby writes under
date of Aug.
9: “ Yesterday I preached at a
the
place of my labors in ‘former yeits.
From
there I went in 1846 to respondto Macedonian
ealis from the Western fields, ‘ Come over

. these calls upon God andmen; there are four
now laboring with us whowere not here a year
ago, and all are engaged in promising fields.

aid other fiflds In ¥upporting

day to

the Pine St. church of that city.

than they could receive in the East, but where
the demand was greater, and in response to

:

all

showing for a Sunday in the hight of the vacation season!
On the same diy, Rev. C.
E. Blake, formerly of Auburn, preached in

to occupy destitute fields, ministers who were
ready to.work earnestly upon a less salary

d¢

you

St. church, Lewiston; and that at the prayermeeting nine rose for prayers.
This is a good

. made the fact known that we needed ministers
©

a

Peckham; of Houlton, preached

gives

interest

with

In our prayers we have asked
ministerial

:

I can: not

reminding

= HINT
Maine.
We learn that on Sunday

in our

seen,

an

«denomination.
us

Can

a

A large part of “the work is

watching the signs of the times

upon

Winisters and Churches.

like to give all

feels

French Creek Q M

4.00

VIEWS,

)

Eastern.

they have an interest, I would

not

i

to- this. field for

May God help us to

part nobly.

the cause of Christ, there

can

while

;

without

is ours to work.

who have aided us by their donations and:
their prayers,
a partial report of what is visi nd

still in embryo, so

To!

‘Kingdom.

at home,

in behalf of this work?

felt was best for our interest withis our Y. M.

one who is present and

eternal?

we not like hint’ cry, My Lord and my God”

work for God and the denomination in this
State. Also that circuldrs were sent to many
pastors asking for a collection in our behall to
the amount of one cent per member,
To
these calls very many reggonded with a hearty
good will. Money has
béén.sent in from different places and’ has been used as we have

ble of our gains.

you

these things # I know some of us have been
companions for doubting Thomas, but has not
God revealed his blessing to as us plainly as he
revealed his wounds to Thomas? Then shall

‘Muny of the readers of the Star will well remember that about a year ago, alls were

a Christian

P.M.

1.86

3.00.

2-00
2.21

STE RED SCOPIC

Camp Ground, and any part of Lake WinnepisseoN. H., at 25 cents for single vews, or $2.00
2.70 - gee,
per dozen.“ Taken at the time of the F. Ba dist
Jentennial. They will hé sent to any
e
art o
United States
or Canadd, on receipt of 525 cents for
t
2.00
dingle views, or 2 per dozen. Address
:
. W.SHACKFORD,
1.00

BuO

1.85

3.00

G

Pd. Soc

Bishop—S R illings—F
H Buber—R 8 Bridg@s— |
O A Besse—Mrs J B Church—E Clark—J Chaffer
—A
H
Chase—S
W
Cosseboon—F
Cardoft—AF
do, not use, they would be very acceptable to
Clark—F E Davison—G Donnecker—G W Doble—
Manson.
\
Jena
ny
a
our’ schools here, as we are unable to pur- E. Wednesday
Miss
E
Dean—W
F
Eaton—W
C
.Froc
Evening, 6 1-2, Prayer-meeting, led
\ ghase.”
Ne
son—E B Fuller—D B Gould—GHlov-Misy, 1
by Rev. L. Given;at 7, Work among
the
Freed- SF
men: Address by Rev. E. N. Fernald; at 7 1-12, | Mrs H N Gates—F M Hatch—Mrs 8 A Heacox—
GH
Howard—K:.
F
ins—H C Inman—A B
Sermon, by Rev. C. F. Penney.
;
Loomis—A Libby—G
Mayhew—S Moody—L |
Thursday,
Sept. 2, 81-2 A. M., Prayer-meeting,
Malvern—T
O
McMinn—M
B
Moon—E D Ma in—
led by Rev. J. S. Walker; 9 1.2, Business; 10 1-2,
C B Mills—L 8 Norris—I Norton—M H Odell—-E
Woman’s Missionary Society : Addresses by Mrs.
W
Porter—W
Peck—C
W
Purington—D'
Patridge
SPRINGFIELD
Q. M.—Held its last session, Mrs, E. N. Fernald, and others; 11-2 P. M., Prayermeeting, led by Rev. Charles Atwood; 2, P.M., |. —J Robbing—D W Read—L E Reed—M Saunders
at Lowell’s Mills in a beautiful grove.
It was
ne
M
J
Thompson—M
H
Tarbox—G
Wheeler—¥®
Foreign Missions : Addresses,by Revs. B. F. Hayes,
ure. Send for Pamphlet. Sold eve
a very interesting and profitable season. Rev.
Whitmore
M Wesscher—C M White—G Web- | where.
no, Mass.
D.
FOWLE,
Chemist,
Boston,
D.D., E. G. Page, and R. D. Frost; 3, P. M., SunJ. W. Carr, of the Houlton, and Rev. T. Kinster.
day-schools: Addresses by Bro. John B. Jordon,
ney, of the Sebec Q. M. were with us and fav- Rev.
H. H. Acterian, and
Bro. Addison Small;4,
ADIES AND STORE-KEEPERS—You can
ored us with excellent preaching. ~
P.M., Temperance: Addresses ty Rev. G. Ww.
get Choice Goods cheap, by writing us an or‘Books Forwaraed.
Next session with the church in Chester, Bean, Bro.
Mark L. Hutchins, .ang Rev. B, M.
der
on a Postal Card for our Price List, which enBY MAIL.
Edwards.
;
;
;
commencing Friday, Sept. 3rd, at 2 P. M,
ables you to order goods by mail the best way,
Thursday Evening, 6 1-2, Prayer-meeting, led by
Rev. A. H. Morrell, Harperls Ferry, W. Va.
ge
° H. GRAVES, Clerk.
and see the many kinds of
Merchandise we keep
Rev. D. Allen; 71-2, Sermon.
Rev. Wm. L. Hosier, Rome City, 1nd, oy .
for sale at surprisingly low prices.
We send samN. B. Any one not able to meet his assignment
Rev. C. J. Chase, Troy Glove, Ill.
ples of Hamburge, Laces, Ribbons, Fringes, &c.,
- TAMA Q. M.—Held its last session with the .is requested to notify the Clerk, Rev. W. 11. BowJames A. Jones, jr.
Frankfort, Ill.
e sell Wholesale and Retail for
if requested.
en.
Toledo church, June 4—6..
The churches
Cash down. A mew combination system which
¢
we have just started, enabiés” us’ to quote very
were not all represented by delegates and the
Post-Office Addresses,
i
close prices. “We have $1, #2, and $5 packages of
_ Quarterly Meeting Notices.
attendance. was not large, but the meetings
C,A. Hilton, Treasurer, North Parma, N. Y., to
notions ‘which can not he bought for twice the
RENSSELAER Q. M., with the Alps church, comof worship were spiritual
and interesting.
whom all missicn money within the bounds of the ‘money elsewhere, all wanted in
every family.
meheing
Sept.
10,1
P.
M.
Churches
will
please
Central Association shouldbe sent.
5t
©
Rev. J. H. Moxom, our H. M. agent, was with
Money returned if not satisfactory for any purappoint delegates.
a
————
. Miss Lura A. Mains, Batavia, Mich.
» (251)
us and preached to good acceptance.
Sabbath
chase.
HOUGHTON
&
DUTTON,
55 Tremont
REV. E. N. FERNALD
(to whom all confributiens
1. B. COLEMAN, Clerk.
collection for Home Missions $15.55.
:
St., Boston, Mass.
{
432
from the churches for our
Benevolent Societies should
WATERVILLE (Me.) Q. M., with the Waterville
Next session with the Oneida church, Sept.
be sent) Lewiston, Me.
52!
& Sidney church, Sept. 17—19, commencing, FriAllmoney contributed for the Maire State Mis17=19.
Opening
sermon
by Rev.
H. J.
day, at2 P.M.
L. GIVEN, Clerk.
sion should be sent to Rufus Deering, Portland,
Brown,
H. H. WITHINGTON, Clerk.
ADAMS & WAUSHARA Q. M., with the Strongs
Me.
(25122)

haf placed us in these responsible places, and,
using the means of warfare that he, places

-Minnesota Work.

us

be held at - Madison

HM

-

540

.

Mis Soc Smyrna ch
Mis Soc W Parishville ch
St Lawrence Y M

noticed in the Star some months since.
©
<8. F. SMITH, Sect.
+233
b
:
:
Marne CENTRAL Y. M: Ministers’ Conference,

churches anywhere have any books that they

to the call we

effort. made

our weapons and cease for

“

made. for help from the Eastto aid

to be held in conneetion with the Y. M., and is to
commence on Thursday the day before the Y. M.

will

:

¢

| Wom
Wom

‘All the Ministers
of the Y, M. are expected to be
present with their preparation on the assignments

They also have a very in:

teresting Sunrday-school of” 25.

God and his cause.
We are certainly upon
the advance. Shall we not realize that God

f

wherever

prayer-meétings,

of

once more that this is not the time to lay down

J. S: NEAL.

on

home

sisters

close this article

ridge, the. old house where the first church

that

many

:

Brothers and

was organized, the very. room in which the
church was organized.
Pastors are respectfully invited to solicit purchases in their own
“ parishes, and thus benefit their. on people,
and also aid us in ‘our work, for ‘which they

help

In

them what

your. aid

another year?

grave,

chuich

any

you not coutinue

to realize

each of the

«QM

Erie

"M. will convene with the Mill €reek
church, Lhe
Friday before the first Sabbath 10 September next,
at 10 o'clock, A. M. The Ministers’ Conference is

31, at
2,

F.M,

Central NY Q M

mencing Friday before second Saturday in September.
26
Tay
NORTHERN KANSAS & SOUTHEN NEBRASKA Y.

to try to makehis home with us in the, West.

this

living your sons and

did respond

one will regret

who have not yet secured these desirable views
1 will say that they may vet be obtained by
#ddressing the writer of this, The five views:
wil§ be sent on'-receipt of one dollar—single
views, twenty-five cents,
They consist of one

Knowing

year?

-earth-to extend the Mastér’s

something toward lessening our debt and hope
to receive still more. For the benefit of those

money to

for

future when we can see what J&hn saw, * the?
dead, small and great,” stand before God, no

to express

:

look

have many times and would “again now express our sincere thanks, believing that in the-

our gratitude to the many friends scattered all
over the country, for their liberal patronage
“atthe Weirs and since, in purchasing'the stereoscopic views which we had prepared’ at con-siderable expense and risk.
Because of this

£

this

and so secure for them a

New Durham Views Again.

present

There

that

year

You have given

all those

+o O-0-o

patronage we have been enabled

future

to aid in’ planting the gospel in their vacinity

who

this notice

church

the

felt you could to aid them in securing a home
in our midst, can you not add one cent ‘ more,

I. D. STEWART.

1 wish in behalf of this

prosperous

do so

these cities

the envelope to me please give the

namé”of

towards

;

Association.

Wen Mis Soc Jefferson

INDIANA YEARLY MEETING will be held with
the Franklin church, in the Dearborn Q. M., con-

are trying

to keep up the interests of the churches as

Turning

coming from fields

may be a

‘Can they not

offering, with the names of the donofs.
Nothing appears on the paper by which
them;

been absent for some time, yet we

Central

Receipts for July.

| We: would that many” more like him. would. |
108 Clerk,
2t33
<
come and help build up our churches in KanTo accomplish this work we still need and
MAINE CENTRAL YEARLY MEETING, Madison
sas, then would Zion prosper, in these ends of Bridge,
mast have the support of all.
,Alany of the
Sept.
1, 2, 1880. Wednesday, Sept. 1,9 A.
the earth.
Ada
oF
he M., Prayer-meeting, led by Rev. E. H. Butts; 10 A.
churches from which we asked donationequal
.M.,
Organization
and Business; 2 P.M., Maine
“The
Union church still keeps up its
to one cent for each member, did not respond.

Somebody pat into my hands at the General Conference $15. 00as a centénary
logate

Mrs. C. A. Clark, writing.
freet ~Lenora;
says: “ All'the pastors of our churches have

from the past and looking

ed upon

Ley for recognizing each’ person.
~The picture of -the 18~aged ministers

I can

J

tains 825 volumes, and ; was just what we fieedcarrying forward this work, and Christians Ted.” We have all enjoyed it much, and especare praying earnestly that the year just enter- ially the children. Brother Hecox has come

and twenty five cents with it, which will ¢n-

pass F

4

;
-

Yearly Megting Notices.
INDIANA, Fraiklin church, Sept. 10.
.
.- MAINE'CENTRAL, Madison Bridge, Sept. 1. .
da
5
rag

most “promising, - Churclies are united in

title each onet6 a picture, with a printed

Take

Hansas.,

20, and through the kindness of brother Benj.
Hecox,of Latrobe, Pa., we have been supplied with S. 8. teachers’ lesson leaves, cards,
charts and hymn
books.
The library con-

are to-day calls

him their photograph if not -already sent,

2

ei

best we ¢un. ‘Lenora church still keeps up
its Sabbath-school, the average attendance being,

our hearts are filled with bright hopes.

_ ference are each requested to forward to

~

>

Hotices and Appointments,

with

filled with thankfulness to God, and we feel
with the Psalmist to call * upon all that is

within'us to bless his holy name.”

nent men both dead and living, making one

may be had
‘of him.

could

our borders.
fia
As ‘we thus review the past our hearts are

A.oM. Richardson, , Cowlesville, - New
Y., -is preparing a photograph picture

members

we

.ises, and cry, we will not let thee go except
thou bless us,” and the blessing has come to

©

Centennial Picture.

all, and

Jacob

| fling our arms about Christ, hold to his ‘prom-

+000
*>-4-0-¢

in
hundred

that like

| =

ey

++... The Oxford Q. M. will convene
the Riley Centre Church Aug. 20—22. ,

give over, but it was only the darkness sent, to

assigned to preach the annnual sermon.
+ B. F. MARSDEN, Clerk.

noe

that giveth to the poor lendeth tothe ' Lord.”

ing that the foe was toostrong and that we must

White

G.L.

Rev.

June, 1881, at 2 P.M.

-

in

Sabbath

church, Friday before the 3rd

+

~

—

sible..

As a dressing fop ladies’ hair, the Vieor is

praised for its grateful and agreeable perfume,
and valued for the soft lustre and richness of tone
it imparts.
¢
:
:
.

+

PREPARED

BY

)

DR. J.C.AYER&CO., Lowell; M
"Practical andl Analytical Chemists.

SOLD BY ALL DRUGGISTS AND DEALERS IN
Cae
2 RE MEDICINE. Ay

18, 1880.

v1

at ten-

¢

i

*DIVERSITY.
Other people have their faults;
And so have-we as well;
And all ye chance to see and hear
Ye have no right to tell.

Aye! let us hold our tongues in check
At all times given to running,
Nor take suff pains to ferreg-our
Qur neighbor’s lack or cunning.

through the ‘failure of“the firm he was
with, lost his position. He was offered

.Some wear their blemishes outside,
. The real man or woman:
‘While others hide them if they can,
Yet all alike are human.

another clerkship,
but a relative of mine

was willing to take him into business as
a partner, and it was tempting—he ac-

The rose that bears the shortest thorn

cepted.

Is oftentimes the sweetest;
:
So stern, decisive souls have proved

This relative

was

unmarried;

and after six months, tiring of the business, he sold out; and as affairs had been

The truest and completest.

very carelessly

he who seems to shed no tears

:

band,

May be the very one whose hand

hé

arranged

was again

cast

any means of support.

with

my

loose

water bath is too stimulating,

a warm

bath once.a week, with

hus-

without

I believe that he

and, it over-heated

and fatigued, rest

awhile before bathing. The air-bath is
recommended by Dr. Franklin. and eminent physicians. - It is simply exposure

face, however

you hardly knew he was a married man!
Henry, Henry! who was it asked God
scornfully, ¢ Am I my brothers keeper ? ”By this time Mrs. Clark had grown
composed, and was listening in undis-

pearly teeth. Their preservation depends
greatly, though not wholly, on care. They
should be brushed carefully with a soft

guised astonishment,
and even horror, ‘to

each meal. --A- soft brush, with soft water,

her new champion.
She had had the
same thoughts, but such things could not
be said.’

often harmful, and seldom beneficial.
The brush should reach both outside and

boast

of

regular

in

features,

beauty without

regular

brush at night, in the morning.

is best.

can

.and

and

after

“Tooth-washes and powders are

inside of the teath.

After ‘using,

plun

Donbt not, too soon, a neighbor,

Because hé chooses in his way

“I will not weary you with an account

labor.

of the next three

years.

It was

in the

|

¢¢ Donations!”

putin Mrs. “Archer,

im-

patiently.
br
And if a clerk iis ill, his place is kept

Diversity of thought and mind

panic times, and better men.than

Shines in each path of duty;
Diversity §is God’s great plan,

nothing to do. He was often from morn- for him, and his salary goes on.’Y.
ing to night without food, and when a
I.4 Bo be sure it does; that is mere defiend would ask him to step in-and- take |”
oont treatment. Every well-to-do house
a drink, I can not wonder that he, little§
| does that, my dear Mrs. Clark. What I
suspecting danger, would accept. As he
complain of is that too many men and
has said since, many a friend will offer women who are good and kind and gener-aman a glass, but not one in ten will ous, like Mr. Archer, yet employ men and
ask him to lunch. The habit of drinking women without taking any interest in their

rf

Ee Garele.
day

grew upon him, till wen

he

had

he did get a

lives, without feeling that, as children

of

best and safest cleanser.

No other reme-

dy is necessary unless hot drinks and to-

bacco have“¥itiated the stomach.

a yellowish deposit, results

Tartar,

from

an im-.

paired condition of the stomath’s fluids.
If allowedto accumulate it can only be |
removed by a.dentist. \When neglected,
it loosens and destroys the teeth. - Wash-

ing the teeth with vinegar assists

in its

removal in early stages.

water

removes

and

cures

tenderness

LJ Let her come in here, dear.
i
. She may not have ‘éome to tease you,

position he could not keep

it.

He.sank

Every person

of

the

a
a common Father, as fellow-pilgrims to a tooth-pick. - A-goose quill. is the safest
very low.” Not that he ever drank hard,
better home, we must take a warm perso- and best. . Those'thade of metals should
but liquor made him unfit for "business, nal interest in those whom we employ.
be avoided. A harsh tooth-brush is apt
and affected him very quickly.
He had
£¢ How many ladies know the private to-irritate the gums.
business details, and his life, thpugh by
A concentrated sobeen out of business six months when a history of their servants, take an interest
no meansan idle one,” was not crowded
tution of chloride of soda, say five or
friend of outs told him that he could get in the mother in the old country, or the
ten drops, in a wine-glass of water, is an
with care ; but ashe slowly mounted the
him a position in your office if he would brother who has been a little wild, but is
excellent wash for the mouth to remave
steps of his brown-stone mansion, at the
solemnly swear not to touch liquor. He
trying to mend, and who ought to be in- bad
breath. For the taint of onions,
same time feeling for his pass-key, there
had been so steady for some months that vited to Mary’s warm kitchen, evenings, parsley leaves with vinegar, or burnt
was a worried look upon his face which
| I felt sure, with
encouragement,
he
and so kept from bad companions? And coffee’—Selected,
‘
did not escape his wife's eyes.
would be a changed man.
Dah a ono
with gentlemen it is even worse ; for their
« Henry, [ have not seen you look so
‘ He was accepted bythe. fipm just
clerks are educated gentlemen
like +"
tired in a long time. Has anything hapA BOY'S LEISURE HOURS.
about a year ago. .I remember so well
themselves, sometimes better “edubated
pened ?” she asked, as soon as the serWhat
a boy does with his - leisure - is
my anxiety that night ; for our friend had |
thar themselves ; and yet the headsof a most important; what he gets in school is
vants had left them alone.
told us that the last “correspondent: trad
% Yes, I have decidedto turn off one
eighteen hundred a year, and I felt that firm seldom or ever care whether their mainly.drill or exercise ; it is a gymnasium
of our clerks. He has not been with us if he could be raised above real anxiety, clerks are able to educate their “children, to him; he must eat elsewhere. What
very long—uol overa year; but itis the he would be so much safer.
He came or can afford to save a delicate wife by he: doe with his spare hours determines
first time one of our fellows has disgrac- home very happy, for he was accepted. giving her change of air and rest from his destiny, Bitppose he reads history
ed himself, and it has upset me. Then His salary was one thousand dollars; but, anxiety.”
every day, or scientific books; in the
they’ve elected me as one of the ‘trustees he felt sure if he did his best, .he would
“It is very true,” said Mr. Archer course of a few years he becomes learned.
of that new Home for. Disabled €lerks, soon have it increased.
He was very slowly, ¢* and for my part, whatever Ames It matters little what he undertakes—:
and I had to attend a meeting to-day. happy and hopeful, and though I knew and Hancock may think of it, things must Latin, Hebrew, Greek Sanscrit, all disapThe fact of the matter is, I can’t think that we had debts that must be paid at be looked after down at the office. I will pear if he uses his spare time on them.
how such a fine fellow as 3 Clark could once, and that we could: no longer live see your husband myself; |to-morrow,” he
A boy was employed in a lawyer's ofhave done it.”
with our relatives, I tried to keep up a added, taking Mrs. Clark's hand in his, fice, and had the -daily paper to amuse
;
.
and I ask you to forgive a ‘fellow-sinner himself with. He commenced to study
¢« Done what, dear ?”
brave heart.”
—a fellow-Christian. Let Clark be at his French, and at that little desk: became a
_ “Oh, didnt I tell you?
Came to the
¢¢ T am sure you did,” Mr. Archer said,
desk as usual, and now that we do kfiow fluent reader and writer of the ®French
office drunk. Not a little under the ininvoluntarily, and his kind tones encour* fluence of liquor; but drank.” one of our clerk’s wives, we mean to keep fariguage.” He accomplished this by layaged the wife to go on with her story.
up the acquaintance, don’t we, wife?” « And he was always steady?”
ing aside the newspaper, and taking up
+ You see my husband was always so
He |
« Indeed we do! But what a wretch something not so amusing but far. more
« Perfectly so, since I met him.
came well recommended, and gave good generous when he had mouney—so hope- I've been! Henry, the poor thing. is al- profitable.
have more—that -most fainting ! She has come all the |.
satisfaction
¢ so good that we were think- ful that he would
A coachman was often obliged to wait
though he brought me all his salary, way from Jersey, and I don't believe she’s long hours while his mistress made - calls.
ing of raising his salary.”
only paying
for his monthly commutation dined? +
¢ How old a man is he?”
He determined to improve the time; he
ticket,
and
reserving
ten cents a day for
+ Anywhere between thirty and | forty. »
There was ringing of bells and hurried found a small volume containing the
his lunch; I found it'’a very hard-matter orders, and soon Mrs. Clark was seated
¢¢ Married ?”
‘
Eclogues of Virgil, but could not read it,
.to
pay rent and keep the house on his between her new friends, who had to
¢.1 don’t know—yes, come to, think of
and so purchased a Latin grammar. Day
salary, besides trying to pay the debts’ play at eating a second dinner to keep'her
it, he is, for he lost a child awhile ago.”
by day he studied this, and finally masMrs. Archer had hef own notions of that now began to trouble him: We. had in countenance. Then Mr. Archer, tired tered all its intrieacies. ITis. mistress
the relations between employers and em- four children” —the mother’s voice would as he was, decided he would go out to the came behind him one day ds he stood by
ployed, but her husband, when she hinted break in spite of her stronf will, but she little Jersey home, that; very night, ‘and the horses waiting for her,and asked what
at them, always told her they were most kept the tears back, ‘¢ perhaps you:know have a talk with Mr. Clark. Mes. Archer he was so intently reading, « ‘“Ofly a bit:
' unbusiness-like. ** Never let business that we buried our little six-year-old a could see by the happy look in the wife's of Virgil, my lady.” “What, do you
month ago? ~The eldest had to be sent eyes that that was just what she ‘most
and charity interfere,” he would say.
read Latin?”
A little, my Lady.” She
to a good school, for our children will’ wanted. So the carriage was ordered,
“Jam always glad to aid any good
mentioned
this
‘toihiek;
husband, _who inhave a better position by and by, ‘and and soon the brave woman who had
4 cause, to help any struggling mau or
sisted
that
David
should
have a teacher to
must be fitted for it. - Still, even though
woman, but it must be antside of busi- we had great.anxiety and. struggles, if ‘mounted those steps two hours before instruct him. In afew years he became
with such fear, was running lightly down,
a learned man, and was; a useful and
ness. My clerks are' mere machines to
we had been fortunate in choosing our sure that she was earrying a true friend
-|
loved minister in Scotland.
_ me; if they run well, I retain, them ; if home in a healthy place, I think all might
to her husband, who would help him to
|" not, they go.”
A
boy
was
hired
to
open
and
shu
the
have been well. Unfortunately, we were {| lead a new life.
Yet, being a warm-hearted man,
Mr.
gates (o let the teams out of an iron mine.
tempted by the cheap rents to hire in a
What passed between the wealthy He sat on a log all day by the side of the
Archer was not quite consistent, and it
little village in Jersey.
They assured merchant and his wife that night is only.
gate. Sometimes an hour would pass begrieved him deeply to turn away a clerk
ug-chills were upknown there ; but at the known to them; but there were ‘mutual
fore thé feams came; and this he employin disgrace. ¢ A quick fellow. Sueh a end of three months we were, all ill. The
good correspondent.
Isn't one in the doctor’s bills-and the quinine crushed us, confessions ; both felt humbled and peni- ed so well “that, tlierd was scarcely any
tent, and the morrow began a new :life fact in-histery that escaped his attention.
‘office writes a hand like him!” he kept Mr.-Archer.
with each.
a He began with a little book on English
muttering, as he sat sipping his coffee,
* My husband went to business, time
We
‘need
not
follow
them
farther.
| history that he found in the road ; having
and peeling fruit for his wife.
and again, sick with malarial fever. He Would
that this story; founded -en; learned that thoroughly,he borrowed of a.
The front ‘doorbell rang just, as Mr.
"Archer was refusing a second cup of ‘gave entire satisfaction, for more work | fact, might arquse other noble-minded minister “‘Goldsmith’s History of Greece.”
was piled upon him—he wrote such
men to a sense of their duty—to an ac- This good man became greatly interested
coffee, and John announced, * A lady on
good hand; but no hint was given of knowledgment that they are their broth-- in him and loaned hiti~ books, and was
business, sir.”
* Ask her nawe, John , am tired, and raising his slary. He says it is a mere ers’ keepers, under God.— Hope fedyard, often seen sitting by him on the log,’ con‘matter of business, that the firm never in Christian Weekly
. cy
verging with him about the people of an-unless-it is something very important EJ:
ktiows
how
‘many
children
a
man
has,
nor
>So
cient times...
shall see no one.”
whetherhe can live on his salary: If
Al of these show thab-- in this- ~country
| «¢ Mrs. Clark, sir, and ‘she
dislikes
he can’t,’ they can get one whocga.
Neatness of person is inseparable from |}any one ¢a
thE Wats to. If he ig
troubling” you, bat, the matter is impor,‘t At last our—little, Robbie—no, I gentle breeding.” It is a matter of prinei- ntsvogi bojtll badthoes thodrd He can
know men hate women’s tears, I shall ple as well as pride with the true: gentle- call his-own.:
. wisely,
i “us His. wife!” Srslaimod Mrs, Atcher,
hife. her husband frowned almost * an- not cry. We could not get quinine, and man and lady not only to seem, butto Be and hie can fill his' ‘mind wit A “BLOrey | of
wih Mr. Archer, of Archer, Ames & Co.
/ As a rule; he, as senior member of a
wealthy “firm, was spared most of the

gums.

Salt ‘and

should ‘employ

the fever ' got such a hold that Robbie: scrupulously clean. , Untidiness not only Aiiowledgs. General Bapti
died. 1 don't fret, sir, he'll never suffer puts friends to the blush, but obscures thé
as we do, and he'll

never

pe

driven

to

| drink.” Thad lost’ all fegr of my hus-

brightest, talents.

The gentleman

offers a lady his escort to. a

place

who

of

band’s drinking; for he had gone again ‘amusement, has a right to expect that she
‘and again to business distressed and half will not appear with frowsy hair, badlysick, and had not _tasted a drop; 80 I fitting or ill-chosen dress, and redolent |
soficheartod, 1 would engage you to
thought
him cured. = But he told me to-. of cheap perfumes; and if he cares for his
her
come in at the right moment to send
day
that
ever since Robbie went he has own reputation, he will not not give one,
tears.”
s
woman'
a
" Ican't stand

“off.

Proprietor of boarding house

stout guest aside) :

Mr. Sharpset,

“You'll

5

s

BARE

be

of the

(taking

excuse

but your appetite

me,

is so

lecturer,

and causing a sudden

you a shilling extra. -1t can’t be dong at
two shillings!”
Diner:
‘No! . For
Heaven's sake don’t do that!. i can: eal
twodo shillings’
; but
1 have
fo
thie
1 worth
voally-easy
afral
a r if“shoul
a]

N

a

¢
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i
:
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The Poet sings on the plain,

The Trader toils in the mart,

Hidden till now,in the far shadow-land.
eee

|

COMPENSATION.

:

Ridges and ripples in Time’s shifting sand,
— T'insley’s

he

ang

O-O-0-6

Loves that gréw weak neath adversities’ blast,

Painted anew;

collapse

universal merriment, in which Wilson would
join-as heartily as the rest.—Frong
My College Days,’ by R. Tomes.

One envies the other's gain,

Magazine.

* One stares at the other’s art.

tn

»

WIELIAM TORREY HARRIS.

Yet each one reaches his goal,

Among the philosophers now assembled at
Concord no one is oftener or more favorably
mentioned than William Torrey Harris, about
whom a recent published sketch gives some
interesting particulars. He was born, it seems,
in Windham Co, Conn., some 45 years ago,
and as explanatery of his fluency, it may be
mentioned that one of his ancestors is repnted

to have had the ability to make a’ prayer

two

hours long without wearying his hearers.
He
was prepared for college at Woodstock, Worcester, and Phillips Academies, and entered
Yale in
. He left college, however, in a

And the critic sneers as they pass,
‘And each of the three in his soul:
Believes the other an ass!’ *

* *

—Bret Harte.
Bh oe on oo

PROF. MOMMSEN'S

LIBRARY.

An intimate friend of Prof. Mommsen sends
us the following details respecting the calamity

which

has befallen

that eminent

scholar:

‘On my visit to-day, the 16th, I received full
.confirmation of what the papers
announced.
The Professor is still busily engaged search--

‘fit of restlessness, and his degree of A. M. is, ing the debris. Ofbooks not many more are
therefore, complimentary. In 1857 he went to coming to light'entire. His library must realSt. Louis, and at once passed an examination ly be regarded as’ destroyed. The ancient
as an applicant for a teacher in the public
schools:
He did not immediately receive his

appointment, however,

and

the

intervening

months he spent in teaching short-hand writing.
From teacher he soon became
then

Assistant

Superintendent

Principal,

Superintendent,

of the

school

and

and finally

system

of the

city, which position he held until he resigned
in last May to travel in Europe, and to estab-

lish a new home in Concord,

Under his

care

the enrollment grew: ‘from 15,000 to 50,000
scholars, and when he went away the citizens
presented him with a massive gold medal, a
purse of money, and resolutions reciting his
public services.
One of his reforms was to
reduce the size of the classes as far as possible,
80 that the dull scholars need’ not unnecessarily
hinder the bright ones.
Another change in the
same direction was to increase the frequency
of examinations, so that the best scholars had

more

than

one

annual

chance to advance a

grade.
He -also
introduced
‘information
-studies ” on the * spiral system,” and without
text-hooks.
For example, natural science is

taken up

in

St. Louis

even

by the primary

grades, and for successive years they go bver the
same ground, only eich year witlr ever greater
fullness und particularity. - He also organized
a system of Supervising Principals, whose duty
it was to teach teachers how to teach,and whose
services have proved of the greatest practical

manuscripts from foreign
libraries which
were in his hands are partly damaged, fio

doubt;
but it- would

seem that they may be

regarded as haying, as a body, been practically
saved.
This was the case with the most
portant manuscript~of Jordanis’s Gothic

imhis-

tory, which be had edited for the Monumenta
Germaniae. The edition is ready printed. In.
the collection of Roman inscriptions the main
loss is in South Italy, because it will not per‘haps be possible to collect again all the materials. The collection of Swiss inscriptions is
also lost, and Momsen

will at once undertake

its reconstruction, and so soon

as he can

get

away, he will proceed to Switzerland—not, as
the papers say, to North Italy. Mommsen's
manuscripts of his lectures must be considered
as destroyed, and they can only approximately

be replaced from the note-books of his hearers,
His collectanea are lost, and among these are,
unfortunately, included those from the Romischés Staatsrecht and the Roman history, and
most valuable critical materials collected for
the edition of the oldest writers on German

history.

~

Many steps are being taken to restore

his library. The Academy of Sciences yester:
day decided to re-present him with the books

which Fe received as & member. Tt has fur.
ther been suggested that workers in his depart.
ment should send him such of their writings as

«deal. with subjects that interest the Professor, -

value. He reformed the system of punish- The idea is being put in execution in Germany,
ment, and he established 55 kindergartens, in- and it is hoped and desired that foreign schol-

cluding 6,000 children. "His
philosophical
stadies are said to have been begun when he

was 16,and to have been continued ever since.
His work has been nothing less than an independent examination of the philosophers frem
Aristotle down. -* Philosophy is found in the

history of philosophy,” is his view.

On specu-

lative subjects he has been a voluminous writer, of late years chiefly in his own organ, the

Journal
of Speculative Philosophy.
In
‘history, he is said to be weil read; as also in
fiction. In art, he forestalls the Tatest theory
as to the ““ Venus of Milo;” he developed an
outliné philosophy of Shakespeare’s

plays

be-

before Mr. Snider's essays began. to appear,
and, of course, he is going to lecture when he

ars may join in the

movement.

I sought

out

Mommsen the morning after the catastrophe,

and

found him

very muck depressed.

All

references to his vigor and mental freshness:
and the possible restoration of his library were

of no avail. To-day ‘he was quite different—
of course, grave, and still thinking muckof the
greatness of the mischance that has befallen
him, but, on the whole, collected and absorbed

ready it was pleasant to ohserve that he deliberately used the phrase Missgeschick;while on

Monday he said

U /ngluck.: -~The

Athenwum.

,FALLACIES OF THE LEARNED.

gets back from Europe, for which he sails on

Setioon, Claudin, Basil, Augustine, Gregothe 12th inst, He wears spectacles, has broad,
ry, Jerome, and, perhaps Thucydides, agreed
square shoulders, a pale, earnest face, with 4’ in the belief that crystal is simply ice strongly
high’ forehead, thin dark hair, a short, slightly. congealed; and such men as Scaliger, Albertus,

grizzled beard, and speaks ¢learly and precise-

ly in a pleasant and not very loud voice and
intones

expressive of great patience and amia-

bility.—XN. Y. Times.

-
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CHRISTOPHER NORTH IN
TURE-ROOM.

THE LEC:

There was no difficulty for any one living in
Edinburgh to see
Professor “Wilson; for if be
was anywhere within the field of vision, the
eye was sure to be attracted and fixed ‘upon’

him. I Saw him almost every day going to his
class and coming from it. I can well recall

his gigantic figure striding along the North and
South bridges at such a pace that his three or
four little Scotch terriers, which always followed ap his heels, ran as fast as they might,

could tardly keep up with him.
Professor Wilson has beer often described,
but never so accurately as in this hasty sketch

of him by Dickeng:

‘A tall, burly, handsome,

man of eight-and-forty
(1841), with a gait like

O’Connell’s,
the bluést eyes you

can imagine,

and long hair—longer than mine,” says Dickens,

* falling down in a wild way, under

the broad

brim of his hat. He had ona surtout coat,a
blue checked shirt, the collar standing up, and
kept in its place with a wisp of black necker-

chief ; no waistcoat; and a large pocket-handkerchief thrust into his breast, which ‘was. all
broad and open. : At-his-heels followed a wiry,
sharp-eyed, shaggy

devil ofa. terrier,

dogging

his steps as he went slashing up and down,
now with’ one man beside him, now with
another, and now quite alone, but. always at ‘a
fast, rolling pace, with his head in the air,
|
and his eyes as wide open 4s he cou 1d get th
1 guessed it was Wilson, and it was, A bri t:
clean-complexioned, mouniaimrlooking felloyw,
be looked as though he had just come down

and

Magnus

Brassavolus

assented

to ‘the

proposition.
It is, however,
but fair . to
say that there were always opponents of this
theory.
Pliny denied the assertion, and in his
company we find Agricola, Diodorus Siculus,
Caesius Bernardus, and others.” Of course, the
tests of specific gravity settle the matter at

| once.

As for astronomical

and

legion.

is

their name

fallacies,

geographical®;,
Xenophanes

asserted that thg earth had no bottom; Thales
Milesius averred that it floatéd in water, and.
almost every old writer had his own pet
craze about the

problem.

A “glimpse tthe

x

monkish map of the world which is still preserved in Hereford Cathedral will prove the
unsystematic nature of the topographical stud- °
jes in much later days; but such errors are too
numerous to be more than briefly hinted at, ;
and fallacies respecting erystals and precious

stones afford by themselves eufficient matter
for a folerably long dissertation. =To them,
therefore, let us keep. for the

Pliny

present.

believed that the diamond will suspénd or pre-vent the attraction of the loadstone if placed
between it and a piece of iron;

the problem was one capable

and,

although

of speedy

solu-

tion by experiment, lip went on to ascribe, the
the same remarkable property to the plant

Eusebius Nierembergius, a learned
garlic.
Spaniard, Wad his own private craze, He imagined that the human bady, left to turn as it
would,

would

always

point

its head" to

the

north, and it is hard to understand how. this
and most of the other fallacies connected with
the loadstone escaped detection by experiment.

' Lwlius Bisciola, for instance; asserted that one,
ounce of iron added

to 10 ounces of joadstone

would only produce a total weight of 10 ounc--

egyand Apollonius aud Beda join in‘ testifying

that there are certain Toadstones which attract

only at night, while other learned autherities
that the mineral in question, ~ when
affirm
from the Highlands, and had is ‘bis life
gives off an unbearable stench, and
burned,
taken pen in hand,”
if Preserved in certain’ salts, it has the’
that,
There is not: the lest t4n resiaion. .in the
of attracting gold, even out«of the deep
description by Dickens.
of. th carelessness of ‘power
est wells, —All the Year Round. i

Wilson's dress, He hide looked to me as if

he had slefit in his clothes, and, having been
suddenly awakened, had been forced

to hurry

away, without having 1time to put them and his
"person in order. I used occasionally to follow the professor to fhe lecture-room, where,
as he ascended the rostrum, he was greeted by
his large class with “such démgnstrations of

“The scholar must be a solitary, laborious, modest and charitable soul. He must embrace
solitude ‘ag a bride. He must have his glees
and his giooms ulone. Go, scholar, cherish
; your: ‘habits
your soul; expel companionsset

to a life of solitude ; then will the faculties rise

large that I'shall be compelled to charge welcome as evinced the hearty and ‘sincere|. fair and full within, like forest trees and field

been tempted. He has felt so disconr- who has so little regard for herself as to
aged,
80 hopeless.
At last, two *days’ appear in such a plight, a ‘second opporadded, ‘¢ Show the lady in here, John.” . ago, ourar baby Bad the chills again.
I tunity to disgrace al
Still less has a ‘but, Dll try Punch.
woman
young:
and a
»
: * A moment mone,

“ » Then steppingto the door, Mr. Archer

Magazine,

less of politica)

*

With them they bring long-lost scenes
, past

to the sunlight'and air, and in many cases -

for his salvation an adequate | income, and

¢¢ Oh, Mr8. Archer,” she ssid burrielly,

governs this shadowy land,

nty of soap, ‘is
Back to our view ;
quite necessary to health and beauty.
The head should be wet first, in all baths, Pictures of friendships not destined to last,

then began to drink—not much, for I *“ my husband has said again and again ‘the brush in the water, rinse A
| never suspected it ; but enough to * give
‘there is not a firm in the city that is more and wipe dry on a towel. If anything
: him courage,’ as he said afterward.
but wateris needed, castile soap is the
noted for its large donations—"

. Be not deceived by outside show :

THY BROTHER’ 8 KEEPER.
3 Jt had been an unusually’ busy

healthy state. A cool sponge bath daily,
or a thorough rubbing with a rough towel
or flesh-brush, in cases when the cold-

this simple treatment. has’ elodsed wonderful cures.
The “dare of the teeth is necessary to
retrieve hinielf,” who, run down, and liv.
ingin an unhealthy atmosphere, needed ‘preserve them sound and beautiful. No

py the first year or two; but my husband,

First lifts the fallen brother.

the body

moral philosophy,
and much

economy, but his . lectures, pleasantly discur.
sive, were always interesting. His little ter.
Reigning supreme;
«
riers
in the meantime were crouching under
Oftimes there come at her word of command
his desk, and sometimes the Professor, in the:
Forms we have known, from the far-distant
| stir of his eloquence, moving heedlessly abou
strand,
a
l
| would happen to tread upon the leg-or fait
of
pres
Fait iss dreamy
Forms of those dear in the days which have | one of the poor’ little creatures, and a sharp
yélp woul
be heard,
d
piercing at once some
flown,
:
torical wind-bag in course of inflation by the
Forms of beloved ones in life's morning known. |
Memory

A

Be contented with your lot,
But improve it if you can.

Bathing not only makes

Formed from the wreck of the sad nevermore.

ala

In the great'Creator’s plan.

ness.

som

waste paper, and , throwing them down Sih

dy Ww

'| In 8a moment Mrs. Archer was ‘by her
say a word to help her on.
¢« My husband will not: orplald’ mat- side, soothing her with loving words, and
promising a hundred impossible’ things,
| ters to you; he thinks you might fancy he
was excusing himself, and he and I both ‘talking between whiles to her husband,
know that no man has any real. excuse, . who sat conscience-stricken, unable to
though—" her voice broke a little, but defend himself against her indignation,
** This is what comes of: keeping busshe recovered herself, clasping her hands
iness and benevolence
apart.
This
tight together, and began again.
comes
of
looking
upon
your
employes
as
«Twill tell you the exact truth—the’
mere
machines.
If
the
poor
fellow
had
| story of our married -life, and though I
hardly hope it will make any difference| ‘been in one of the institutions you uphold,
to us, it may be the means of your sav- his family would have been helped,and he
ing others; at least, 1 have felt impelled’ ‘would have been carefully guarded and
But here is a man who tries to
to come and tell it.
We were very hap-f guided.

Joy and labor always meet

that attract lie in freshness and life, The
bath is requisite for health and cleanli-

At last her strength failed—the poor’ clean, but keeps it healthy by preserving
not a man of ready speech, and, though
tired
wife and mother burst into tears: tthe skin; with its millions of pores; ina
|
not
did
feeling mote kindly to his guest,

_- x

Left in indolence it dies.

and

than

SHADOW-LAND,

ry

perly, and he took the offered drink!”

he was

health,

vigor go together. Disease means decay,
and gecay is never attractive. The charms

¥

x.

Far from the land that we live in to-day
Ba
tered before him, began to hold forth. What.
ee.
. Shadew-land lies;
‘he said he evidently did not read from the
None know how far it is, note know the way,’ writing lying about, foor
he never looked at ang
What are its boundaries no one can say,
only touched it to give it an occasiorfhl crumple
Only surmise;
with his hand, in the course of the energy of
No one in life has set foot on that shore,
his action. He knew but little, I fancy, of

Vir Ten

Does. its conscious being rise,
Trained in activeness it lives,

But

of the highest

Beauty,

He took out of his side-pockets a tumbled con.
] Sloman of net er Vib no more

BL

do it with such a wife?”

personal ‘interest.

Sle cians.

FIRE

of debt, and educating his children pro-

of pride but of duty, and

tevary

voice,
professor's
of

of their favorite

PS

prom-

every Sod

affection by which he was regarded by every
student. He evidently appreciated this daily

flowers; you will have. results, which, “when
you meet

your fellowmen, you can communi-

they. will gladly receive. If is the
which’: is the
de- 3 noble, ~manlike, fust thought
and’not crowds, you:
of
d
demande
ty
superiori
precatory: shake of his long yellow locks,
Silence immediately ensued among the ;istu- but. solitude confers his. eRystioasselimer
dents, enh one of ‘whom seemed eager to’ galch ‘80m.
expression of fondness,

and

always

ledged it with a kindly smile:and

acknow-

a gentle

TTR.

his

impose

to

a he

goutiouy a right

my Se A

a

ty

him two dollar’s worth of quinine,

i

A

wait

hans

in fa

not

« Confound the fellow! How could he

From the grateful, loving heart

Ra

gE

Ri

I could

;

ST

but

a:

2
bd

.Nor a pleasure find in use
For its owner’s self-display.

Of sorrow for another

hour,

Y

=

caté and

oes oh ca

:

But it was too late for
The voice was so sweet and low, and ising to pay soon.
my
husband.
This
morning an old eom-'
the eyes that were raised to his so full of
patient endurance and quiet determina- rade met him. He was weak and depress*| tion, “that Mr. Archer said to himself, ed—he had given up hope of getting out

It can not be satisfied
With a talent hid away,

} ee

AUGUST

fore. He came home at night without the | tobacco.
Health as well as beauty depends | on
quinine—his friend had refused him!
«I saw he¥felt terribly about it, and I the more important details of the ‘toilet,
walked to the druggist’s, and- bought ‘of and attention to these is not only a mattér

through a long night.”

Or submitting to the wrong:

ee
iy

:

7
:

at

at- this

Idly sitting with the throng
‘Waiting for the turn of chance,

ad

:

gat

ts:

True content is never found

hy

i

STAR,

had pid. our grocer, and there was not

severely

most

though nervous, was of one accustomed
to move among cultivated people.
« I beg pardon, Mr. Archer, for calling

F. WYMAN,

To live and love and

:

MORNIN G

Fst
‘

A

CONTENTMENT. Ha
BY EMMA

was

Her dress

THE

Tm

3

simple, but it was such as only a lady | cent left. He said he would borrow a lit- | tions on a lady, utishaven, with ‘unkempt |
wonld have devised, and her manner | tle from a friend who hados lent 5 him Pombe- | hair, soiled linen, or clothing odorous of :
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tures,—would there be much
doubt abeut
their success? Or suppose, again, that the

4

backward and a candidate who points vaguely,
had backed Hayes’s reforms and showed the

FP iavRm KYTE.,

to a para-

This is the ‘heading given

Is

‘Here

Tribune.

New York

virtues.

hing it, could lay the foundations of-lasting ad-

ministrative

the para-

reform,—would

there

as there

were

Republican

As it is, there are next

to mo

The Christian at

“0

arguments

House of
of felony.

ulently obtained

liable’ to

proportions; we. heartily
een unearthed.

tight

hold”

of

ficate of
him the

basket

down

; for the world's

laughter

to grin at the sight of the

is:

in order

This dear little hobby out-

weighs a world of things, and, moreover,
appears to be the very opposite of a hpbby
ey
to the possessor of it.
There is a myriad of points at which
the soul -itself may touch the life itself;

~

pointsg a point

one

of these

corresponding. to an in.

Is not this objeet which we regard
preciousness,

this

which is more oftén hidden
to others,

and of whose

Self may

be

this after

all come nearér-to

ous union

of the seen and the

dimly

revealed

power

one.

him-

not

that

marvel.

‘unseen than

any other experience which can be
among ‘men?

Does

not

this

named

index

-the

point at which the loeal soul meets the uni. versal soul?
:
a:

The

spectacle

of the old-eelored

wom-

an with her ¢ fine fowl” js worthy of
more than a kindly laugh: It..affords
an
insight as well as a sight. 1f objects were

of thought..

the

ridiculous

and

But

penetrate

cynical, we find behind the one the
ness of hope,

and

behind

the

gloom of despondency.
Are we'aware how cruelly

the

we

-gerness than the most: violent

sweet-

other

into

Looked at from the. point of the .intelfect, it may be true that no two souls “can
tonch each other; they are distinct and

and‘

fluctuations

ii

Saratoga

beauties that

is that, that, in
The fact t ls.

pes.

Saratoga can offer, the renowned

once famous neighbor, Ballston Spa.

In

That is

a

good idea

which

the

It designates men

by developing

prospers

3
in 4 hard

times.” The man who has but one spring on
his place may go thirsty in a drought; not so
thé man who has a score.. When
times are
dull, it is the book-keeper who keeps- a ledger
account beautifully and knows not how todo
anything else who gets left out. in the colds

OO
0-0
++

GLANCES AT THE PAPERS.

"This is the way that the New York Tribune | !bevaiise thére are no more ledgers to be kept.

The versatile man, who-has an adaptability to
whatever work cones to hand, always finds
some work to do. ‘When a college graduate is
found starving; the-story goes the circle of the
newspapers from Boston to San Francisco; but

:

The young man who began an interview
yesterday with his family by quarrelling with
his uncle, and ended it by stabbing his: father
and throwing his mother on a red-hot stove,
is not a person who appears to great advantage in domestic life. The authorities appre-

when clerks and book:keepers go

bim with the congenial walls of a dungeon cell.

Counterfeit notes occasion more or less serious trouble in business affairs. The Hart.
ford Courant says:
.
As we have

often said before,

directors can

not be supposed to be detectives or to be able

# Not

db —

divorce,

bat

separation,” is the way

that it strikes the Christian at Work:
A legal. or friendly separation keeps
the
door of remarriage closed and barred, while
prospect of being obliged to pay: alimony exercises a conservative and restraining influ-

might cost several cents and save thousands of
«ollars, and perhaps now. and then a reputa—————————

no,

DIVORCE,

to: tell counterfeit notes at sight. . The
proper
way to prevent such frauds as these will some
day be found in the adoption of a’ regular system of notification, sojthat: indorsers and borrowers shall be told whenever: and wherever
paper bearing their names i§ discounted. This
tion, as it would make fraud more diflieult.

hungry

oue thinks it strange.
It is an appalling probJem to contemplate; what will the thousand
and odd graduates of our colleges this ‘year
find to do ? . But, somehow, they all do find
something.
Our colleges do not furnish the
country with its beggers, its
paupes& or its
tramps. - A well-educated roan is a man. of
many resources, and he is therefere ready: for
many exigencies, There is safety in breadth.
AL
x

surrounded

:

. The Watchman is outspoken in its belief:

NO one can doubt. thut the Romanists seek to

cases,

contains

For

the

ONE HUNDRED WORDS, and for those

should
excess

*

lo

VERSES are inadmissible,

Miss BELINDA HatcH

died

all

the

affections,

Bot a new-wife i3 to be gained
| by separation,
t the pl
will in‘'many cases be stimulated to attain this

¥ §

:

Toa

5.ge.”
pe

NORTHERN WOMEN. .

In a letter to the New York 'T'imes, from
the perrof James Jackson Jarves, we find the

to

should

have

been
d

? will restore the healthy action and all these’
destroying evils’ will be banished 3 neglect
them and you will live but to suffer,
Thousands havebeencured. Try itand you
will
add .one more to the number, Take it
and health willonee more Sladden your heart.
:
Why guffer longer from the torment

vo CostiTer ce

Bavoa® act a3 efi
famatve
S CT |
rs
medic!
or griping.

J30 without ngused OF ©. paint
n

I'S

of an aching back ?

Why

bear

:

such distress from Con=

of dio=

because

Try a pack”
and

compound

It is a dry vegetable

A

8 One Packazemakessix qnarisof Medicine.

Your Drunqist has i,

! cet it for

Insist 2»

HER
WoonS,

GRAY’S

Are a symptom of Jaundice,
Dyspepsia, Constipation, Biliousness,and LiverComplaint.

00.

SNE
TCIAZITON

8.0L,

\

overwork

;

©."

The

YW

No phys-

genuine

Rem

s

:

5

failsto cure. Absorbs

»

$117
E
N. HL.

:

1y4s

\

Wanted for the Pictorial

0 nts.

outfit

Free. Address P. O. VICKERY, Anpusta,
:
.. 1y19
.

ad

y

C,, N. H.

. Best

Business

College

New Englana, Send

for Catalogue to New Hampton Commercial
lege, New Hampton, New
Hampshire.

Sent by mail by proprietor, J, P.MILLER,M.D.,

8. W. cor, Tenth and Arch

% Co., wholesale agents, Boston,

A YEAR and expenses to

immeliiate Te.

Noneg

CO.

LE GOMMENTATO

cures cases of long
ing
Lin 1 week, ordinary cases in2 days.

CAUTION

4

MEDICINE

R
bodies best results of latest research, Bri ght and readable. 475 Illurtrations.” Many new atarcs Sits toall,
classes, Low in price {Only $8.25.) Extra terms.
BRADLEY, GARBETSON & Co., 66 N. 4th 8t.,Philadel’s, Pa.
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Fifty years ago, Elder
Downs-was given up by his
physiciaiis, to die with Con-

May 4, aged 30 years. Sister Kmma ‘was couverted at the age of fifteen,” was baptized, by}

Robert Martin, and united with the Elba &-Al-
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and Emma, a little over two years, the mother,
the son and his child, and now the two daughters, have been called from suffering to reward,
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“CHICAGO. ROCK ISLAND & PACIFIC R. R.

THE EAST & THE WEST!
IS THE GREAT CONNECTING LINK BETWEEN
Dining
Cars for eating
purposes only One other

Ite mhin line runs from Chicago to Council
Bluffs, p!
ng through {oliet, Ottawa, La Salle,
Geneseo,
Moline, Rock Island, Davenport, West
Liberty, Jowa City, Marengo, Brogklyn, Grinnell,

Des

great
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Palace Cars isa SMOKING

N where you can enjoy your “Havana”

at all hours of the day.
Magnificent. lion Bridges span
and
Missouri rivers at all
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‘Kansas Olt, Leavenworth, and

Moines (the capital of Iowa), Stuart, Atlanwith

feature of our
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the Mississippi
crossed by this
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Bluffs,
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tonsport, Independe;
ville, Oskaloosa, Pella,

of the Lord that which her soul longed for in
her dying hour.
ROBERT
MARTIN,
© MRS. ALVIN WHITAM fell asleep in Jesus
in Gilmanton Iron Works, N. H., July 27,
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“What
11 please you most wijl be the pléasure

gee;
in this town. . It soon became evident that
her pilgrimage would soon end. - Her sickness

gain control of our government,. as of every
following paragraph :
was attended - with ‘much suffering, but her
other government on. earth. They them-?
selves declare it.) The fundamental ' principles | Our Northern women of purely intellectual hope was firm, When it became apparent to |
aspirations
sometimes
overmuch
éondeinn,
or
her that soon’ she must. bid farewell to the
‘of their” organization
require it......We
are
sure that he study ‘of. Romish hopes and are suspicious of, those little graces of speech’ scenes of earth, she tried to speak words of |
and
persen
which
are
the
circulating
coin
of
‘comfort
to the mother and husband and ex:
: methods
is necensd NF Voy Hit intelligent watch
polite society elsewhere. 'A severe abstract in- horted her friends out of Christ {0 mieet her in
fulness which alone caw ensure our preservation from the most cruel bondage which the tellectuality and morality; pure “and simple, heaven,and then her spirit winged {its ‘way to:
with neglect of the w@sthetic side of humanity,
those who have |
the beautiful home prepare
earth can know.
-in her .character. and washed their robes awd made hem White ny
tends to,an overbalance
appearance on the side of angularity, positives’ the blood of the Lamb.
we
- GORGE W. FIERCE,
The Springfield Republican has a hard ness, and a peculiar ungainly outcome of pera phrase in
time of it. |It doey wish that things political sonality, if I may use so strong
JAMES.
Gray
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at. Lancaster,
N. H,,
ta
inclined
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She
to the ex. at all,
could‘hiye turned out better to its satisface relation
view concessions to the beautiful, in real prac- | May 7,1880, at the advanced/age of ‘89 years,
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expelled naturally.

~~ the words “Peond’s Extract’ blown in the glass,
and our picture trade-mark on surrounding bufr
wrapper,
None other is genuine. Always insist
on having Pond’s Extract.
Take no other preparation.” It is never sold in bulk, or by measure
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than three weeks between the deaths of, Mary
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Dyspepsia, Jaun-

HE stipation and Pilc3 2

and

ician need
be called in for the Ingjonity of female
8 if
the » xtraet be used. Full directions accompany

MARY WEBSTER died in Alabama, N. Y.,
April 14, aged 20 years.
She had always been
a great favorite with the young people.
She
felt her Saviour very precious in. the dying
hour and was ready and willing to go to the
better homeeabove.
The family of Bro. Joseph
Webster has been greatly afflicted. In less

tc

caving.

; Effective without

rs

Eyes.

-| Female Complaints.

“as long as there was a church. She never joined
any other until she joined the church triumphant. Our loss is, no doubt, her gain,
/
:
:
LM. H.

that her offering may accomplish in the

47g

ous that mothers who have once used it will never
Ye withou it. ur Ointment is the best emollient
appl
i

organized in our neighborhood, which is called
“Hatch Hill. Sister B. was one of its members

abama church a y
gelf to the Lord.
call to go to India
time in frajhing for
York city institute,
had to return home.
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Star,it
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and
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of clothing is inconvenien it.

Whitehall,

died in Alabama,

CATE

are developed because

* BiLiggeRE CONSTIPATION:_

is simple

on

Extract ; it

hén- other

. Y., March 16, in her 82d year.
She loved
‘read her Bible and the Morning Star while
‘she was able tp read much.
Many a time she
read the obituaries. She loved* to read them.
In 1834 there was a Freewill Baptist -church

Emma WEBSTER
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Blind, Bleeding, or Itching.
It is the greatest known remedy : ra

Sore

Headache,

“matic Pains and Aches,

curative

Faceache.
used according
tions, its effect is simply wonderful.

For

If they work well, health -

will be perfect: if they become clo, ged,
dreadful diseases are sure to follow wi!

ney Complaints, Gravel, Diabetes,
Sediment in the Urine, Milky
or. Ropy Urine; or Rheu-

keeping out the air,

Sy, vise a

“4
in

"and theare the
KIDNEYS.
natural cleans.

These great organs

b 3 ors of the system.

dice, Constipation and Piles, or Kid-

it is unrivaled, and should be kept in every family
Feady for use in case of accidents.
A dressing of
our
Olntment will aid in
healing and prevent

ig but just that CASH should accompany the copy
at the rate of FOUR CENTS PER LINE. of eight

words.
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TERRIBLE SUFFERING.

alsvine
Burns and . Scalds. 5%,
heat and pain

sent by per:

sons who do not patronize the Morning
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Dillousness,

Sprains and .:Bruises.
it."t
Use-our Ont

ine, sooling and clea;
in connection with the
healing, softening andin
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i
or Wise in catarrhal
and unekphasive.
~

‘affected a sick

Obituaries

Sold by Druggists,

LIVER

"THE BOWELS,

The Extract is the only specific

up all she could, and left her life offering of $20
for the Foreign Missions, the writer having
sent the same to form a part of Dr. Phillips's
school endowment in India, in the good hope

Sma
w

public,

)

Ee
fe Le
ES
Sores; Ulcers, ‘Wounds,

not go ag a missionary... Her health has been
failing for years, but amidst it all she never
forgot the mission work and has
been saving

blue spectacles through which such journals
‘are apt to conternplate progress. This remark.
«does not by any means take the force out of
the following sentences from that newspaper:
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. That Acts at the Same Time on’,

Bi THE

Mrs. Pinkham
Send for pamphlets. - Address as above,
be withoutLydia E. Pinkham’t
should
No family
. They cure Constipation, Bilious.
LIVER P.
25 cts. per box.
ness, and Torpidity of the Liver.
GEO. C. GOODWIN & CO., Boston, General Agents:
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serious
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Vegetable Compound

Bottles to one address,inquiry.
$5.
Price, $f. Six freely
answers allletters of

» ifor this disease, Cold in Head* Oatarrh Cure,” specially prepared

Our

meet

‘been wonderfully burdened because she. could

¢

The London Standard is a corservatiye organ, and due allowance must be made for the

x

ko.

Yo

young woman that she died afew days afterwird, and Chairmen Brown and Hawkins, of
the Democratic and Republican’ county
eommittees, have signed an agreement to pay for

PARTICULAR

for their
they are

them, Education of a man is like cultivation
of the soil; it shows what possibilities thejr
are in him.
N
;
We quote yet again, as to the value of a

individualism.

1 a;

Catarrh

in

-

am’s

. No, 288 Western Avenue, Lynn, Mass,

Diphtheria
& Sore Throat.
46 the Extract promptly. Itisa sure cure. ‘De-

Indianapolis

no more cannonading during the campaign.

Lydia XE.

Nose, or-from any cause, is speedily controlled an
stopped. Our Nasal syringes (25 cents) and In
a
SL 00) are great aids in arresting internal

:

Republican campaign rally -so

?

liberal education :
It is the broad man who

Hemorrhages.

Earache, Toothache

an

7

ounds,

.Yenjent, is a great help ia relieving inflammatory
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with the laws that ;
he female system.
of either
Complaints
Sor the cure of Kidney
‘sex, this Compound is unsurpa
ly

Neuralgia.

Complimentary:
Britisher—* Well,
"Sam,
what did you think of “the wax-works?” Yankee Friend—*¢ Wall, T guess they're uncommon like an or’nary English party,”— London

The firing of a’ ¢annon

i

is prepared atthe proprietorsiaboratory.

2t32

Inflamed or

the United States Indian Commission,

>

Tt will,ut ‘all times and under all circum

No other preparation has cured so many cases of
886
g complaints as the Extract, Our
Plaster is invaluable in these diseases, Lumbago,
nsin
k or Side, &c.
Our: Ointment. (0
cents) for use when removal of clothingis incon-

Orange Judd, editor of the Agriculturist, a
graduate of Wesleyan University, has been
appointed by President Hayes,
a, member of
|

Tribune, Rochester, N. Y., in

the United States circuit court,
Frederick
Van Riper, of New York holding that amount
of interest coupons of the city’s bonds which

Punch.

Be

stauges, act in hiazm ony

MEN,

Rheumatism,

Christian

Education does not merely fit men
station ; it shows them what station

fitted for.

for $119,100

+"

PAIN DESTROYER and SPECIFIC FOR
~ INFLAMMATION ‘AND HEMORRHAGES,
4

“assassination

fell due in 1878.

T

GION; IT €IVES TONE TO THE WHOLENERVOUS BY 8
TEM; IT RESTORES DISPLACED O)
8’ TO THEIR
NATURAL POSITION. THAT FEELING OF BEARING
DOWN,
. CAUSING PAIN, WEIGHT AND
BACKACHE, IS.
ALWAYS PERMANENTLY CURED BY ITS
USE. ~

THE GREAT VEGETABLE

other

In an Englishivy on the end of a house at
Norwich,
Conn., there were found _ ninety
three English sparrows’ nests, containihg a
large number of eggs.

New Orleans has been sued

ER

Bruises,

EXTRACT.

a mob,”

In what

N

STRENGTH, 80 THAT THE CURE Is radical .
ene
tire. It strengthens THE BACK, AND PELVIC

one of its issues, prints the following: ¢ The
proprietors (of Warner’s Safe Remedies), each
and all, are men born here, ard here have
lived. the whole: period of their. stay on
earth, and are mén who have the unbounded

@brtuuries.

Union puts forth :

agent.
No two persons can see the same
phase of truth without finding themselves
in harmony through means of a power
greater than themselves; and when the
sight at the same phase of truth becomes
fan insight into truth itself, then a union
‘takes places, which
though imperfect
and unseen in many of its ' manifestations;

ciate that fact, and have already

* Murdered.”

: >

Ey
<The Positive Cute _
_ - For all Female Complaints.

POND’S

follows:

by

SL

THIS PREPARATION, RESTORES THE BLOOD TO ITS
NATURAL CONDITION, DIRECTS THE VITAL POWER
ARIGHT, STRENGTHENS THE MUSCLES OF THE UTERUS
. AND LIFTS IT INTO PLACE, AND GIVES IT TONE ANI

ADVERTISEMENTS.

People who are always taking care af their |
health are like misers, who are hoarding up a
treasure which they have never spirit enough
to enjoy.— Sterne,
©
3

40-49

mind %nd morals truth is that mediatorial

}

as

‘ Hung

G. H. PINKHAM,

confidence of all who know them.”

FACTS AND CURIOSITIES.

in

watering-place is slowly losing its supremacy
and wilt gradually drop back to the level of its

dnal arbiter in human affairs. It is a fact
of common note in nature, that substances
which refuse to amalgamate
may
be

comments-on a news item :

‘The Sunday

¢ classified under the head of aecident ’—XNew
York Tribune.
;

its most famous

spite of the
besutiful hotel grounds, beautiful
women,
beautiful music and all the other

individualistic, and so can not be directly
harmonized. But the infellect is not the

overshadows

put down

:

HONORABLE

3

part of the civilized world would
=

for the going generation:
Unfortunately,
the gilded Jout Are very poerly Fepresenited
they find if too placid
and calm. T e liveliest
re «
ain driving to the lake in a hack
chrriago and
ng at
Moon's, and it becomes
menc onus,
do so more than twice, notwithpactions of chickens,
partridges
stan
R

pirations ; in short, how little we ‘can understand each other, and more than all,
how charitable we ought to be?
: Pod

yet in reality

¢ Pistol shot,”

of the fair sex; and if women lose their hold
over men’s hearts here, no hope would be left

for our careless flings at each others as-

agent.

Vermont

field of flirtation and the cradle of admiration

each other's lives, how responsible we ‘are

“welded by means of a third

a pistol,”

Z

|

8

“Gunshot wound,” * Pistol shot,” ¢ Killed,
gunshot,”- ** Killed, gunshot,” ¢ Killed, guh-.
shot,” * Killed, attempting to- make
arrest,”
‘¢ Killed, gunshot,” * Killed,
pistol
shot,”

the stock market or the defection.of a whole
family from the Republican party.
This is as
it should be, for Saratoga has always been the

the

cat

other twelve cases are

b

York Hour, Saratoga has séen

it is not so. The subjective is always to be
found under the objective.
-As we look
through

:

A'SOUTHERN ACCIDENT.

“¢ Killed by

interested inthe

it has ever advocated.

three children, and: grand children, with many
friends, to lament his departure.
>

a fall, one was killed by a railroad train, and
one was drowned. The “accidents” in the

days:
:,
There is a remarkable falling off this year in
thé number of politicians, who usually select
Saratoga as un common and pleasant ground
on which to meet for the discussion of the future campaign.
Senator Anthony, Mr. Frelinghuysen, Don Cameron and a few other notable_patriots are here, but politics participate
in the prevailing languar.,
The arrival of a
new beauty causes more excitement and ea-

merely objects, and had
no subjective
aheaning, than the laughter of fools would
be justifiable, and ridicule and eynicism

be the great exponents

in-:

The

A circular issued .by an accident insurance
company of Mobile contains’a table
giving
the names of
persons who have received
accident policies during the pastsix or seven years.
In each instance the, amount paid and the
character of the “accident” are given,
Of
the fifteen persons named, one was injured by

those

:

any

Population of Oregon, 175,535.
These will most likely fail in. the future, as
- théy bave in the past. They will suffer in the
A bouncing baby—A rubber doll. future from the very advantages they have
A doughmestic difficulty—Heavy bread.
slighted in the past. The position in which
they have been placed, and the expectations that
There are nearly 2,000 more colored: people
friends and community live formed of them
than whites in Charleston, 8. C.
:
because of their better opportunities, - will
‘There are over five hundred:tons of silyer in
make their failure more conspicuous, and be
the treasury at Washington.
¢
quoted often hoth against {hem and the college and its training, Yetit has been true in |
Advice is like a railroad trhin—easy to take,
the past, and it will be equally true in the fubut hard to follow.—Boston Transcript.
ture, that the main body of college-trained
men surpass, in skill and success in the ecall;
Pat, have you seen a stray pig this mornings upon which they enter, the main body of ing ¥’ ¢ Shure, an’ how could I tell a stray
men that have had no such training.
:
pig from any: other, sur?’
:
res
.
EER
SEED (hdd hg
Emme
It'sa poor rule that won’t work both ways.
|
A Milwaukee girl married a barber and he
SARATOGA.
turned out to be a rich Iron in disguise.~
Acéording to a correspondent of the New
Boston Post.
}
Bie

with

conscious—does

~

reap the benefits that the.college course offers.

something

than

for

. Not all who now have left college walks and
class exercises have really become drilled and
repared to go forth and be skilled workmen
in any direction. Some of them have failed to

+ dividuality.

peculiar

public, but only

‘Weé clip the following, from. the
Chronicle:
¥
3

although, it séems that each individual is
only

general

act-

rules.

CA#

2

beginning.

of its consolations. Though age and infirmity
hastened his" departure, his friends clung to
him
to the last. He leaves a devoted -wife,

O-0-O+0 0-0

accustomed to
profound themes and kindred
forms of speech.
We think, however, that
the philosophers and their friends need to
guard a little
against seeming to patronize the
rest, of the world, although we do not believe
them to be guilty intentionally of any haughtiness, Certainly their influence must depend
greatly wpon their cherishing that humility
which always characterizes genuine’ seekers
after truth, '
:
Hy
AE

that we may more fully possess the pecu-

given an insight into
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.
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membersof. the Foreign
Mission Society. Bro.
Gray was a positive and earnest man, and perIn reli fon
He
effort .
was a Freewill ‘Baptist in faith and church
connection, though liberal toward all Christians. He was denominational without bigot-
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Avon, but at Washington, D.C, sl
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The contract with the American Bank Note
if the ‘mine. can be saved from des! tauction. |‘Company
for the printing of internal revenue
The Koliivoor
mine has, suspended,” owing to
Bp EaseseS8 from

PORK.

lief.
One box made a new man of me.
I feel
almost as well as ever in my life, and I sincerely believe it will restore to health all who ‘may
be similarly afflicted.
MicHAEL COTO.

age into eagles and half-eagles to supply the for its own sake, and becoming a hafe and hearty
demand for . gold coin rr ER denbmina. ‘man. He tried raising foreign grapes until he
tions,
,
.
3 grew weary of it, there was such uncertainty

ws,

for

:

Kidneys

and for several months, able

PLAIN BOILED.

. Pick them as nearly
‘wash them quite clean.
heightof about one inch
inverted saucer in’it, and

| Assay Office to the Philadelphia Mint for coin-

of

:

!

‘steers

derived no benefit.
Havegad trouble with
my Kidneys for eight years, very bad by spells,

six

salaman-

suffering from headaches are luxaries..
the bed, chaff must be well shaken.POTATOES

Germany has now
bassy.
at Tokio, in

Pottsville,

rings, and from there west
Ig. connecting with |

The Thomas colliery st Shenandoah, Pu.

re

Intense suffering from

rived

collision

54.

hie

ter should be done once a year.

Fred 8, Swartz, a postal-route agent on the
Reading railroad, hetween Philadelphia:
and

the

has beeron fire several days, and it is doubtful

5

A Positive Remedy
for ALL Kid- -

regular.

fill wide-

not chopped straw, is used for them, and they are

dying

with Japan.

New

new

;

- $1.25 PER BOTTLE!

ASHES. The market remains unchanged. The
sales have been at 4% @ 5c for Pots,and 6 4°%¢ ¥
5 for Pearls.

Western continent.— Lincoln (FIl.) Times.

tion,
.

¢c ¥

5% @b%c¥m.

duced rates for board and tuition. in our advertis.
ing columns, His school is located on the Hudson
River and in the most healthy and beautiful loca-

>

premium

Sheep steady at 3 @ 5c ¥

Persian

most

~

CURE

sales have

«Sales range from $20 8 - $35

declined¥

tea, opium, fur, food,
but not least, medi-

Dr. Flack, for thirty years one of the

cheap, easily filled, and easily renewed ; the lat-

New York, Friday,

increase

It has se-

saad,
Aan d New
«Yor
pus prings and the
re
company.
&

and

some

a common

cessful educators in the country, offers greatly re-

CHAFF BEDS.

Frankish,

had been sick and without food for ten days.

for

Connectic
ea

products

Turk,

and

head. Nothing of oon.
uence
has been done in
Working Oxen. Vell Calves range from 2 @ 5%
¢ ¥ Bb, including all kinds. Spring Lambs have]

the nations

with their

Chinese,

easier,

Cow trade has been light, and receipts mostly of

meet the German and the Greek with every variety
of merchandise” that mankind
employs, from

‘of the

a

The advantages of these are many.

new
:

next

smashed

x

‘»

of

“A homeless man was found on a wharf in

It

Housatonic

the

Charles,

ending July 81, were

July there were 282
ver,

tend to. Danbiry, Conn., then up the Housaalo:

against
;

in Moravia and Silesia.”,

under

increase

has begun in several Mexican

twenty-five frieght cars

:
from

of

at Coopértown Junction, N. Y., Friday.

offiWe

name of the * New York, Boston, Albany and
Schenectady Railroad Company.” It will ex-

fonic valley,

an

months,
One man was killed, three

cured in part the charters of old coyporations,
but is entirely.

be 1,783,812,

population

Mississippi and Louisiana ic the

railroad company has been formed

forthe purpose of building

SOUP,

dered sugar and glaze it with a red-hot

1t is believed that 10,000 colored men will
emigrate to Kansas and other States. from

efficient safeguard would have been obtained.
—N. 1. Times.
~~

"Anew

is reported

wounded and the mail destroyed.

ligent owners—and we believe it to be entirely practicable—we are confident that the most

Project.

Cossack,

Here

ruled

#5 60, and slim and light at $4 @ $465.

as well as the prairies of West, and are an effectual antidote for the diseases that prevail inthe yaourts of the North as well as the huts and cabins

der.

it official “protection which does not protect.
If it be practicable to reach
the pockets of neg-

Railroad

weight, with

cines. J. C. Ayér & Co’s celebrated remedies
‘from America were displayed ih an elegant Ba-

eggs, with a very small pinch of salt. Put a piece
of fresh butter in the omelet pan and directly it is
melted pour inthe eggs. As soon as ‘they are set,
fold up the ‘omelet, insert within the foldjas] mach
apricot or other jam as will lie in it. Turn out

A stage between Davis and El Paso has been
stopped by Indians, two men
killed, “one

supplied by such a change as we have indicated. As itis, the inspection by Government

New

trade.

sapphires to grindstones,
tools and fabfics, and last,

York Herald.)

gooseberries,

SWEET

aged 12, was struck with the ball and killed.

No one ean study the present statutes without
seeing that, though they may be defectiye in
details, they are extremely rigorous, Let
their requirements be made never so much
more minute and extensive, end the motive
power would still be lacking. This might be

A

summer for hundreds of years.

| of Europe and Asia meet
v

; The census returns show the

Brooklyn,

force ade-

substitutes

as

;

zaar, where the Doctor himself might be seen.
They are known and taken on the steppes of Asia

Beat up the whitesof four.and the yolks of

Marvin Cline, wanted in Buffalo,
N. Y., for
forgeries amountingto $350,000, has been arrested at Queenstown Village, Ont.
‘While playing lacrosse, on Wednesday, at

this can phobably

and

straight

has

With liberal receipts the market

rect from the orchards sre coming along

NIJNE NovGOROD FARE, The great market
of the Eastérn world hasbeen held at this junction
of the Volga and Oka Rivers in Russia, every

the

the omelet neatly on its dish, sover it with pow-

Revolution

i "right to summarily recover considerable damages, unless the owners of the vessel can show
affirmatively that they were not negligent.

rivate vigilance

boots

Kidney & Liver

and

ly and sales range from 50 @ £1 75 ¥ basket, as to ney, Liver and Urinary Troubles
yaality. Bartlett Pears command $2 @ $3 ¥ of both Male and Female.
crate.
:
ONEY. There
is a fair demand for Honey in |tHe comb, and consignments of California and
READ THE RECORD:
Northern can be placed at 20 @ 22c ¥ Bb. Strained
Honey is in very limited demand, and only a
“ Jt saved iy life.”
‘small quantity is needed to supply the wants of
—E. B. Lakely, Selma, Ala.
the trade.
hens
os
;
o
“ It is the remedy”that
will cure the many disHAY AND STRAW.
“With a falling off in receipts, the Hay market isin a little better condi- Peases peculiar to women,"— Mother's Magzine. ~
tion, but there is still a large Surplus of ordinary
* It has passed severe tests and won endorsequantity, which sells Slowly
at $15 @ $17 ¥ ton. ments from some. of the highest medical talent in
trictly choice Eastern afd Northern will-com- the country.”—New York: World.
pada
mand 819 @ $20¥ ton, but very little here,
Rye
No Remedy heretofore discovered can be held
Straw has declinedto $21 @ $22 # ton, and is in for* one
moment in comparison with it.”
light
request.
]
: “ —C. A. Harvey, D. D., Washinggon, D. C.
LIVE STOCK. The market for Beel €ittle has
ruled steady, with receipts (5,511) just about the
same as last week. The sales o
to. extra This Great Natural Remedy is for Sale by
Druggists in all Parts of the World.
Western have been at $4 75 @ $5 15¥
100 Is, live

<>
->

ship with

to be dangerously ill in Vermont with Bright’s
disease. * He is seventy-one years old.
°*
.

states, the movement being
president, Gen. Gonzales:

be best done by giving Every one injured, either in person or by, the loss of relatives, a

disar

heavy

!

Massachusetts to

to, explode.

an injury than a benefit.

tail the

old

>

45,

at the outside

for

19 per cent. over the figures of the last census.

+ some of them are unquestionably skilful and
faithful, it is the exception.
The problem,

officers
is rather

than

- A man robbing a freight car near New York
jumped overboard to escape arrest and was

rule, do not have such motive. Judging them:
by the report of the Grand Jury, we might say
that they. never have. When they do, and

have already suggested that

greater

Ex-Minister Robert C. Schenck

cite.

owners and
to safety.

completed

required,
:
TO BOTTLE GREEN GOOSEBERRIES.
and

of

Laxamere & Dean, druggists (30 years in business (writes us that DAY’S KIDNEY PAD giges
better satisfaction than any remedy they have'ever sold.
a
!

Pick and wash in tepid water a couple of ounces
of rice. Put it to cook in a pint of white stock
when thoroughly done, add another pint of stock
or more, with a handful of young peas boiled in
it. Stir into the soup, off the fire, haifa gill of
cream, vith the yolk of egg strained and beaten

Top

acres

Niles, Mich., Heard From.

laid six

up with it,» Add white pepper: aud sali to taste if

:

Wednesday; thermometer 85 degrees;
thunder storms in the evening.

drowned.

Aan

then, is how to bring into play any

.

ten

‘MONTGOMERY CENTER, VT., Feb. 25, 1880.
mouthed bottles, shaking them down till no more
Gentlemen—TI. feel it a duty and a pleasure
can be put in’; then tie down with damp (not wet)
not only toacknowledge my gratitude to you
bladder, and place the bottles, surrounded,by
The New Hampshire Democratic State Con- hay, in & boilerof cold water, over a slow fire ; personally, but also to bring my,case before the
public, and testify after eight
years’ intense
vention takes place at Concord, "September
let them simmer till reduced one-third, then take
suffering, what your Riduby
ort has done
15.
a
:
:
J
the boiler off the fire, and let the bottles remain till for me. For the past year I have been taking
.different remedies for Kidney Diseases, but
Three deaths from heat in New York city on.| quite-eold.

Why?
Because this association has a direct
and. controlling motive for doing the woyk of
_. inspection
well, Government officers, as a

quate to compel steam-boat
cers to do what is necessary

:

were nearly 17,000,000 francs
July, 1879.
:

They might have discovered
why our system
does not work by reflecting on the nature of a
system to which they call attention, and which’
works admirably.
They say thatin England
an association for insurance:against loss by
boiler explosions annually inspects . several
thousand boilers, none of which, if passed by

agents,

.

The receipts for taxes in France in July

too

The radical difficulty in the actusl system is
not pereg¢ived by the Grand Jury, but it might

their

new.

THE HOME.
CREAM

cucumbers,

Lyon’s Patent Heel Stiffener is the only in-

Bural and Bomestic,’
RICE

of

81

T. E. Wilson, Editorial Staff of
the N. Yi World. ‘E: B. TREAT,
Pub’r, 757 B’dwa;
Yi
433.

Warmers Safe

at $3 25 @ $3 50 for, Norfolks 2nd $4 ¥ bbl for
Jerseys.
iE
=
supply,
+» GREEN APPLES. There is a liberal
with sales
of best at $1 @ $1.50¥ opp
PEACHES PEAKS; ¥c. Supplies of Peachers di-

a

vention that will make

——The Indiana Democratic ventral committee

( From the New

acres

36. @

LANCOCK, ‘by

:

¥

8

go

béen madamostly at $175 @ $2 # bbl, with #225
as’an‘extréeme price.
Sweet potatoes are selling

~ Business Hotes.

on

opened the campaign on Saturday with
speakers in the various cities and towns in
State.

forRdtatoes

:

Agriculiaral Society will be held at Lynn, Tues-day and Wednesday, Sept. 28 and 29,1850.
:

Cologne,

troop

PoraToEs.

squashés, eight acres of watermelons and thirty| five acres of beans.
.
HL
Sh
The sixtieth annual exhibition of the Essex:

had

James Lealy, of Elizabeth, N. J., has ab-

son is there to suppose that any new set of ex-

they

station.

_ Rich gold discoveries are reported in various parts of New Zealand.

_aminers or sppointing officers would make
“any better choice than the present Supervising

one fact which

thirty-five

marks

ice. “Yellow Eyeg are «in larger .shpply, and
ave eased off aboutl0c¥ bu:
®

" A seed farm at Sibley, Troquois Co., Ill, has

850 men,
re-enforcements for India, sailed
from Portsmouth,
England,
Sunday.——A
special envoy will saon visit the United
States
to announce the independence of Roumania.

A 225 pound bear was killed at Bolton, Vt.,

sconded with $18,000.

at_

the first storie of which wis

Eldon, near Wareham—-A

earnest:

the other day.

and a Judge of the Federal court, but no loca
Inspector can be appointed without the consent of the Supervising Inspector.
What rea-

be inferred from

the

fright, and it was some

prevailed, and

great cathedral

Paris,

;

in the culture of the soil.

on Saturday.
There was great rejoicing over
the event.——A London
dispatch states that
on Saturday. burglars stole” £12,000 worth of
jewelry and plate from the residence of Lord

house in Washington, D. C.

Jistriety

ai

before reason

Hotel,

move as fast as received at $1

and east of

hie

fancy

choice hand picked are very firm
i

schools, in the rural districts, receiving,instruction

reports

growth.

hundred and thirty years ago, whs

Ice costs five cents a pound in Florida.
Secretary Sherman is erecting a $25,000

Inspector of the

;

or juthped through

Sunday.—The
Prussia,

- Miscellaneous.

ed E the President and Senate, and all local

Inspectors?

con-

been reversed and the air-brake put on. The
Saturday. morning’s papers give 18 deaths as
resulting frown this accident.
{
§

requirements of laws which are not enforced,
powers of Inspectors who
and to extend the
do not use those they now have? It is true
that the Grand Jurors recommend that the
by a * learned”
appointed
Inspectors be
Board of Examiners, but who is going to make
sure that the examiners will bois their July.
Supervising Inspectors are appointAtpresent,

district, the Collector of ther Customs

the

his engine, and when it struck the engine

lly sustained by facts known to every reader
of the newspapers—®The conclusion is inevitable and irresistible that the Inspectors either
do not, know, what" is required for safety on.
steam-boats, or, knowing it, do not, though
they have very great power, require it.
Of what use, then, can it be to multiply the

"inspectors by the Supervising

beneath

about 200 ydtds from May’s Landing

ble summer, the actual losses and the narrow
escapes, are proof of it, and the sweeping
Jury

From

Continental

Ohio

occasionally

Y

.

and are in good demand.
Sales of -choice pea
range from $1 70 @ $1 90 ¥ bu, including hand
picked Northern at the outside price.
Mediums

In France the children attend 30,000 primary

§
- Latest News.
Adelaide Neilson, the celebrated actress, died
suddenly at the

of the

- the Missouri rivers.

-_

|.

north

Liverpool ofof Ze2s,

verpool

higher; ov York and Vermont at 15 @ 6c; Candda at 15¢; Island a¥15X @ 16c; Western at 14 @
14}¢c ¥ dozén.
BEANS. Pea and Medium svstain a firm tone

In Algeria the grain crops on the 16th of June
hag ripened up, and were being harvested in good
”~
order.
RG
The prospects are that there will be a large crop

The feed in pastures has held

heayi-

Pars of the first section was on Great Egg H arbor-river bridge when the crash came. It is
the general opinion-that the engineer of the
colliding locomotive did all he could to check .

Notoriously
practically all ‘such ' conditions.
this is not done. The sad record of this terri-

Grand

down

efforts were made to rescue the injured apd
relieve their sufferings. The
scenq
of the
accident was on -a straight stretch
<of track

- actly the conditions necessary to safety, while
intelligent and ions Inspectors can “in each
case, when left t8 their own judgment, secure

statements of the

terrible.

in their uncontrollable

certainly

beforehand

down

can lay

than last year.

windows and rushed, they ‘knew not where,

power to enforce such precautions as their own
No law

simply

.pell-mell from them,

The trouble is that they are not competent
and do not do their duty. They are.already
armed, not only with very great powers as to
but ‘with very great
‘requirements,
- specific

wise.

will publish

out well, ang cattle have made good

of women, the piteous wails of children and
the yells of suffering men. A The panic-stricken
passengers in the cars of the first train ran

do their duty.

And thisis

of the en-

cealing vapor were heard the agonized shrieks

While it is
protection of life on steam-boats.
addressed immediately to the officers intrust-.
ed with the enforcement of the system, and
while the jurors recommend that the statutes
shall be made more explicit and rigid, and
the penalties severer, the facts which they repot leave little ground for hope that the system itself can be made to work as it ought to
Under the law, as it stands, nothing is
, work.
" needed but that the various classes of officers

discretion may dictate,

Farner

at 16¢c'¥, Joz-cand

Mr. Munroe, of Marion County, Georgia, fattens

of grapes this year

rimashothee deine
decline Ih

‘

by

evs seem confident that prices will be sustained.
Eggs. The market is quiet, and all. kinds except strictly fresh sell slowly.
Sales of Eastern

his hogs almost entirely dh sweet potatoes.

:

from nearly 100 places in Maine and the prov-

cealing everything beneath an inpenetrable
cloud. ‘The scenes that ensued are described

are complied with.
Tt will be seen that this is practically an
indictment of the whole legal system for the

.ghall “be -competent and shall

the rear platform. of the

The rain had been pouring

Sob

——

there is éasier
Ai
tendency at the close, but hold-

settlers.

Nebraska,
The
is estimated at

:

_ The Maine

ly, and consequently all the windows of the
car were down, and the steam filling it instantly added to the terrors of the occasion by con-

requirements

necessary

Minhesota,

Dr. Tanner’s food at New York on Wednesday consisted of raw oysters, crackers, wine,
stewed potatoes, peaches and milk. At 7, p. M.,
he weighed 147 pounds.
He was in the best of
spirits .all day, and easily digests
immense
quantities of food. An offer of $1500 per week,
to leeture from ocean to ocean, has been received and it is probable hé will accept,

The wounded were

shock broke one of the cylinders

that they “ believe that it can not in any case,
under the present uncertain and speculative
practice, be satisfactorily determined that the
boilers are well made of good and suitable® mag
terial,” or that

:

Wisconsin,

994,512,

gine, and instantly scalding water was poured
out upon the terror-stricken occupants of the

to kind, extent, and condition; machinery is
© not tested as the law requires, and the jurors,

at. $1.25 per

. gallon.
:
Ki i
2
x
:
The increase of acreagd in grain in ‘Wasco Co.,

inces showing the present condition and prospects of the crops. The Farmer summarizes:
The lpcomotive came bounding on and crashed The hay crop is the-.most valuable for years.
into the rear car, still standing on the bridge. «| Grain and potatoes will give an average crop,
So terrible was the force of the collision that
while corn has_ had vigorous growth and
the engine fairly ploughed a furrow half way
promises well. Other field crops are above
into the car, the roofof the latter being lifted
the average;
vegetable gardens show well,
over the smoke-stack ofthe locomotive. The while
apples are more
plentiful and better

ble degree of accuracy and honest fulfillment.”

under the responsibility of their oath;

Indiana,

Towa, Missouri, Kansas and
present number thus engdged

first train some jumped to the ground and
then oom panic-stricken back into the cars,

reasona-

any

with

ichigan,

taken to a neighbgring houst, The best cars
of the expresy were switched off and.fited up
as ‘hospitals, “and attached to the excursion
train,
In these were placed those least injured, and the train proceeded to Philadelphia.

to

en certificates who are not fit for this work,
nor are adequate pains taken to find ‘out
whether they are fit. Inspections of hulls and
are not made

through

passenger in_it.

to aid the wounded.

medical aid summoned.

be made as to the qualification of éngineers
careful and intelligent manner.”

an effort made

The others lose $15,000.

is sold

CTE

_| Oregon, is five times what it was three years
Within the past 80 years there has been an ago.
The province of Buenos, Ayres possesses’ 54,
increase of 935,565 in the number of people engaged in manufacturing in the States of Illinois, 000,000 sheep, of which 13,000,000 belong to dish

" An express train arrived just as the accident
occurred, and ‘the passengers from it also .hurried to render assistance. ‘The work of removing the injured was immediately begun, and

laws and the regulations:made under them are
not enforced.

poured

surance.

open

citéement. The hissing siéam and shrieks of
terrified passengers struck terror to the hearts
of all. The crowded cars were speedily emp-

It

picture,

.into

forced

In an instant there was a scene of fearful ex-

they

of the jury.

were

the car, scalding méarly every

- Sf

disclosed by the investigations

heads

which

"oly

hg

?
Vermont,

each and every family ‘in the town of Northampton. . .
.
=
-

cider front tomatoes,

Address Daniel F. Beatty, Washing.
:
oi

o£

a trial,

Accompanying the , indictments there is a
presentment of the Grand Jury setting forth
with great fullness the general condition of the
steam vessels plying to and from this port, as

wie

As the locomotive forced its way

causinga fearful

them

limb in the keeping of the class to

A

wreck.

& Bowen, fancy silks, was burned. Friday.
The former firm lose $75,000; covered by in-

it, and

the car, the cylinder

“belong.

:

Co., importers of silk goods, and Leavy, Foster

telescoping

fore a tribunal which may be trusted to give
those who are daily required

Rn

locomotive crashed into the last car of the first

section,

SOARS AAAS

4

BUTTER. There has been a light/demand from
the trade, and medium” grades. of No
are
beginning to accumulate. The ‘quality of ‘most.of
the receipt has deteriorated, and
it is difficultto logue free.
effect sales except at coneessions which
oldgrs «ton, N, J.
‘are not ready to make fihe sales of New
Yerk
dai

and boilers.:
crime charged is manslaugh- second followed soon after. All went well “mense land-slide, which destroyed some large
:
ter, through * feriminal negligence.” Doubt- suntil the first section reached May’s Landing, lime-kilns.
AGRIOULTURAL ITEMS.
less,in the definition of the offence, and in the when the engineer slowed up and started to
Owing to the great amount of sickness at
VEJ
run
on a siding to allow the passage of the Schagticoke, N. Y., consequent upon the diver- |
(From the American Cultivator.)
designation of the persons legally responsible
for it in criminal proceedings, the judgment of Camden express. Al the cars passed the sion of the channel of the Hoosic river by the!
The hog-crop of Central Illinois this season will
York «be fully double that of last.
the Prosecuting Attorney of the Government switch except two, when the second section Northern Albany Railroad, the New
en
Board of Health’
will cause the channel
may be relied on. -What i§ perfectly plain to came thundering on behind. The engineer of Sthte
The dried fruit crop of North Carolina the ‘past
to be turned back again, in order to prevent
thé general public is, that a number of lives the latter section whistled “ down breaks” as a fifty-acre swamp, which has caused the sick- 050,
year is said to have bronght
into that State $400,
5
were lost through Violation of conditions im- he approached the switch, but when the brakes ness, from causing further fatalities,
posed by law for the safety of passengers, and were applied they failed to work, and the rear
While Florida is raising tea, Texas is making
The building occupied by Lewis, Brown &

the persons whe might and should have prevented such violation
are now called to account,
in the most formal and impetative manner, be-

i
all rail, with

and

considerable sales,

a few years

since * he presented
a Concord

ered and 10 more are skid to be under the ruins.
The fall of the earth was occasioned by an im-

the

one

rail

= |)

been

ered by Chief Wramboin Central Africa. | are now known all over the country, and though
¢ Chief
Wrambo” is believed to be the cele- surpassed by others in certain ‘qualities, are today reconimended as haying ‘no rival in hardibrated robber chief, Mercambo.
ness or productiveness under all circumstantes
A mass of earth fell, Wednesday,
and and in all localities.” So sensible of its value.

The ex-

first section left the city at six o’clock

have

v
54 Yc
# bu, by Lake and

He

[ 2A ial= =

ian Exploring: Expedition,

August.

feels a justifiable pride in the success of his
foundlings—whose namesakes
and descendants

Carter and Mr. Cadenhead, of the Royal Bel-

cursion. train consisted of 26 cars,
in
the first and ten in the second section. The
train was filled with St. Ann’s Catholic excursionists from Kensington, Philadelphia. The

and enof hulls

which ripens as early as the 25th of

that Capt.

|

et pe pt

ihe train, telespopingthe rear car,

Dis—

It has presented indictments against

the owners of the vessel, the Captain
,* gineer, and: the Federal Inspectors

the second

tpdin that left Atlantic

City, N. J. , at six, ran(into the first section of

trict Court has done its duty in the Seawan
hake matter in a thorough and intelligent
manner.

evening,

. A telegram from Zanzibar states

hd
on

States

Wednesday

oF

.

HAVE BEEN AWARDED
SUCH AT ANY.

%

3%

NL ~~

United

30,

Disaster.

~ _.

TH

Jury of the

Railroad

~

Zi

et

At 6:

~ A

section of an excursion
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